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his first administration $3,160,000 more than
Mr. Cobb has in his second administration and
$2,200,000 more than Mr. Fernald had to spend
in his two years in office. Mr. Haines told how
had
the Democrats
misrepresented the
finances of the State, had unnecessarily added
two mills to the tax for 1911, which will leave
a large surplus in'the treasury that will tend
to extravagant appropriations by the next legislature, and said that while the Republican
administration of 1909-1910 had added $893,550.88 in new buildings and permanent repairs to State property and purchased land
for the State of the value of $25,700, the new
constructions of the Democratic administra-
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Miss Helen Brier left last
Monday for
Kent's Hill, where she is
attending school.
Mrs. Joseph A. McKeen returned last Fri-
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Charles E. Owen ar.d di ughter, Miss Marreturned from a brief
trip to
Boston.

56
76

guerite, have

86
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49

Mrs, Maria B. Woodbury and son Nelson L.,
>f Portland are visiting her son, Mr. W. B.
Woodbury.

81
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m
110
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45

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel B. Flint of
Providence,
R. I., are visiting Mrs. Flint’s sister, Mrs.
Frank Clark.
Miss Mabel A. Craig leaves this week for
South Hadley, Mass., where she will enter Mt.

Holyoke college.
Florence Palmer of Portland returned
last Friday from a visit with her cousin,
Mrs. B. O. Norton.
Miss

Maine has Elected a Republican
Governor, Three Republican

146

2873 2839

Congressmen,

Mrs. Sarah F. Haney of Bangor is the
guest
of Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Haney.
Mias Flossie Heal, B. H. S, T2, has
in the City National Bank.

a

a

Legislature

that will Retire the Pattangall-Plaisted Ring and Elect
Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh of
Augusta to the United States
Senate.

Miss Loula Mason spent last week with
relatives in Montville.

position

PERSONAL.

Mrs. M. B. Pulsifer of Camden returned
home Tuesday from a visit with Mrs. M. F.

Mrs. Samuel H. Lord went to Boston last
week for a visit of several weeks.

Peavey.
Mrs. Rachel Kingsbury left last
Tuesday to
visit her sister, Mrs. Thomas
Kershner, in Waterville.
Russell Carter of Gardiner
spent last week
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. H.
D. Carter,
Waldo avenue.

Pattershall, after spending several!
days with his family here, returned to Boothbay Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lawrence of Rockland
were guests last
Sunday of their daughter,
Mrs. Clyde Pettee.

tome

Mrs. Florence Gilmore Mulchler left last
after spei ding the summer in Belfast and
vicinity.

Friday for Boston,

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence WT. Proctor and little

daughter, who spent the summer
returned to Belfast Monday.
Mr
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their interests in the Colonial Cafe,
will go to New York for the winter.

aold out

Harold T. Sibley arrived last Monday from
to remain for several weeks with hia
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley.

--

Miss Ethel Frost will
leave/to-day. Thursday,
for a two weeks’ visit in Boston.

Chicago

'Dana B. Southworth left last Monday to
take a course at Hebron Academy.
Miss Bertha Royce has returned from Isle
Haut, where she had been employed.

au

Miss Katherine E. Brier left Sept. 4th for
Boston and New York to study millinery.
Mrs. A. R. Wellman of Winterport was recently a guest at G. O. Wentworth’s, in Rockland.
Miss Jeanetta Rogers left last Friday to reher studies at Dean Academy, Franklin,
Mass.

sume

Mrs. Millie Lane Gowen, who has been visiting her father, C. E. Lane, in Brooks, left
Tuesday for her home in Los Angeles, Calif.
Miss Lillian Roberts, who has been the guest
of Mrs. Walter H. Richards for several weeks,
will leave Friday for her home in Northfield,

Vt.

Ashley A, Smith and family, who spent
at the Wilson cottage, Quantabacook, returned last Saturday to their home in
Rev.

the

summer

Bangor.
Mr. Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago arrived
Tuesday morning to join Mrs. Hilton at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Sibley.

Mrs. George R. Doak and daughter ElizaMiss Alice I. Whitten left
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Goodale of Bucksport
Saturday for East beth went to Rockland last Saturday to visit
spent a few days in this city the past week,
Corinth, where she has a position as first asrelatives.
sistant in the Academy.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle,
Ralph Bramhall returned last week from a High street.
Mrs. Agnes Barnes of
Hampden, who is vis- short visit with Mr.and Mrs. Leslie C. Follettin
Miss Cora S. Morison left yesterday for
iting Mrs. Chester Pooler, spent last Tuesday,
Belmont, Mass.
the guest of Mr. James Pattee.
New York, from which port she will sail for
Mrs. C. S. Keen has returned to Rockland Porto Rico, where she will teach during the
Misses Ruth Kimball and
Virgie Beckwith, from Searsmont to remain until October with coming year.
B. H. S. ’12, will leave
for
Castine
to
Monday
Mrs. E. F. Bean, Limerock street.
Horace Miller of Center Lincolnville, who
enter the

Eastern Maine State Normal School.
Miss Margaret Van Voorhees, who
spent the
summer in town, the
guest of Mrs. Henry
Lloyd, leaves Saturday to return to New York.
Miss Edna Bedel], who spent the summer

ferences within the party, and the county
loses his valuable services. His successor,
Volney Thompson, is a man of standing and influence and will look well to the interests of

Mrs. Clarence E. Read entertained Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Danforth of Bangor and Miss Alice
I. Whitten of Belfast recently at the

whose records are models of neatness and acThe attacks upon these officials were
recently plainly revealed by their author as
prompted by mercenary motives and he was
willing to discontinue them for a consideration.
This is generally recognized as blackmailing.
It is not believed that these attacks had any
appreciable effect on the vote, but neither of
the defeated officials made any effort to secure
support, but would have had it from voters
outside their party had it been thought it was
Messrs. Libby and Leonard, who
needed.
have been elected to succeed them, are well
spoken of and will no di ubt do their best tb
perform satisfactorily the duties of their respective offices.

visit of several weeks?in Isle

point.

Mrs. Mary Berry and son Ross left for their
home in Providence, R. I., Monday, after visiting relatives in Belfast and vicinity for several weeks.

curacy.

a

Levi Clay returned to Portland
Tuesday
after spending a few days at his home at

recognized throughout the county as a man of
ability and of the strictest integrity, and with a
corps of deputies of like stamp we may expect
that law and order will prevail in Waldo county. Carleton Doak, the Republican candidate
for county attorney, who was pledged to
the impartial enforcement of law, was defeated by the votes diverced to the Prohibition candidate, and the Democratic candidate was re-elected. Edward Evans, the Republican candidate for county commissioner,
was defeated for re-election by personal dif-

Charles P. Hazeltine, the Republican candidates, respectively, for Judge and Register of
Probate. Judge Johnson has held the office for
many years, has had many important cases before him, and has never had a decision reversed on appeals to the higher court. His integrity and ability are alike unquestioned, and this
is also true of the Register, Mr. Hazeltine,

from
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tion only amounted to $16,274.58 and not an
Mr. Haines made
acre of land was purchased.
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St. Francis church. The groom is the son of
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raise of the Wock."
Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville, it Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Hammons and is also emMrs. Bertha Burdeen of Thomaaton, is thi
Shoe Situation.
ployed by Lr onard & Barrows. He is a memguest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Levi Seek to hold a fair later in the month.
*G. H. York of West Winterport visitec ber of the Belfast Band, sings in the Hamins.Mrs. W. R. Peavey and Mrs. E. (
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Miss Ella Smalley left last Tuesday to visit
Mrs. Ralph B. Herrick in Oakland.
Mrs. Charles E. Sherman left last
Saturday*
to visit relative^ in
Lynn, Mass.

l

Portland, is the guest for the week of
Mrs. Wm. H. Quimby at the
Alhambra, Pitcher’s Poud.
near

T. B. Dinsmore returned last
Friday from a
business trip to Boston and Irving T. Dinsmore
returned from a business trip to Boston and
Rockland.

Har.ey

cottage, Northport.

no money could be taken out of the State
treasury except by an appropriation of the
State Legislature and that it was for making
up these appropriations that the Legislature
met and committee hearings were held. There
was no reduction in the rate of taxation in the
Mr. Plaisted had
Plaisted- administration.
$4,128,000 more to spend than Mr. Cobb had in I
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The family of John Small have moved into
their new house at Citypoint.

County

Comrs.

B-

?

greeting such as no other the Republican candidate for
dress.^ kIt
county treasurer,
Page. speaker received here during the campaign, was somewhat of a
surprise, as no special
remarked:
“I
feel
that
and Mr. Haines feelingly
efforts were made in his behalf. It was a general recognition of his qualifications for the
clear exposition of the system of taxation in
place that caused his election. There is very
Maine, showing how the tax is raised, and how
general regret, in which many of the opposing
appropriations are made. He pointed out party join, at the defeat of Judge Johnson and
was

430

?

Appreciative Audience
the Belfast Opera House.

was mainly devoted to State issues,
such as the Waterville Sentinel printing graft,
the Democratic economy of not killing diseased cows, thus allowing tuberculosis to
spread ar.d become a menace to the lives of
little children, the unsigned and unverified
statements concerning the finances of the
State which “read as if they had been written
by Baron Munchausen, and printed in Utopia.”
His rendition of Plaisted’s famous Kingfield
speech brought down the house. In exposing
the broken promises of the Democrats concerning enforcement he spoke of the Maine
cities under Democratic mayors that are “wide
open” today, and in Waterville the mayor is
also the Attorney General of the State. He
emphasized his opposition to reciprocity with
Canada and told his hearers what they must
expect under free trade if a Democratic Congress and president was elected.
Hon. Wm. T. Haines when introduced to the
audience received such an ovation that it was
several minutes before he could begin his ad-

Estes.

«7

County

Sheriff

The weather was fine on election day, and
while there was great activity in getting out
voters and automobiles were much in evidence,
there was little disturbance and few drunks.
Every rumseller in the city worked hard all !
day to perpetuate the era of nullification inauguarated by the Pattangall-Plaisted administration; but happily to no avail. The result in the city was better than expected
under existing conditions. Frank R. Keene,
the Republican candidate for representative,
made a fine run, and but for the desperate
efforts made by the Democrats to retain control of the legislature and re-elect Gardner
would have been elected. The representativeelect, Hon. John R. Dunton, will be the third
member of the law firm of Dunton & Morse to
fill that office, succeeding Ralph I. Morse, Republican, who succeeded Hon. it. F. Dunton,
Both the Duntons have served
Democrat.
the city as mayor and Mr. Morse narrowly
missed that honor, which may come to him
later. While for political reasons we regret
the defeat of Mr. Keene the interests of Belfast will be well looked after in the legislature
by Mr. Dunton.
The result in the county, while disappointing
in some respects, is most gratifying in others.
The election of Charles M. Conant of Winterport to the Senate is the subject of geneial
congratulation. A successful business man,
who has attained success by honest methods,
he will be''a worthy representative of Waldo
county in the Maine Senate and will not be
found maligning his constituents or pandering
to the rum power.
The election of Frank A. Cushman of Montville, the Republican candidate for sheriff,
was practically assured from the start.
He is

and
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Frank A. Cushman.215
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largely composed of voters. The speeches
were both interesting and instructive and were
listened to with marked attention throughout
and frequently punctuated with applause.
There was no mudslinging, such as has characterized some of the Democratic meetings. There
were good natured references to some of the
opposing candidates, but for the most part the
speeches wtre confined to a recital of facts
and an exposition of the vital issues of the
campaign. Hon. Forrest Goodwin, the first
speaker, played ball here in 1886-7, when
working his way through college and made

PROBATE.

58

2842

98

It rained in the afternoon and the
weather was so threatening that it prevented
the attendance of many from out-of-town,
but long before the speakers arrived the hall
was well filled with a representative audience,

607
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Although the campaign and election are
over and the time is
past for reporting cam611 paign speeches the Republican meeting in the
629 Opera House last Thursday evening merits
mention now. Many of those present said it
617 was “the best political meeting they had ever
615 attended” and a local
politician said it was the
best gathering here of the kind for fifteen
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A telegram was received
by Belfast relatives last Tuesday announcing the arrival of a
son to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Haycock of
St. Andrews, N. B. His name,William Mann, is

Mr. F. W. Chase and family left last Thursday for their home in Newtonville, Mass., after
spending the summer in Belfast.

was operated on at the Waldo County Hospital
last spring, entered the hospital again last

Miss Edith C. Wilson left last Saturday for
Gardiner, where she has charge of the Commercial department in the High school.

and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Pitcher, who spent the summer at
their bungalow at the Battery, have returned
to their home on Northpoxt avenue.

Miss Amy Wilson returned last Saturday
from Searsmont, where she was the guest for
several days of her father, M. 0. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie A. Hopkins motored to
last Friday with Mr. Hopkins’ father,
who took the train there to his home in
Bar Harbor.

Bangor

Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Marden and Mr. and Mrs
R. W. Cunningham left last Saturday in Mr.
Marden’s touring car for a week’s visit in Etna
and vicini y.

Miss Alta Bennett of Bucksport, Frank I.
Foye of Boston and Stanley Hills of Lincolnville were recent guests of Anna Hills, Spring
street, Rockland.

Tuesday

for futher treatment.

Mr.

Mrs. H. C. Marden and Mrs. Annabel M.
Underwood left last Friday to visit in Sunset
and Windsor. Mrs. Underwood will visit later
in Fayette and Mrs. Marden will return home.

Mrs. Mae Robinson, who has been the guest
Sadie Clark at the home of Mrs. S. G
Norton and of Mrs. Selden Gillum, Union

of Mrs.

street, has returned to her home in Brockton,
Mass.
Rev. Fr. James E. Hayes, who has been in
Beltast three months assisting Rev. Fr. Dennis
McCabe of St. Francis church, will leave next
Monday to resume his duties at the Cathedral
in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie returned Fri

Gecrge E. Johnson and her guest, Mrs.
day from Lewiston, where they were guests of
H. L. Mudgett of Brookline, Mass., are visitMrs. Ritchie’s mother, Mrs. Skillings, and
relatives in Albion. Mrs. Mudgett will | attended
the fair. They made the trip in
for Mrs. Haycock’s father, the late W. M. ing
return home from Albion.
their touring car.
Littlefield,
Mrs. Lewis W. Pendleton, who spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar LeBart. of Charlestown,
Miss Gladys Pitcher has gone to Chelsea,
summer in town, left
Monday to join her Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Estabrooks of
Mass., to teach music in the High school. She
Mrs. J. A.
Fessenden. They will this
will teach theoretical music, direct the glee sister,
city are at the Swan Lake House fora
the winter in the south.
week, after which they will go to Dresden for
club and direct an orchestra, besides having spend
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Wentworth of Lina week’s shooting.
more or less accompanying work.
Miss Pitchcolnville announce that the marriage of their
er had accepted a position to teach music in
Mr. and Mrs. Volney Thompson of Montville
the St. Mary’s girl’s school at Raleigh, N. C., daughter, Iva Ellen, to Walter Frank Clark of will occupy Sunflower cottage the last two
Camden will take place Sept. 30th.
but receiving the above position was released
weeks of September. Mr. Thompson will be on
Mr. Ralph W. Peavey will leave Saturday on the jury at the supreme court which convenes
William H. Hall, W. C. Libby, E. R. Estaa business trip to Dallas, Texas, but expects i in this city September 17th.
Arthur
W. J.
brooks, W. H.

Quimby,

Mrs.

Ritchie,

E. Brown of Belfast and A. H.
Nichols of Searsport autoed to Lewiston last
week to attend a session Thursday evening of
Kora Temple, Mystic Shrine, when the nobles
entertained the imperial potentate of North
America, Hon. William J. Cunningham of Baltimore. They also attended the fair.
Dorman and M.

D. Lyman Wormwood resigned as superintendent of schools in Waterville to accept a
like position in Bangor and the Waterville
school board has elected as his successor
Charles Norman Perkins of Brewer.
Mr.
Perkins was bom in Brooksville, Me., October
16,1868. He was graduated from Colby college in 1893; was principal of the High school
at Presque Isle, 1893-99; principal of the High
school at North Brookfield, Mass., 1899-1906,
and since that time has been principal of the
Brewer High school and later superintendent
of schools in that city. He is considered one
of the best school men in the State.

to

return to

Belfast later in the fall.

Peavey and Miss Evelyn
to Boston

for

a

will accompany
two weeks’ visit

Mrs.
him

Among the out-of-town people in Winterport

last

week

were

Mrs.

Frank

Blaisdell

Joseph F. Blaisdell, and Ferren Blaisdell of
Redbank, N. J., Mrs. Etta Homer of Bucksport, Mrs. Guida Homer Stevens and
New York.

son

of

The children of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoyt
of baby Edward
Lucius, who remains with Mrs. Hilton for a
longer visit, left Wednesday for their home in
Chicago They will spend several days en
route with Mrs. Hilton’s father in

Hilton, with the exception

Mass.

Mrs. Nellie M. Kneeland of Somerville,
Mass., who has been spending the summer
months at her cottage at Temple Heights, is
suffering from a sprained ankle, as the result

Tewksbq^y,

a

lUbR

lulling

V/libU

IIV1

iwww

D. Clement, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Amos Clement, who recently graduated from
the Maine Medical school and took post graduate work in New York, will locate in Portland,
and is there at present to make arrangements.
Dr. James

Clement, son Stephen and
have returned from Seaside
Inn, Seal Harbor, where they spent the sumMr. Clement and Ansel Packard, who
mer.
have been at the Inn, will arrive later in the
Mrs.

Amos

daughter Louise,

week.

Miss Edit h Skelton, who spent the summer
at her home in East Belfast, has returned to
Brooklin, where she ,is an assistant in the

High school, and was warmly welcomed back
by both pupils and their parents to continue
the excellent work which she began last year.
At the railway station in Bath last week we
Capt. Frederick Barker and Miss Isabel
met Austin Fernald and Frank Thorn, the latWhite of Elmira, N. Y., left last Friday for
ter formerly of Belfast now of I ynn. Mass.,
home after spending several weeks in Belfast.
who was spending part of his vacation with
En route Capt. Barker will visit in Lewiston
relatives in the shipping city. Mr. Fernald
and Miss White will be the guest of Mrs.
was met a few days later at the station in
Brunswick. He is in the employ of the Maine Susan Bailey in Bath.
Friends of Mrs. Mariedna Snell Cobb, now
Central and on the run between Brunswick
and Bath, making two trips daily each way. of Washington, D. C., who is pleasantly reAt Brunswick we also met George Dunning, membered by many Belfast people^ will be
American Express agent, who enquired after interested to learn that she. with Mr. Cobb*
his Belfast friends, and who retains a lively was recently the guest of her aunt, Mrs. A. C*
interest in our city. The American Express Sibley of Dorchester, en route from Woods Hole
Co. never had a more popular agent m Belfast Mass, to Narragansett Pier.
and Mr. and Mrs. Dunning had a large circle of
Mr. J. B. Pendleton, for many years with
friends here.
Wright & Ditson, dealers in sporting goods,
In a personal note under date of Minneapo- etc., is now connected with Wm. Filenes’ Sons
lis, Sept. 3d, Mr. W. K. Morison says: “My Company of Boston as manager of their athdaughter Ruth, with her aunt, Mrs. H. P. letic goods department. This firm has just
Adams, Miss Avis Morison, and my nephew, moved into a new store which in its appointAlton Jackson, arrived yesterday, and my ments and equipments is second to none in
nephew, John Pendleton, who is at Yale, came New England.
this morning. He has been at the Canadian
A pleasant reunion of the Havener family
Soo the last six weeks in the woods camping was held at the home of Mrs. Susan Havener
and fishing. My daughter, with her aunt and Hackett in Winterport, Sept. 1st. Among the
cousin, will go on to California the 17th, where guests were Edward Havener, who has
Ruth enters the Bishop's Episcopalian school recently returned from a ranch in California;
at La Jolla. Calif. John Pendleton goes back Mrs. Deborah Brown, Mrs. Nathan Cobb, Mrs.
to New Haven about the 10th, for football Mary Perry, Miss Grace Perry and Miss Ada
practice. He is selected for the University Perry of Rockland; Mrs. Olive Dickey of
team and is also a pitcher on the baseball Greenville, S. C., Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hackett
team.”
and daughter of Brewer.
\

John Beckwith of Springfield, Mass., arrived
Thursday, and with his wife, who has
been with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. O.
Bucklin, for several weeks, will spend his
vacation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm

last

Beckwith.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe and Miss Marian
Heal will leave for Chicago today. Mrs. Cobe
will return to Belfast next February for Miss
Clara B. Keating, who, with Miss Heal, will be
their guest until they return to Northport
next

summer.

Larrabee Wildes, who has been the
guest of friends here for several weeks, has
gone to Somerville, Mass., but will return to
Maine the last of the month to take a position
Mrs. Ada

in

a

i\ew dry goods store Emery & Brown
Waterville.

are

to open in

Mr. and Mrs. Carter B. Keene of Washington, D. C., formerly of Freedom, have been
s pending a few weeks’ vacation in this city,
Freedom and Kent’s Hill, where Mr. Keene
was formerly a teacher in the commercial department. He has for some time held a responsible position in the Post Office Department.

Belfast friends have received cards from Mrs.
Austin Leslie Berry,of Newton,Mass.,announcing that the marriage of her daughter Marian
to Stewart Knowlton Gibson will take place
September 13th at 8 o’clock, in Channing
A reception will be held
church, Newton.
immediately following the ceremony at 12
Willard street. They will be at home at 40
Sylvian street. West Newton, after December
1st.
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There-

Cove and
Abouts.

Christmas

In the summer of 1622, two years after
the Pilgrims 1 tided at Plymouth, a fleet
of thirty English fishing vessels anchored
at the Damariscove Islands.
The islands
lie off the mouth of the wide Damariscotta river. All the region about there
is very beautiful, especially in summer.
Near at hand is Outer Heron Island and
the pretty inlet called Christmas Cove
“How New England was made”

settle-

Sir Edward Andros, governor of New York, and later
of New England, ruled in this part of
Maine from 1674 to 1682. In order to
secure English control of New York
(New Amsterdam), he transported many
of the Dutch settlers from that place to
Pemaquid. Here some of them were
sent to garrison Fort Charles.
This
| structure stood at the southwestern
angle of .the village, in such a position
ments

OHIO.

OF

important

as

on

the coast.

Gyles

in

Tragedies of

his

Wilderness” says that he built
at the mouth of

a

the

city,

Pemaquid River, and
compliment to

named it Jamestown in
me

jjxupiiciui,

me jl/ukc

quently James 1.
the region was for

—

ui

iuik,

duudc-

The government of
many years located

meeting of the Maine here. The
great number of old cellers
Portland, Jan. 12, that have been found, and some paved

At the annual

Press Association in

1912, it

voted that the

was

summer

ex-

spaces as of a street, from time to time
discovered beneath the soil, seem to cor-

cursion be made “to the coast towns and
localities between Bath and
the selection and route

Rockland,”
being left to the

excursion committee, Messrs. Dunbar,
Bewditch and Tower. They chose Christ-

I

roborate this statement.
Gyles also
says that Andros built a fort here, which
he named Fort Charles, and garrisoned
with “a considerable number of soldiers.

>

1

uou

liniflai

m.

morn-

boat for

members of

the M. P. A. boarded her in due season,
hut she did

nearly

shortly

strongly

leave

hour late.

an

to ebb

on

not

the dock until

The tide had

begun

it

in 1897 when the Maine Press had its
cursion

Boothbay Harbor,

to

Pemaquid

and

and

ex-

the

was

on

arlier than usual perbecause of the prevalence of fog in

the ebb—a little

haps
August and

the

unseasonablycold weather
But I am getting

that marked its close.
a

little ahead of my story. The steamer
Boothbay Harbor an hour

landed us at

hand to furnish rock for the

at the

settlements was for a time
Neither side wholly observed

their

the orders for the seizure of every Indian “known to be a man-slayer, traitor
or

conspirator.

got possession of

they were destroyed relentlessly.’’Pemaquid, the center of civilization in the
wilderness—one of the first born cities
of

the

doom.

so

the
:
1

A shipmaster having
of these warrants

rage.
once made upon all the settlements and
trading stations along the coast, and

New World—was
The torch was

to

applied,

meet

its

and the

driveways,

We over-ran our course and were near

bridge which

connects Rutherford’s

island with the main

land,

when we were

din cted to retrace our steps and found
the barber shop in a basement—a low
room, the walls decorated with
chromos, with two chairs for customers
and the usual tonsorial outfit. The barber w7as not in evidence, but soon appeared and before he had finished the
work in hand three more customers arrived and began a conversation in which
One of
the barber occasionally joined.
the trio, who had seated himself on the

ceilinged

one

late, but with nearly an hour to infant
city soon enveloped in one devourwait before we could get the boat for
The settlers remass of flame.’’
ing
Christmas Cove. It was a question ►
.,1
nlnau r.f t-Uo tirof in 1078.
whether we should get supper on arrival
but the sattlement had scarcely been
at our destination, and so we visited the
a
comfortable
when
on

or

stone posts

averted.

people seen at the landdesigns upon them, but to no effect, and
lights seen above the the warriors made no discrimination in
the Sq irrel Inn, indicated
A murderous attack was at
their
travel

islands;

neighboring

few

summer

waters and

entrances, on which are vases
filled with flowers, ''and a rock crusher at

the few

first story in
that the tide of

adjacent

the

of the Narrows, the various
decoyed several Indians of this region on
landings, including the picturesque Five
! board, and carried them away with the
Islands, the passing through two bridges, intention of
selling them as slaves.
etc., were readily recalled. The com- Shurt had warned the Indians of the
passage

paratively
ings. ana

from which there are fine views of the

runs

course
among, the isThe writer went over this route

the tortuous

lands.

the destruction of

party

by

from future aggressions. The savages
had great confidence in his probity, ana

pledges; and several measures
were adopted by those having control in
made rapid progress
Maine, the most important of which was

before and as

the boat

accompanying illustration,

I

was

given

visitors and The Journal

publish it through
Dora Newell, for

wi3

privileged

squid,
not.

and whether

Baked they

and one man

was

they

were

were

said

quoted

as

eatable

to

be

or

that

he should have relished them if he had
not known what they were. We have
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BELFAST

privilege was mine,
that silvery-haloed face.

His memory, close as climbing ivies twine
Will ever cling about this holy place.
—Alven Dennett Holmes, in “Bowdoin Verse."

The

pleasure and comfort of the trip
greatly enhanced by the presence

and attention of Mr. H. C. Bowditch of

Augusta,

a

member of

the

Sell Your

excursion

committee and the only one to show up.
The association is also indebted for favors to Mr. H. D. Waldren, G. P. A. M.

C. A. p.

1912.
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LIABILITY
Capital stock paid in
surplus fund
Undivided profits, less exp.

\

I

<

paid.

National hunk notes
Due to otliei Nation .I h,
tie t<» Trust Companies,
Bauks
Individual deposits subject
Demand certificates of dt p
Certified checks..
Cashier's checks outstam;
I nited States deposits. > l,<
tal savings Deposits
R* served for interest on dep
..

i

in

BUSINESS

will enable you to do so quickly,
Capa ble business inen and women
teach you real modern business
practice. Merchants and manufactrrers need trained assistants.
V\'rite for our free Catalog.
If possible, call at our office—let
us show you through the School.

PERSONALS.

Searsport.

WANTED!
AN

EXPERIENCED SALESWOMAN
Would like
ences.

2t36p

a

position.

Best of refer-

Address
B JOURNAL OFFICE.

!

,s,

dences in Belfast

iv-3

12

rooms

and

a

Excellent

storage

accommodr

particulars apply

Helen Haskell went to Liberty Mona visit with Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Cargill,

to

Chas. F, Tho
Belfast, April 15,

1912.

a

muddy, pimply

complexion, headaces, rauses, indigestion.
Thin blood makes you weak, pale and sickly.
For pure blood, sound digestion, use Burdock
Blood Bitters. $1.00 at all tores.

WM®®®RUBBERS

TO

LET

A small furnished ten.
street, in the Frye bloc!:. A;
Hammons for key, and t<» M
of Stockton Springs for t
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At
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I.ak

cottage of S large room,
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boat house and boat. Iu<
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New York Tribune Farnn
^The
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Heavy, impure blood makes

;

the

stable connected,

are

Miss Carrie Frost, who has been employed in
the culinary department at the M. C. I, Dormitory, has gone to New Hampton, N. H„
where she has accepted a similiar position at
the New Hampton Institute. —Pittsfield Advertiser.

BANGOR, MAINE

of

Mr. and Mrs. Bert C Bean of Camden
visiting relatives and friends in town.

Dyer.

The Shaw Buniness College.

One

Mrs. Stephen Barker of Troy is visiting Mr'
and Mrs. Isaiah Gould.

Mrs. Walter Knight of Troy has been visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso
v

For Sale
rooms.

Mrs. Alvah Wyman has been visiting friends

Miss
day for

\

and cold water in

_

STENOGRAPHY
BOOKKEEFZNG

Falls.
Letters of regret from Comrades S. H. Lothrop, Goffstown, N. H.; Luther Ellis, Oakland;
C. C. Skinner, Port Clydi;
ilder, Biddeford;
A. D. Smalley, Belfast; E D. Libby, St Paul,
E.
E. Brown, Wollaston, Mass.; M. C.
Minn.;
Dilworth, Florence, Mass.; George II. Sperry,
Surry; Lyman Gilpatrick, Spokane. Wash ; A.
H. Putnam. W’estboro, Mass.; W. W. Savvtelle,
Shirley; James Waldron, St. Cloud, Fla.; J. F.
Robinson, Glen, N. H.

For a mild, easy action of the bowels,
try
Doan’s Regulets, a modern laxative. 25c. at
all stores.

shop or obscure place where
there’s no “future.” Get close to
the successful men of business.
Our courses in

1

Washington Whisperings.
Washington, D. C., Sept. 2,

tli

reported. It was voted to hold the next reunion
on Thursday of fair week at Bangor in 1913.
Total.
I
The following officers were elected: SamSTATE OF MAINE, COl N
uel Thurston of Woodsforu, president;
Joseph
I 0. W. W escott. Cash in
A. Penley of Rumford and A. H
Porter of bank, do
solemnly sweat t
] Houlton, vice presidents; J. It. N. Smith of nient is true to the best of n
Imf.
Milltown, secretary-'reasurer.
C. W. WV
The following were present: John Q. Adams,
Subscribed and sworn to
A. H. Porter, Houlton; Irving C. Norton,Wood- day of September, 1012.
ROB l-.l!
stock, N. B.; Edward Wiggin, Maysville; J. R.
N. Smith, Milltown, J. E. Rhodes, Rockland;
Correct. Attest:
Samuel Thurston, Woodfords; Joseph A. PenNVm. b. swan.
ley. Rumford; W.S. Leavitt. Island Falls; J. W.
C H. WALDKN
SELWYN THO
Wilds, Biddeford; J. H. Plummer, Farmington

That lorm beloved, to hear the prayer divine
Which here ascended to the throne of grace.

were

bv

overcome

TREAT.LENT. No hyp
certain. Call \u
j absolutely
The Neal Institute, f».>
| Portland, Me, Tel 4,J1<»
j

|

The annual reunion of the 6th Maine Battery Association was held Thursday afternoon,
Sept. 5th, in Custer Post hall, Lewiston, with a
good attendance. The deaths of William E.
Smith of Crystal Bay, Wis., Daniel Dolloff of
Dexter, John L. Perry of Sullivan and A. C.
Childs of Dixfield since the last
meeting were

PALMER,

On organ-loft—I hear the music yet—
The resurrected past my soul enthralls
Each

l»e

•■an

taxes

FOR SALE BY

calls.
as of yore, the softened sunlight falls
pictured wall and graceful statuette,

O then how great

DRINK
'<

SIXTH MAINE BATTERY REUNION.

comrades

met.
While recollectious throng. Who could forget
Those joyous days, which this loved scene re-

How,

else all the

family
years.”—Mrs. L. Whiteaere, Buffalo, N. Y,

Memory of Alpheus Spring Packard.
once again within these Chapel walls
alone, where

or

“Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil is the best remedy |
for that often fatal
disease—croup. It has been j
used with success in our
for eight

BOWDOIN CHAPEL.
Here
I stand

soon,

Mastery once more. Y«»u hi,
drink or you will have t ,ii
that is a hard thing for y<»u }
our
Three Days,*’ a busim
It is free. Let us prove t > ■.

i

lowing lines:
In

come

^

originally designed for human Due from approved reserve
and for Bangor consumption in • hecks and other cash it* m*
particular. Of the Maine blueberry* crop you N"tes of other Natl* toil ha
should always eat ali you can, and then you Fractional paper current)
at ti cents.
ma>' can whatever may be left over. Unless
spoiled in the canning, a trainload of Maine i 1. awful money reserve in
blueberries should last an ave age Maine i Specie.. *:
family for nearly ail winter. Hence every Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with U. >
extra dry day in Maine tends to increase the
urer (5 percent oi circuin'
net cost of human living.—Bangor News.
Due from U. S. Treasurer
county,

the fol-

by quoting

YOUREMPl.0

If he drinks, have a talk
with
to take three la.i s off ami m
that will make a man of him

pects for the canneries are far more hopeful.
This Orland salesman claims that he never |
OF BELFAST
puts up or sells any coarse and dark-colored
j huckleberries with his goods.
He claims one At Belfast, In the State of M..
can tell the two species apart, even
of business, Septemh,,
by shaking the containing boxes. For the huckleberRESOURCE*
ries rattle and make a sound, like agitated dice,
when one is shaking for the drinks, while the Loans and discounts.
secured and tin*.,
real blueberries are softer and more tender in overdrafts
0. S. roods t.> secure cnv;::
the way they should be handled.
U. S. Bonds to secure U. s. .!•
Huckleberries are dark-skinned and tilled | ,«1 000; to secure Postal .with disgusting seeds, and were intended
by Bonds, securities, etc.
their Creator for bears to eat and grow fatter Banking house,furniture ami
Due from National Bauks(u<>:
from tne eating.
Blueberries, in Hancock

notes of the Maine Press Association excursion of 1812 than

rain must

blueberries harvested this season will be dried
fruit, which, while often excellent for putting
inside of blueberry puddings and cakes, are
not profitable when sold by the quart or the
j bushel. Not yet are the berries entirely dry,
i so they will keep all winter without shrivelling. Rather, the individual b^rry resembles
| the face of a little old man, who grew slowly
until he was about five feet tall, and then stopP«d, arid began to pucker and wrinkle. His
physiognomy and neck are just a mass of
wrinkles and convolutions, so one wonders
how he ever manages to shave at all.
He is
I far too small for a man, but too sizable for a
mouse.
Such is the present Perkins outloook
county blueberries.
j forNoHancock
reference is here made to the fruit of
I
Silsby’s plains, nor yet to the much larger output of Washington county, where the pros-

random

tional Rivers and Harbors Congress,
footing
placed
only heard of them as fish bait', but the which will be held in Washington, Dec.
the English Revolution of 1688 beean,
cyclopedia says that “in many countries 1th, 5th and 6th, already gives promise
and England was again at war with
they are much used as food and that of af bringing together a larger number of
France. The colonies of each nation in
late the eating of squid has been intro- representative men than any previous
and thus were fortified for the sail of an
America were quickly involved, and the
duced into the United States.
hour or more in the twilight on the
Properly invention in the organization’s history.
savages again burned with rage against
cooked squid is considered a delicacy of “There is more for us .to get together
steamer Islesford. Several landings were
the
was
attacked
English. Pemaquid
i
the first order.” The barber, who seem- lbout,” was the laconic way in which
made, the last at Squirrel Island, and
by the French and Indians and destroythen our welcome haven, the Holly Inn,
ed to be well informed on this as on senator-elect Joseph Ransdell, Presied; the fort being battered down, and
was
reached, where there were old most of the inhabitants either killed or other subjects introduced, spoke of dry- lent of the Congress, characterized the
irwv cnnirl fnr* ovnnrt
h\7 atrinor.
friends to greet us and supper was in
forthcoming meeting. “There is much
taken prisoners, in 1692 the place was
them and hanging them up. Other vet to be done before the dream of the
waiting. Of the Inn, its location and
mg
again in the control of the English; and
surroundings there will be something to Sir William Phips, a native of this fish, he said, could be, and were, dried in Mational Rivers and Harbors Congress
s realized,” said Congressman Ransdell
this way, and one advantage was that as
say later.
region, and first governor of MassaIn entering Boothbay Harbor
in leaving for his home at Lake Proviwere in constant motion when hung
the
chusetts under the second charter, com- they
This
Menawarmet Hotel loomed up on the
the flies did not get at them.
lence, Louisiana. And we cannot afmenced its reconstruction; erecting a up
method of drying fish was discussed pro ford to rest from our labors yet awhile.
right, and this recalled the visit of the
strong stone fort on a point of iand
and con, one man suggesting that if the A comprehensive policy of waterway deMaine Press referred to above.
This
whose extremity is marked by a large
hotel w as new- then and most of the party
fish could be put through a wringer be- velopment must be written into the laws
rock. Though so strong, the fort was in
were quartered
fore they were hung up it would facili- if the nation and a yearly supply bill for
there; but the “old 1696
captured by the French by means
folks” were sent to the Weymouth
tate matters.
While this talk was going meritorious projects must follow, to the
of artillery, from the vessels and on the
end that we may live to see a number of
on a head was thrust in at the door and
House, kept by two elder'y maiden ladies
shore.
During Lovewell’s war
of that name, and it was a most comfort- opposite
the man on the floor was asked if he the great projects completed.”
the
fort
became
a
rendezvous
able and home-like place. The landladies (1722-6)
Before leaving Washington for the
could set two passengers over to the
for the returned inhabitants of Pemaquid
of that day have passed away, as have
beach. He rose slowly, remarking that i summer capital at Beverly, Mass.,
and vicinity —though considerably decayall but two of their guests. The surif they could put up with an old fish boat President Taft stated to President Ransed. Col. Dunbar repaired it in 1729-30;
vivors are now at Christmas Cove.
he might, and departed. He soon re- dell that he would be pleased to address
The but
the war of the Revolution it
during
a disgusted expression,
departed were Major and Mrs. Rowell of was
the Congress during its session in this
lest it might become a turned, wearing
destroyed,
Hallowed, Judge and Mrs. Baker and H.
himself down in his former city, and it is also expected that Gov.
and
flung
stronghold of the enemy. An engageK. Morrell
“Natives?” en- Woodrow Wilson will also be present.
the floor.
of^Jardiner.
ment between the British and the Pema- position on
Very little political talk was heard on
was the reply, and
one.
“Yes,”
quired
occurred
in
but
actually
1814,
quid people
the trip, but a lady was met who was in
Washington, noted for its large variethe fisherman then declared that after
need not be referred to here.
the Senate chamber at Augusta when
at three o’clock in the morn- ty of trees, contains one that is unknown
We have extracted this information getting up
Hanson made his rum spepch, in which
There is a Caliing and burning so many gallons of gas- to many old residents.
he traduced the dead and libelled the from the Gazeteer because even Howard
olene he wasn’t going to carry passen- fornia redwood, a sequoia sempervirens
oldest member of the party,
living, and she could hardly find words in Owen, the
“Why didn’t they go —or part of one—near the Department
gers for nothing.
which to express her indignation and dis- has no personal recollection of these over on the boat?” he exclaimed. At of Agriculture in the Mall.
This huge
historical events. The press party had
She agreed with many others
gust.
this stage of the conversation the tour- tree, twenty feet or more in diameter,
a pleasant sail over to Pemaquid from
who heard this speech that in delivery
was cut into sections and shipped here
ists took their departure.
it was much worse than any of the print- Christmas Cove and on arrival were met
On the return walk to Holly Inn some several years ago to be set up. Former"
Mr. J. H. Cartland, who conducted
ed reports, official or otherwise, and re- by
of the party were met, who reported ly, it is said, it was part of an exhibit at
them to the old fort and showed them
that Gov. Plaisted was to arrive there the Chicago World’s Fair. The walls of
garded it as profanation of a chamber in
the old paved streets, the ruins of cellars,
which so many of Maine’s distinguished
and hold a reception. This proved to the tree are from one to two feet thick.
the shipyard, the wharf ahd the ancient
sons had been heard.
As a white ribbe a false alarm; but just before sup- The hollow interior w'as once a habitable
in which there were
boner she was indignant at the slurs cast burying ground,
per Congressman McGillicuddy and reti- room, a spiral staircase permitting one
tombstones bearing quaint inscriptions.
nue arrived in an automobile and after to ascend to the top of the stump and
upon Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, and W'hen
As usual on their return to Holly Inn
the speaker declared that the W. C. T.
supper left for South Bristol, where a survey the-landscape. The inside of the
to the member of the
U. had never accomplished anything she they reported
Democratic rally was held that evening. big tree was floored. But the flooring is
who had spent the afternoon besaid she felt like telling him then and party
It was not attended by any of the party now rotted, the spiral staircase rusted,
fore an open fire trying to thaw out, that
there of some of the good
and the door to the tree is locked. Vines
had
at the hotel.
they
worlj
it was the “most delightful trip they had
done. With many others she expressed
At 2 p. m. Sunday five of the party have grown over a part of the shaggy
ever made,” etc.
who felt conipelled to return home took bark, and were it not for the conical
surprise that Waldo county should send
such a representative to the legislature.
the steamer at Christmas Cove and four roof the immense stump would appear
tered for a trip to the Damariscove
The Holly Inn is a new, or comparativeof them planned to stop over night at most realistic.
Cove life-saving station.
It was the
ly new, hotel, replacing one burned just
Boothbay Harbor and take another
warmest day experienced for a long
before the date set for its opening, is
steamer there at 7 o’clock the next
Another illustration of the value of
time and the water was as smooth as
modern in all its appointments and equipmorning, which would arrive in Bath advertising is vouched for by the Comglass. Our captain said he had never in time to take a train that would land
ment, and stands high above the water,
missioners of Pensions. A month or two
seen the sea so smooth on that route;
uieui uiiu iiigut
commanding beautiful views in every
ago it was proposed to give him some
and it may be added here, that nowhere
But while at the three hundred extra clerks to clear away
direction. On the night of our arrival,
fast and Pittsfield.
at any time during the excursion did we
from the veranda at the rear, we saw
wharf at Boothbay it began to rain and the tremendous mass of pension applicathe light on Monhegan, and in the day see breakers or surf, even on the outer the Belfast contingent decided to con- tions made under the new
pension law.
time the island, 12 miles distant, is plain- ledges and islands. The life saving sta- tinue on to Bath.
At every landing This was printed as news, and later stora
so
that
it
retion
faces
narrow
cove,
people crowded on board until it was ies were sent out because delay in penly visible. Islands, inlets and coves are
seen in every direction.
Little steamers sembles a canal, on one of the Damaris- standing room only, and when Bath was sion appropriations still further compliand motor boats, with an occasional sail- cove islands, and we landed on a small reached, about 6 p. m., the crowd had to cated the situation. Each news dispatch
ing yacht go to and fro, there is a tennis wharf near its head, at the shore end of face a pouring rain. The Belfasters brought additional applications. “And
court and a club house near at hand, and which were a hundred or two lobster found quarters in the King Tavern,
now,” says the Commissioner, “I have
with a few small, weather-beaten formerly the Shannon House. This is a more than four thousand
every facility for indoor and outdoor en- traps,
applications
houses near by. This is said to have building of historic interest as it was the
from every section of the United States
joyment.
been at one time a thriving fishing vil- residence of William King, the first
for about two hundred jobs at $1,200
jji
jjai lj
lage with five or six hundred inhabitants, Governor of Maine, who is often spoken per-annum.”
and
all
a
good
Friday morning
reported
but its only inhabitants at this time are of as "the first and best of our
night’s rest and attacked the appetizing
He was born in ScarThe session of Congress just closed
menu with sharpened appetites.
The a few lobster fishermen. The part of Governors.”
the island we saw was bleak and bare, borough in the
year 1768, and was en- fas been the “talkiest” in the histo ry of
morning was overcast, with a strong wind
with no trees' or shrubs—even the grass
gaged in lumbering and ship build- the government. The completed Conblowing and there was a chill in the air
that made wraps necessary for comfort, was withered—and the only signs of life ing in Bath when elected Governor gressional Record of the season will
He resigned before com- contain approximately 14,000 pages. It
but as the day wore on the sun came out were myriads of grasshoppers which in 1820.
and made a more agreeable temperature. sprang up around us in our short walk to pleting his term to accept another is the longest Record of them all. Its
There was no program for the forenoon, the life-saving station.
position and was succeeded by Wil- nearest competitor was that of the first
The captain of the station was absent liam D. Williamson of Bangor.
The lession of the Fifteenth Congress, whose
but some of the party went for a walk {

Ship

gathering,

\n-,

good,

saying

cup of the
beverage that cheers but does not inebriate, with accompanying sandwiches,

Blue

i

the courtesy of Miss
whom it was written.

We cannot better close these

BLUEBERRY CROP.

consumption,

to

C. R. R., Portland; Mr. H. H. Cadworth,
G. P. A. Eastern S. S. Co., Boston; Mr.
floor with his back against the wall, said M. A. Harriden, Supt. Boothbay, Divishe had got up at 3 o’clock that morning ; ion Eastern S. S. Co., Bath; Mr. Gamage
and gone out to the fishing grounds in j of steamer Tourist, and Mr. Thorpe, the
his motor boat, and when asked as to genial proprietor of Holly Inn.
his catch said he got 212 pounds of pollock. Then the conversation turned on

THE

A certain very energetic and reliable resident of Orland, Maine, who bears the name of
Perkins, and who is chief salesman for Hancock county in Bangor, claims the blueberry
fruit is badly shrinking under the fierce July
suns, and that to get any harvest worth the

in

The Journal of Nov. 23, 1911. It was
written by one of Islesboro’s summer

a

Christmas Cove leaves Bath in the

ing, but there is a 2.45 p.
Boothbay Harbor, and four

Lamson&l
Hubbard

experience Saturday in quest of a shave.
They found that a barber was at Christmas Cove only every other day, and that
Saturday was his day at South Bristol, a
mile or more away. So. after getting
sailing directions, the two “old shavers”
It was a pleasant walk, partset forth.
ly through woods, with occasional views
of the water, and on the right we passed
the large estate of a New Yorker, who

Cove, and all who went on the ex- [ In the spring of 1675 King Philip’s war
cursion heartily approved their choice.
broke out in Massachusetts, and by
Of course they could not control the autumn had extended to Maine. The
weather and so were not held responsible attitude of the Indians toward
Pemaquid
for the Christmas weather that made was
threatening. By the untiring exer“sweaters” a mockery and caused long- tions of Abraham
Shurt, a magistrate
ings for fur coats.
and a very influential man at Pemaquid,
|
Lumiiigcni
iuiig uaj
the chiefs of the tribes dwelling at the is said to have spent $50,000 on his buildof it Thursday. Leaving home at 6.55 a. heads of the rivers were induced to meet
ings and grounds, the latter still in an
m. the journey was by rail via Burnham
him in council. He promised them just unfinished state. There is a stone tower
and Brunswick to Bath, arriving at the
renumeration for the furs which had on the highest point of the estate, visitShipping City at noon. The boat for been stolen from them, and security ed
that afternoon,
some of the
mas

x uc

naturally undergone many
and additions, but the parlor
retains the wainsc'otting, the heavy cornice, the finish over the door, the recessed windows with their inside wooden
shutters and window seats; and in the
hall is the stairway of colonial days. In
the office and reading room the old-time
finish is seen, but overhead is a modern
steel ceiling.
We have savory recollections of the King Tavern, and doubt

changes,

Ii»v

to command the entrance to ttie har-

bor.

bouse has

members delivered themselves of words
sufficient to fill 9,616 pages. That session, however, lasted from December
until the following October 20th. This
one adjourns in
August and yet verbose
statesmen have distanced the oratorical
feats of their predecessors of twentyfour years ago by miles. The Record
when completed will contain about 26,000,000 words, and the nerves of the
official reporters are somewhat frayed,
to haul it. At right angles to and open- if Governor King ever partook of a bet- in fact
they haven’t any nerves left.
ing from this room was a much larger ter chicken pie than the one we had for
one, from which a slip led to the water, supper.
and here were two surf boats and two
Monday—Labor Day—the business
dories ready for service, and suspended places were closed, and in the morning
we took a stroll about the city, viewing
a
iiiuc
woo
half an egg split lengthwise, and with a the attractive public library from the
'■ canvas
top, that takes the place of the outside and seeing many of the handsome
breeches buoy in landing people from a private residences and their spacious
| wreck. It holds quite a number of peo- grounds. At 10.20 a. m. we took a train
ple, who enter through the top and can for Brunswick to visit Bowdoin College
then close a hatch so that they are pro- for the first time, and were greatly imi tected from the water and pass safely pressed by its many fine buildings. In
On the hill above the the art building among the many objects
: through the seas.
j station is a lookout,, and on the high of interest, in a glass case, is a perfect
ground on the opposite side of the Cove reproduction in alabaster of the Taj
i another, a stone tower, in which con- Mahal, a tomb in India that is considered
stant watch is kept for marine disasters. the most beautiful in the world today,
Two of the party had an interesting and of which a fine description, with an

their ease or write letters home.
In the afternoon an excursion was
made to Pemaquid, a place celebrated in
the history of New England as one of

*

t

but his representative received us and I
conducted us through the station and explained the equipment. Passing through
the mess-room we descended a flight of
stairs to a room in which was a surf
boat on wheels ready to be run out, and
the cart for carrying the gun used to
send a line out to a wreck when it could
not be reached by a boat. There was
much other gear loaded into this cart
and we were told that it required six men

and others remained at the hotel to take
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The Tribune Farmer
Is a thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known 'veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
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fashionable combinations.

County Correspondence.

I WINtERPORT.

(Deferred )
ONE-PIECE FROCKS AND FRONT
JACKSON.
BUTTONS
MAKE
EFFECTIVE
INEXPENSIVE
srMiNGS.
Mr and Mrs. Louis Hunter
and little son
TRIMMINGS. PATCHED STYLES.
George of Dorchester, Mass., are
viiiting their
of
uncle.
Mr.F.H.
The
[Correspondence
Journal.]
Wright....Mr. and Mrs. H.
P. Hews, Grover Hews and Miss
Mary Woods
September, 2, 1912. The woman who must study economy find8 of Winslow were
" Y ork,
guests at H. E. Chase’s Sun; jf.s in present fashions, and their husbands will bless the day that
day.... Mr. Lewis Stevens, who has been
P*' :wiling in the vogue for front fastenings.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M C
PATCHY STYLES.
If*5'*
Stevens, returned last week to his work in
are the rule in the smartest dresses shown just out of their Fitchburg, Mass.Miss Lula Stiles of
Portioreign Doxes, so why should not Ameri- land, Me., is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M.
S.
Stiles....The
schools in town began
cans follow modes that lend themselves so
with the following teachers:
Mildred
admirably to make-overs and short pat- Monday
Danforth, Chase; Hester Rose, Stiles; Clara
terns. Overskirts, real or make believe,
Jones, Cates; Margie Reed. Damon; Hannah
»
are very smart, and
lyng, straight draperies Curtis,
Bernice Tasker, Snow....Mr
fe* that soften the lines of the tightly fitted and Mrs.Village;
Eugene Hinkley of Lawrence, Mass.,
skirt lend grace to the figure and are a are visiting their
brother, Mr. M. C. Stevens.
CLEVER PLANNERS.
-,1Hr HELP

■

relief from the overdone

everyone has grown
are

no

some

longer

and

even

skimpy lines that
so tired of, that they
shocking, only weari-

common.

ONE-PIECE FROCKS.

one-piece frock, which, by the way,
usually joined at the waist, continues

The
is

desirable and is

an

excellent choice if one

long cover-all coat, or contemplates
owning one, otherwise the suit—coat and

\ has

/

a

skirt—is the

choice, for with a
pretty hat, gloves,

better

waists,
change
boots, etc., this goes
of

almost

anywhere

hands down wed for harder usage later

and
on.

VERY PLAIN WAISTS.

waists are most modish and it

Very plain

a

apt to be becoming to full figures

plain

as

are, and dark blue or black is a
color scheme for the economical woman of
any age, especially the blue, which is al.
weaves

always becoming, though with white
introduced near the face and a touch of
fashionable color contrast anyone can wear
black successfully. Black satin, or the
satin finished crepe known as Charmeuse,
wears very well, and makes a dress that

most

will go to “mill
had it.

or

meeting,”

as

the old

SILHOUETTE.

Women who understand the art of dress,
never lose sight of their outline or silhou-

length

A full

ette.

mirror is often

a

start'

ling revealer of the awkward hang of

skirt, or wrong poise
pecially in selecting
woman

see

of the
a

figure.

a

Es-

hat should every

herself full length, and only
can carry it off

the woman who is sure she

[

\y
,y

f

•.'

s

should attempt anything dashing

4809
\

ir?

m

head-

....

The McCall

|;(.signers

and

i ,-t.-ms.

atMr.

mother Mrs.

Archer,

Eva Wardwell

over

were

the

guests of Mrs.

Sunday.

last
TROY.

Skowhegan will teach the
PROSPECT FERRY.
High school, which begins Tuesday. The
Mrs. W. C, Bowdoin and son Earl and Mrs. common schools began Monday with teachers
Jessie Ashworth visited relatives in Bucksport as follows: Beech Hill, Mrs. Arthur Cunningrecently-Mrs. Ella Harriman, who has been ham; Troy Center, Mina Cunningham; Roger’s
visiting here the past six weeks, has returned Corner, Lurline Hillman; Ward Hill, Maud
to her home in Lynn, Mass_Mrs. Evander Howes; Webster
District, Mrs. Knowlton;
Ginn and little daughter Catherine, who
spent Barker District, Edith Knutson; Bagley Hill,
the summer at P. M. Ginn’s, have gone to Boston to visit for two weeks and then go to their Gerish Corner, Laura Pratt; Cook's Corner,
Garcelon-A little son came to the
home in Atlanta, Ga... .Miss Orianna
Harding, Angie
after a month’s vacation with her mother, Mrs. Home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Gray last Monday.Mrs. Milton Carleton is visiting her
Jessie Harding, has returned to Boston
Miss Jennie Clifford of Stockton visited at daughter in Wilton.... Mrs. Etta Hawes is takMrs. Jessie Harding’s last week... School ing a few days’ rest with her sister in Pittsbegun at Mt. Heagan Sept. 3rd with Miss field -Miss Nellie Danforth is quite ill. Her
Faustina Harding teacher-The school in mother is caring for her-The Reading Club
this district began Sept. 3rd. Miss Myrna Mur- had a fine entertainment at the Grange Hall
phy of Camden teacher-Miss Emily Ginn of Wednesday evening... .Meeting at the Town
Auburndale, Mass., is spending several weeks House next Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. Fred
with her sister, Mrs. Annie Devereaux
Bagley and little son of Detroit visited
his brother Ray Sunday.Walter ThursAlvah Berry returned to Boston Sept. 4th.
ton of Green has been assisting W. L. HopJohn C. Dana of

KNOX.
H. W.

Rackliff

was a

week-end

guest of his

There are no end of pretty new shapes,
many of them differing very little from
last year’s modes, so that a clever milliner

Florence Shores, and children_Miss Alice
Aborn of Belfast was the guest last week of
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn. She left Aug. 29th
for a short visit with relatives in Rockport_

kins the past week.Miss Elva Larrabe*.
of Freedom spent last week with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Batchelder.
...Mrs. Rose Batchelder and Mrs. Ada Haskell of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gould
of Hampden were guests at J. L. Bagley's last
week-There was a big audience at the Re-

publican rally at the Grange hall, Friday evenShibles, R. W. Emer- ing to listen to the addresses of Messrs. Burson and H. W. Rackliff to a rally at Liberty
c
pee and Blanchard.
Pomeroy’s orchestra of
Thursday afternoon and to Belfast in the even- four pieces furnished music_On Sunday
Jennie Richardson visited Mrs. evening September 1st, in the presence of a
,.mg absolutely fresh and stylish. Among the so-called “tailored” ing-Mrs.
Mattie Abbott Aug. 29th_C. M. Conant of few relatives, Mr. Fred A. My rick and Miss
\cellent models that wear well and go smartly with almost any j
| Winterport. Edward Evans of Waldo and S. Lena Sargent, both of Troy, were married at
<rtic,u!ar:y true this season when black and white hats are more Smith of Pittsfield were at B. L.
Aborn's on the home of the bridegroom, Rev. James
S
Piush
is
with
white
the
latest
black
trimmings.
ole, especially
business Aug. 30th....Mr. and Mrs. John Man- Ainslie officiating. Heartiest congratulations
,■ .vets,
especially fancy styles and moires, are in excellent vogue. nuccia entertained the past two weeks, Mrs. are extended from their many friends. Mr.
iik- i, especially the Havana shade, and taupe-dark gray—very
Rego, Mr. Chas. Rego, Miss Annie Rego, Mr. Sargent, father of the bride, who had been
;.lues, are all in the running, though black is first favorite
Vincenso Insogna and Master Frank Morgan, spending some weeks at the Center, left Mon|
for his home in Searsport.
Verona Clark.
1 with white.
| all of Boston. They all spent Thursday even- day morning
j ing with Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn, where
DODGING MAINE.
SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS
music, both vocal and instrumental, were enjoyed until a late hour-Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Summer Resort Business
I
Hold a Convention in East Belfast.
Falling off Because
Bailey and Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Bailey enjoyed
of Poor Roads.
The Waldo County Sunday School
an auto ride to Albion Sunday... Miss Mildred
j
association held their convention Sept. i Webb went to Pittsfield
Each passing day is showing more imMonday to enter
3d in Trinity Reformed church. Rev.
school at the M. C. I... .Fred Conners is work- pressively the need of good roads in
William Vaughan, pastor. The session ing for H. A. Shibles_C. F. Bessey is having Maine if this State is to retain her suopened at 10 a. m. with a song service his buildings painted and they look fine.
premacy as a great summer resort. Durr IN BELFAST BY
led by Mrs. F. H. Morgan, followed by
ing the present summer the touring indevotional service, with C. M. Fogg of WHITE’S CORNER, (Winterport)
formation bureau of the Maine AutomoMrs. C. W. Neaiey visited relatives in Lin- bile
Association, located in the ExpressMorrill, leader, taking the place of Rev
last week-Little Erma, Advertiser
several
coin
days
office, 12 Monument Square,
Charles H. McElhiney of Searsport, who j
A.
was
of
L.
White,
successfully
operall
the
Portland, has been gathering statistics
:n nt have
was unable to be present.
At 10.30, the I daughter
from
the
hundreds
of automobile parties
the
removal
of
adenoids
ated
for
recently,
upon
,iii the time.
address of w'elcoine was made by Pastor ;
which have called there for information,
who in his usual happy man- j Dr. Wm. Ellingwood was the attending surVaughan,
1
ro SEND.
and the result has been startling.
ner, extended the greetings of his church geon, assisted by Dr. Edward Mansfield_
Last year it was estimated that Maine’s
and parish to one and all, making each Mrs. A. R. Wellman and two c ilaren spent a
summer
tourist
business aggregated
MILL ALUMNI
feel that he was more than welcome. few days recently in Rockland.. Miss Louise
I
about $27,000,000, making it the most imThe president of the association respondis the guest of relatives inSwanville the portant source of income the State has
Libby
1 iold Day in Ported in a few' well chosen words.
week.... Frank Cowan of Brewer was
;
ycai u. is genThe conference was conducted by present
land.
i a guest at the home of his uncle, S. J. Fish, erally conceded that the amount of revGeneral
Ware.
It
was
most
Secretary
jiambake of the
enue
from
this
source
will
fall greatly
from Saturday until Monday afternoon-R.
i around Port- interesting and many points of a most
below this figure.
L. Clements and son Frank were visitors in
nature
were
helpful
gained.
the
Primary
in.1, despite
Automobiiists who have called at the
Work was taken up with a very inter- Belfast last Friday... Mr. and Mrs. E.C.Clemmm enjoyed by a
information bureau blame the entire fail"M grads of the esting and helpful talk by Mrs. A-mie ent are at Camp Etna during the annual camp- ing off to the
poor condition of the roads
Mae Frost. She said: “One great hind:ii !-. was so threatmeeting_The Misses Alice and Lizzie Reed in Maine. It is a daily occurrence at the
rance
hat into proper lines, especially now that brims
apt than not to be built of contrasting materials, but unless
lepended upon to give a “different” new look to the hat, it is

and retrim
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Bailey

took B
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WALTZ-GOODALE. A quiet home wedding took place Wendesday noon, Sept.
4th, at the Goodale home on Main street
Bucksport. The bride was Miss Ruby
Colby Goodale, youngest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. P. A. Goodale, and the
groom
was Edward True Waltz, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Granville 0. Waltz of Waldoboro.
The double ring service was performed
by Rev. William Forsythe. Mr. and
Mrs. H. P. Goodale of Bangor attended
the couple. The wedding march was
}
played by Guy Irving Waltz of Lincoln,
Neb., a brother of the groom. The ceremony was performed in the front room
of the Goodale home, which was extensively decorated with autumn leaves and
wild flowers, the couple standing beneath

Find Relief in Lydia E. Pink*
ham’s Vegetable Compound
—Their Own Statements
So

Testify.

arch of yellow and green. The bride
and groom were dressed in travelling
costume and after a lunch departed in
an automobile amid showers of confetti.
After a tour of the State for four weeks
they will return to Amesbury, Mass.,
where Mr. Waltz holds a lucrative position with the Atlantic Company. Miss
Goodale is a Bucksport girl, a graduate
of the Eastern Maine Conference Seminary, and for the past few years has
been employed as head bookkeeper for the
Atlantic Co. Those present from out of
town were Mr. and Mrs. Guy Irving
Waltz of Lincoln, Neb., Miss Dorothea
Waltz of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Goodale, Miss Thelma P. Goodale and
Master Edgar of Bangor.
Dodce Knight. The marriage of Miss
Ethel Louise Knight and Mr. Lewis J.
Dodge was solemnized by Rev. L. D.
Evans, at the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Knight, 63

dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
may be relied upon.
Walcott, N. Dakota. —“I had inflammation which caused pain in my side,
and my back ached all the time. I was
so blue that I felt like crying if any one
even spoke to me.
I took Lydia E.

Washington street, Camden, Wednesday
evening, Sept. 4th, at eight o’clock. The
house was handsomely decorated with
evergreen, golden rod and Queen Anne’s
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Fairfield were guests at the home of
R. Wellman last week-Mr. and Mrs. G.
H. York visited South Branch grange in Prospect last Saturday evening and were entertained for the night by Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Harriman. Mr. Y'ork was there in his capacity
of deputy to assist the members in reorganizing for active work, as they have been practically dormant for several months... Mr. and
Mrs. Merton Haley and daughter Phyllis were
guests of Wm. Rogers and family in Belfast
Sunday_Mrs. Julia White is attending the
Spiritualists campmeeting in Etna-R. L.
Clements and family motored to Etna for the
day Sunday.... Dr. A. R. Fellows visited this

of Fort
A.

section of the town recently for the purpose
of vaccinating all who cared to avail themselves of the opportunity of free vaccination.

bureau to have automobiiists come in
and say they are done with Maine and
that they are going to advise all their
friends to keep away from the State,
simply because of the poor roads.
Practically 75 per cent of the complaint
is on the road between Portland and
Portsmouth, N. H. There are scores of
automobiiists who say that if that road
was in good condition the roads
radiating
from Portland would not seem so bad.
They declare that parties coming over
this road, which is the great highway of
travel into the State, say that the
principal road in the State is so bad the
remainder must be just so much worse.
They say that all States make it a point
to have their principal entrances in the
best possible condition so as to get the
business in and that is why they figure
that all Maine roads must be poorer than
the highway between Portland and Portsmouth.—Portland Express.

gram to speak on The Boy Problem,
this theme was taken up by Rev. J. A.
Weed of Searsport, who said in part: MORRILL.
“We must first become acquainted with
The funeral of Mrs. R. B. Smith took place
the boy’s environment.
Have profound at her late residence Wednesday afternoon,
5TH MAINE BATTERY REUNION.
sympathy with his experiences. The Aug. 28th, Rev. William Vaughan officiating.
prob'em is easily solved when you have Messrs. Samuel and William Smith came from
The members of the 5th Maine Battery Asthe right peop'e to train the boys. Think
Mass., to be present at the funeral
sociation held their annual meeting in Grand
of the things which have to do with real Allstcn,
Hall, Augusta, August 29th and at noon
Army
summer visitors are returning to their
_Our
Boys need a man teacher, the inwere the guests of Judge Greenlief T.
the tables were: life.
homes and business in different parts of the they
heart
and
telligence,
sympathy
adaptii wife of WashingStevens, their old commander, at a dinner at
bility which the man possesses interests State.... Miss Grace Simmons returned last the Cony Home. Judge Stevens, though 81
sse Hill and wife,
the child-man.”
week to her position as teacher in North Scit- years of age, is still active and presided at the
•-issell, Walter Earle
The nominating committee reported uate, Mass... Mrs. Or 11a Merithew and son meeting. He is the only field officer living.
lley Bragdon, Ger- the
was announced that George A. Bowie of
and
following names,
they were duly have mdved into the Ernest Townsend house It
:'tniel W. Woodman,
i.i_
Gardiner, secretary of the association, had
elected to serve for the ensuing year:
M. Horr, Ervin S.
vacated by the family of Mr. George M. Clark died during the year, the only death recorded.
Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill;
are now 56 survivors of the 156 men
Magg, Mrs. Norman President,
Mrs Clark is boarding with the family of Mr. There
Francis MacCrillis, vice president, Rev. H. P. Taylor of Charles Banks in Searsmont_Mrs. Volney that went to the front.
James Lombard of Belgrade was elected
Searsmont; secretary, Mrs. A. M. Frost
A. E. Nickerson, Vira
of Montville was the guest of her president, Frank Spiller of Webbs Mills, vice
■trout Nickerson, Mae of Belfast; treasurer, Gerald Howard of Thompson
and James W. W hite of Augusta,
1
Verne Hill, George Belfast; superintendent of home depart- sister, Mrs. Fred Morgan, two days last week. president,
were
made by Judge
Mrs. M. W. Rich, Belfast; supt.
Mrs. Mabel Gurney made a short visit secretary. Speeches
ment,
Helen
Brown
Arno Little of Vassalboro, George
Babcock,
Mrs. R. N. Porter, Sears- here from Waterville August 24th....Mrs. Stevens,
-•
elementary,
Pelton
of
West
Edward
F.
Charles
Smith of
Gardiner,
Babcock,
-ieve E. Babcock and port; supt. teachers’ training, Rev. C. Linda Grey from Providence, R. I., spent the Lewiston, James White and W. B. Menneally,
Ain /
H.
Bible
an honorary member from Lewiston.
McElhiney, Searsport; supt.
Ex-Gov.
oodman.
week-end writh her brother, Herman Merriam.
Selden Connor was a special guest at the
class, H. M. Prentiss, Belfast; executive
Dr. T. N. Pearson, Rev. J. _Mr. Forest White from Montreal, made a dinner. The battery saw gallant service. This
committee,
,<enevval a Strain.
Vaeati.
A. Weed, Rev. William Vaughan, N. E. short visit to his home last week, returning to organization planted its cannon and stood by
BA’
Again the school bell
his employment Monday... .Arthur Wing and them in 21 battles and only lost two at Cedar
O. E. Frost, Rev. D. B. Phelan.
Keen,
1
J at noon,
Creek and four at Bull Run. Those lost at
[ ■' t! «.;lr
again with tens
The temperance discussion, led by Clarence Larrabee returned last week from
,^r. m
Hardest kind of work has
Cedar Creek were not only recaptured the
General Secretary Ware, was fraught Searsport, where th£y have been employed. same night, but 68 cannon were taken by them
,!' which is a mental and
v';':
;‘"‘l
" a!1
with
and
was
dismany helpful points
i ;, u
xcept the most rugged.
Mrs. Ida May Cross from Jonesport is vis- from the enemy. It was at the battle of
> f®w days ago had roses cussed at length.
Gettysburg where the Old 5th won it greatest
\x
iting relatives in town... .Mr. and Mrs. Thos. laurels. In the darkness of the
the little boy whose lips
was
the
night they
School
Sunday
Opportunities
Cushman
R.
celebrated
their
AJU would have insisted that subject of Rev. C. M. Fogg of Morrill.
golden wedding were charged by the Louisiana Tigers, one of
crack
the
South.
Not for a
of
the
have
regiments
.k.^y
,,ISfc;-d by°*strawberries,”
He said; “The Sunday school is import- last Saturday evening-The Ladies’ Aid somoment did the boys from Maine
the apperance of
ithe-'
ant because it is a helper to the church. ciety will meet this, Thursday, afternoon with tingle
a
It
was
on
waver.
their position
when many children
Culps Hill
io‘
t".ni'c* which may avert much Among its opportunities are (1) Educa- Mrs. S. W. Shibles... Rev. C. M. Fogg gives and a highly important one. The Tigers were
k*S,s hour.i.- !ancl
tional. With efficient and business-like his last sermon here for the season next Sun- hurled back and. the hill was saved. The 5th
we know of no other so
F
u,
Li a>*aioh B^niended as Hood’s Sarsa- teaching; (2) Development of character. day, and will then return to his studies at was mustered in at Augusta in the winter of
George F.
I ^ r'n and B f^thens the nerves, perfects Take children as they are, but do not Newton seminary. A delegation of 40 from *61.' Thea first commander was Capt.
Lapine, Regular Army officer, and later Col.
bv. 81”\,Jation, and aids mental take them as you wish them to be; (3)
who
end.
Morrill
went
with
him
to
Stevens,
continued
to
the
last
Montville Center
I
uiidmg up the whole system. Winning souls to Christ. Seventy-five
where he gives an afternoon service.
per cent, of the church members come Sunday,
on.
the dam and bridge at Smith’s
Fop inaigesUon.
from the Sunday schools.
More from ....Work
R Sieves sour stomacM.
the Sunday schools than from, the other Mills, in charge of Herman Meniam, is nearI "^oof.L
-wart. Dicasn
winter
wbatyoaeM
organizations.”
completion. It was a difficult
and the many
» take
part in when
school.
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with the whole and
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who had arranged
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FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER.

You Gan Hava
Strong Nerves

at-

If you

willing

are a

nervous

sufferer and are

help yourself there is no reason to become discouraged.
Good, pure blood, fresh air, nourishing food and a lair observance of the

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 13.
2.40 Class, Trot
rot or Pace $125.0),
2.17 Class.
2.24 Clas-. Trot or Pac 8125 00.

Tl

HUKSDAY, ST.PT. 19.
$200.0 ).
Free
Ail, 1 r 4 or P
2.2' Cl iSo, Trot or pace £125.00.
a,
l’rot or i'ac $ 125.90.
2.‘.(! (

Soyih Shore,
Dayside, iVlaino.

«**■

to Sunday school work is the
lack of consideration by the parents,
They should attend the Su nday schools
and com in touch with the work. Music
is a very important feature.
The children should be taught to si ng with expression. Impress the children with th e
thought they are studying in the Bible.’
The following committees were appointed: to nominate officials for the following year, Rev. William Vaughan, N.
E. Keen and C. M. Fogg; committee on
resolutions, Mrs. F. H Morgan, Rev.
J. A. Weed and Mrs. J. L. Cunningham.
A picnic dinner was served at noon,
followed by a social hour.
The afternoon session was opened with
a song service led
by Mrs. F. H. Morgan,
In the absence of Rev. D. B. Phelan l

was

|||

to

laws of health are all that you need to
restore the strength and health of your
nerves.
Live up to these conditions
and the nerves, brain, stomach, kidneys,heart and liver will keep in perfect working order. It is notnew nerve
tissue that is needed, but plenty of
nourishment. Anything that you cun
street, Camden.
do to build up your general hcah.h will
strengthen your nerves. You will find
DoRR-GrINDEE. A very pretty Wed
hr. Williams’ Pink Pills lor Pale Peoding took place at the parsonage in Or- ple the greatest help. Free l'o m any
4th
rington Wednesday afternoon, Sept.
harmful or habit-forming drug, they
Wien Frederick W. Dorr, of Harrington
start to work at once cleansing and enand Ethel Mae Grindel of Orrington
riching the blood, strengthening the
were united in marriage by Rev. R.
H.
stomach and carrying nourishment to
was
The
bride
Moyle.
becomingly every nerve,tissue andtiny cellthroughgowned in white lace over pink silk, and ; out the body. Why not choose health
carried sweet peas.
Henry A. Worces- now by giving hr. Williams’ l’ink Pills
ter, cousin of the groom acted as best I a thorough trial?
Mrs. P. G. Gardner, of No. 3 Seelv
man, and Minnie B. Worcester was maid
of honor.
After the wedding ceremony
street, Adrian, Mich., pays: “I began
A wedding
an automobile was taken.
talcing Dr. Williams* I'ink rills after T
had given up all hope of ewr having
supper was served at the home of Galen
Kent, East Orrington.
my strength bac k arain. I lnvan.e run
I
down through ove wor k and w
y.
r tv.
THE MONROE FAIR.
was in bed and helpless
weeks.
My limbs from i..y kmvs down f« t
I ha i
numb and I had non-a of them.
The Officials Plan on Making it Better Than
terrible
pairs in the tope i my head and
Ever This Year.
creeping sensations in the bark of the
Everything is in readiness for the neck. All summer ami fall 1 doctored.
Monroe fair, to be held Sept. 17th. 18th
We gave up housekeeping and hoarded,
and 19th. The track, which is considered
as 1 thought I would gain
faster, yet
one of the best half mile tracks in the
many mornings I could not go to breakbeen
in
fine
condition
and
for
I
would
wake
has
fast
State,
put
up feeling so faint
everything is in readiness Fir the usual and light-headed. Then I made up my
big crowds. Besides a good racing pro- mind to take Dr. Williams* l ink Dills.
I began with them and gradually ingram there will be a free-for-all pulling
creased the dose until I was taking
match on the first day, Tuesday, Sept.
I used the
17th and the 24(10 pound or under draft
three pills alder each meal.
horses and baseball games between the
pills until my nerves were stea iy, my
and
1 h it enand
the
The
entries
best teams in
sleep good
appetite
county.
for the races closed Sept. 5th. Followtirely well. My daughter has since
taken the pills for thin ! lood and poor
ing are the classes:
color with good results.”
TUESDAY, SEPT. 17.
I diseases
Write for the free booklet,
3 Minute Class, Trot or Pace $125.09.
of the Xerv us System.”
3 year olu or under that have never
’•
Pink
ilD
are
Dr. Williams*
hiuhly
started in a race Trot or Pace $50.00.
nerrornmmet
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tne same flowers.
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1 William Tell J

tended by her sister, Miss Martha Knight,
as maid of honor, and was given in marriage by her father, Mr. C. E. Knight.
Miss Knight, an aunt of the bride, played the wedding march. The ceremony
If you want special advice write to was followed by an informal reception.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conll- Refreshments were served by Miss
dential) Lynn, Mass. lour letter will MarthaKnight,Miss Jessie Hosmer, Miss
be opened, read and answered by a I Corrine Sawyer, Miss Gwendolyn Perry,
woman and held iu strict confidence.
j of Rockland, and Miss Marion Hatch of
Medford, Mass. The souvenirs from the
bride’s cake fell to Miss Helen Ritterbush, ring; Miss Mtda Sawyer, thimble
and Miss Corrine Sawyer, key. The
bride’s bouquet fell to Miss Rose Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge will spend several
days on Mr. Dodge’s yacht and on their
return will be at home on Chestnut

%

old-fashioned
delicacies that children love. It makes
them fat and keeps
them well and

are

I

jarnV/l|j||J

and bread and sugar

'

lace. The bride wore a gown of white
satin. Her veil was caught with sweet
peas, and she carried a large bouquet

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and I
began to gain right away. I continued
its use and now I am a well woman.”
Mrs. Amelia Dahl, Walcott, N.
Dakota.

99

fi t* Bread and

1

an

Platea, Pa. —“When I wrote to you
first I was troubled with female weakness and backache,
and was so nervous
that I would cry at
the least noise, it
would startle me so.
I began to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
remedies, and I don’t
have any more crying spells. I sleep
sound and my nervousness is better.
I will recommend
your medicines to all suffering women.”
—Mrs. Mary Halstead, Platea, Fa.,
Box 98.
Here is the report of another genuine
case, which still further shows that Ly-

...

daughter, Mrs. Harry Rich of Newport. He
was
accompanied by his daughter, Mrs.

_

NERVOUS
DESPONDENT
WOMEN

j

...

HAT SHAPES.

wear.

,.,-7

visited her mother, Mrs. Margaret Thompson
of Bangor was
; recently.... Miss Helen Gerrity
i the guest of her aunt, Mrs. James Freeman
! Aug. 25th. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman are now
I in Camden, where he is at work on the new

...

saying

THE

guests of Mrs. Hall's parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
D. Eaton, last week.Mrs. Villa Sanborn of
Vinalhaven is the guest of her sister, Mrs. M.
E. Lord.... Mrs. Anna Peters of Lowell, Mass.,

wharf for the Eastern Steamship corporation..
Miss Alta Treat from Rockland spent the weekend with her cousin,Mrs. Louise Cuddy.... Mr.
i and Mrs. G. A.Nash have returned to their home
in Camden.Miss Katherine Rowe, of Hartford, Conp., is visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
CERTER MONTVILLE
Mary A. Haley. .Mr. Wm. Bolan of Boston,was
Mr. and Mrs. John Carter of
Rhode in town for a few hours Friday. He dined with
Island, formerly of this town, are visiting old Mr. I. J. Dunham and called on a few friends.
friends....Mr. Robert Gay of
Tewksbury, .Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shaw, who have been
Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Shaw,
Elijah Gay
Mrs. Voiney Thompson visited have returned to their home in Dorchester_
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Fred
Morgan, in Morrill Mrs. Richard Snow of Brookline, Mass., with
last week....Many of our
of Mra. Frank
townspeople went her two children are guests
to Liberty last Thursday to hear Gov.
Plaisted Eaton_Leslie Downs has bought the Deland were disappointed at his
bert Potter farm, and moved his family there.
non-appearance.
Mr. and Mrs. Penson Clement welcomed a Mr. and Mrs. Potter are boarding with them.
is occupying furnished
little daughter to their home
Aug. 27th_ .Mrs. Isa Couillard
home of Mrs. Benj. Atwood durMr. Charles Norton of Belfast,
agent for the rooms, at the
Metz auton obile, was in town
Friday inter- ing her absence for the winter-Mr. and
viewing prospective buyers ...Mr. Charles Mrs. W. B. Gould are at their home here for a
while.
Rev. and Mrs. Percy Gorham and
Whitten recently bought a new grocery
wagon
of Mr. Voiney Thompson... .The
sewing circle daughter were their guests recently_Mrs.
held its first meeting of the season th is week. Marie Archer, accompanied by her husband's

pattern that permits ....Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Gay and family
one to change the gamp and neck fixings
tended the golden wedding celebration of
easily for cleaning, and to vary the effect. and Mrs. Thomas Cushman of Morrill
Brocaded silks are the newest but not as Saturday.
is well to choose

A very fine sermon appropriate to Labor
j
A. J. Lockhart last
| Day was given by Rev.
Sunday morning.The Wioterport High
school began Tuesday, Sept. 3rd, with Walter j
A. Cowan principal and Miss Ethel Baker assistant... .Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hall were

WEDDING BELLS.
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Quick lunches served at all times to
auto parties.
Shore Dinners

served

to order.

Little Neck Clams, Soft Shell Crabs,
Frogs’ Legs. Everything the SEA

I

affords sent direct by Shattuck &
Jones, Fanuel Hall, Market, Boston

Lobsters

a

CHICKEN

ser^|?l^

Order

by

Specialty.
all

Phone.

Location central but retired.

Personally conducted by

Mrs. L. C. ROSS.
■■

—

William Lincoln West
Ex-1

eteriiiary Inspector Bureau of
luduhlry 1 S. Bepartment of AgrUnltim

veterinarian
TliEATS

ALL

DIM AMs OF

AMAiAO

Hon-pital, Fharmaiy and Office.
SEEING STBFFT,

»

Borpilal >nn

LLEASST MAIN

I

< loter

Phones—Hospital 59-13.

Residence 69-1

■

Iimes

....

’■

a

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work in Chir

ing, Shampooing and Faciei Work. Also a
full line of all kinds of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
23tt
MISS CVIE HOLMES.

H. C. Hoffses
CLEANING,
STEAMPRESSING
and

i

ody, Manicur-

KowV;:neth.ir«

[
[
[

ing

job.

WEARMir

RUBBERS

e£v

PRESTON’S

,»

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stabie

"9k
5
m

;■

on

W. G. PRESTON,

«.
■

Vashirgtrn

sheet jest eft A air. shut. 1 tare s:r.}!i and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronIy28
age is solicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Is situated

...

At 52High Street.

|M» HK=f C*t

if

REPAIRING. |J

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER’

R* K*

K«

Vi
m

Proprietor.

Tel. 216-13

16tf

TRUCKING.
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
14tf
126 Waldo Ave not B«. jue

r
L

1857

I

I

LET YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1

»»

They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

I

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

THE

COE-MORTIMER

COMPANY.

NEW

5

YORK.

lv

§

There were gains also in the towns, and
so the Pattangall-Plaisted administration was repudiated by city and country
alike. The Boston Journal well said before the election, under the caption of
“The Outlook in Maine:”
Thousands of men—both Democrats
and Republicans—were utterly disgusted
with this open and flagrant disregard of
a law by a party who had long made political capita! out of its disregard by an
opponent. Upon this rock—placed in
the channel by themselves and still there
the repeal craft foundered ana went
down.

spurred by avarice,” the inference, of
their Democratic
course, being that
opponents were actuated by the noblest
BELFAST.THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 12, 1912
impulses. Then we were told that the
farmer had been regular in his attendPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
ance at the Democratic meetings, but
Pub.
Co.
The Republican Jour.
not so regular at the Republican meetings; that he has had lots of Democratic
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY, f
iterature to read, while “the Republican farmer has had to depend for parADVERTISING Terms. For one sqtare, one
Inch length in column, 25 cents for one week tisan reading upon a circular or two and
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
some persona! letters from Ex-Gov. BurSubscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a
leigh,” and much more of this sort, and
three
for
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
it is a wonder that such rot escaped
months.
the blue pencil. The Globe is a big
There was no coal tar on the pave- paper, has readers in both parties, and
It was a clean could well afford to
ments Tuesday morning.
give impartial and
truthful reports of political affairs.
victory.

Republican Journal

The

pjj^Manager

gestions

Don’t forget to give credit
workers in Ward 5, the mayor’s
ward,” that he has carried in his
There was a hole in the
so long.
last

to the

made

were

concerning

The Episcopal Mission will hold services at
the North church next Sunday at 4.0u p. m.
The services at the First Parish Church
(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10.45
a. m. Sunday school at noon.

the fu-

services at the Universalist church for
the week will be as follows: K. 0. K. A. Saturday night; preaching service Sunday morning
at 10.45; Sundav school at noon.
The

something
expressed
“home
lease of
pocket would be done to give it a new
There
usefulness.
pocket life and increased
that

was

has never been a time when there was

Monday.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o'clock, to which all are welcome.

! greater necessity for the publishers of their hall,

In a letter to William H. Taft under weekly newspapers getting together and
Recent legislation
date of Jan. 12, 1911, Col. Roosevelt standing together.
said: T firmly believe in free trade with at Washington, and the rulings of the
Canada for both economic and political post office department, seem designed to
reasons.”
| put the country newspapers out of busiIt is a

ness.

generally recognized

The services next Sunday at^ Mason’s Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed
church at 2.30 p. m., followed by Sunday
school.

fact

Journal reader in the
that the local weeklies are “unawed by
written
Monday,
says; “What influence and un bribed
county,
by gain “and that
results of today’s voting in
are the
they are “pledged to Religion, Liberty
Maine? We are hoping to see The Jour- and
Law,” while the great dailies are, in
nal's rooster out in full size next Thursmany cases, owned or controlled by the
day.” The hope is realized.
trusts and do not voice the sentiments
The man who goes around all the time of the people. The tendency of recent
shouting: “Liar! Liar! Liar!” is pretty legislation is to supplant the country
sure in time to hear an echo.—Lowell
weekly with the city dailv^nd thus deSun.
in the rural communiWe have in mind onp man who heard prive the people
of their rights and an
the echo good and plenty last Monday ties of a defender
Whether
sentiments.
their
of
exponent
counted.
•when the votes were
the policy is inspired by the big dailies
“It is a square defeat in the face of for their pecuniary benefit, or by an orunlimited aid ir, the shape of men and ganization of the trusts who wish to
money from the national organization,” silence the people’s papers—and it is eviis the comment of the Boston Journal on
dently one or both—the object is the
the result of the Maine election. Yes,
same, and it is a question of life or
and with the liquor dealers and brewers death wfth
local newspapers.
A note from a

Rpv

twenty years
In

“Henceforth I want

a

paper

stands for Law and Order.” Yet the
Lewiston Sun has never resorted to
bl ackmailing methods or been the defor criminals of

apologist
degree. To support

such
'nigh and low
papers is to encourage lawlessness and
crime.

Sun,

The Lewiston

supported

which

the Democratic ticket during the campaign just closed, said of Mr. Haines,
the

candidate for governor,

Republican

that he stood on

a

“but makes

claim to be

no

prohibition platform,
a

total ab-

The

won

m.*; prayer
7.30 p. m. A

dollars.
The Maine Farmer has changed from
eight page newspaper to a magazine

an

of 1C pages, and in its mention of those
who have been connected with the Farin an editorial

mer

we

reduced about one-half irom the vote of
In the first district Mr. Hinds was
unable because of ill health to address

1910.

his constituents, while G'iiSrien, his Democratic opponent, was on the stump day
and night. Then Mr. Hinds had declared
himself a supporter of Mr. Taft and his
policy, and Portland is the center of
Rooseveltism in Maine and it was feared

capacity

in the past
Dr. Wm. B.

note two omissions.

did not include Robert Small of Charleston, S. C., who performed an important

during

the

war

by running the

tug Planter out of the harbor and delivering her to the federal authorities.
Many of the colored Congressman were
Sight colored but Small was a full hlood.ed negro. While in Washington he perxormea

an

daughter of

important service ior tne
his old master, which dem-

onstrated that his heart
place.

was

in the

right

The next Legislature is to elect a United
States Senator to succeed Obadiah Gardner, and the Senatorship
issue in the campaign.

was

an

important

Hon. Edwin C.

the choice of the

Republiprimary election and the vote
last Monday shows that the people generally are desirous that he should reBurleigh

cans

sume

was

nrpaph

in the

his valuable services to the State

at the National

Capitol.

His election

as

of

meeting

Thursday

evening

at

The services for the week at the First
Methodist church will be as follows: this,
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting: Sunday at 10.30 morning worship; Sunday school
at 12 m.; Epworth League
Sunday evening at 600 p.
Evangelistic service at 7.00 p
evening.

praye•

largely

increased

majority.

There was

much interest in the result in this district, both in and out of the State, and it
was

would not have been nominated in 1910
had the Democratic party had any hope
of. carrying the district. Gould had
been put up in former years to be knocked down, and that was expected to be his

fate

in

1910.

held over

again

Had the election
the next

day

would have been different.

been

the result
Mr. Good-

day’s election. Two years ago the peopie were fooled into electing Plaisted,
whose administration has been charac-

by broken pledges, falsehood, and
subservience to the liquor interest.
Placed upon the defensive by their sins of
omission and commission the Democrats
resorted to personal invective and baseless accusations, while the Republicans
in their appeals to the people presented
solid facts and figures that carried conviction to their hearers. The Democratic party of Pattangall and Plaisted
was openly and plainly committed to the
liquor interest. They would have reversed the verdict of the people on resubmission on technical grounds had they
dared to do so, and withheld the official
announcement of the vote while that
matter was under consideration. Then,
refusing to submit to the people’s will, a

terized

meeting

now

special

the

session of

legislature

was

assured.

Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sersatabs.

a

are

p. m.
there

In connection with this Sunday school
is a Woman’s International Bible Class and a
hearty invitation is extended to all ladies to
unite with us for the study of the Bible. The
discussions are informal and very helpful. We
assure you a hearty welcome.
The Sunday School Institute which met
Sept. 5th in the Franklin street M. E. church;
Bucksport, was of much interest as well as
very instructive. The day opened with the

at 9.30 o’clock. The
present were Rev. E. A. Carter,
Penobscot; Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Winterport
Rev. C. J. Brown, Bangor; Rev. C. H. Johonnett, Hampden; Rev. David H. Tribou, Rev. C.
H. Purdy, Orrir.gton; Rev. H. A. Sherman,
Brewer; Rev. D. B. Phelan, Belfast; Rev. G.
S. King, Orrington; Frederic Palladino, Bangor, and the pastor of the church, Rev. ThomA fine dinner and supper were
as Whiteside.
enjoyed, and the visitors all had an enjoyable
as well as instructive day.
members

We carry

36, 38,

Capt. Cheney Higgins is having a serious
a cold and asthma just now.
at work with

the State had gone

ment-men who

no property or
qualifications for
good citizenship—controls in some cities,
there are in all the cities of the State
men of substance, men of intelligence,
whose influence and votes may always
be c ounted upon as against lawlessness
and for civic righteousness. This is
shown by the fact that 86 far from there
being an increased vote for the Pattangall-Plaisted administration there were
Republican gains in all the cities.

not have been

allowed to remain over- ford Plaisted lost 224 and
Haines
sight. The difference is that the Repub- gained 266, a net loss for Plaisted of 490.
lican party stands for law and order.
Saco turned over and gave Mr. Haines a
plurality of 98, whereas two years ago
The Boston Globe representative in the Governor carried it by 150. In RockMaine was conspicuously unfair in his land the 'Democratic vote dropped 148
20. Uldreports during the campaign and carried and the Republican
his partisanship to ridiculous extremes. town raised the RepubRean vote to 601
For example, he said in Monday’s paper from 323 in 1910, and Col. Plaisted bad
that the Republican candidates “were 608, compared with 686 two yean
ago.

increased

I

size made in Suits and Coats.
odd sizes, 35, 37, 39.

every

we carry

Frank B

■

history.

I

Size ranges that make it easier to be fitted and
tin
In addition to the regular

I
K

*7,

S

H

carefully filled.

Stimpson learning the blacksmith business.

I

JAMES H. HOWES.

Mrs. Eva GouW visited her sister, Mrs. A. B.
Stantial, in Belfast several days last week.
The A. E. Chase Co. have an automobile
which they find very convenient in their business.

Mr. Geo. H. Miller has one of the prettiest
cottage residences in the village. The last
work has been done and it is nicely painted.
His sons George and Charles have assisted him
materially in the work. They like much better
where they are than at the old place, which
was burned.

Henry Cunningham has an automobile which
he obtained recently and which he finds very
convenient.
Hugh Morrill has been clerking in the Young
& Cox store and Leroy Godding is back in bis
old place there.

Small Mackerel
and Lobsters

Mrs. Mary Smith is back from her summer
Fred Emmons is building a house to rent
stay in Northport and is again with her sister, near his own residence on Emmons street..
Mrs. Myra Rich.
The lots are nearly all taken on that street

-AT-

be filled up with residences.
Leroy Godding and Melvin W. Roberts both
intend to put up houses in the spring. They
have dug a well and will begin on the cellars

and it will

Elmer G. Roberts and wife had a delightful
trip with the E. A. Carpenter party in Aroostook county recently.
Mrs. Wiggin’s son, Rev. Wesley Wiggin, and
wife, from Wollaston, Mass., who made her a
visit, have returned to their home.

soon

ji

THE CITY FISH
Tel. 214

soon.

Among the recent marriages in the village
is that of Ansel Decrow and Hazel Smart,
which was performed at the parsonage by
Rev. H. G. Booth. Mr. Decrow is the engineer for T. I. Huxford and is a very capable
and ingenious young man whom we hope to
keep with us, and we extend to both our cordial greetings.

seems

Walter Young has a crew at work on the
house which he is erecting on York street
and he intends to be living there next winter.
R. A. Hall, who now owns the Percie Clifford place, is busy cementing the cellar of the
house. He will raise 1,000 bushels of potatoes
this year.

afternoon.
The A. E Chase Co. are preparing the foundations for another large storehouse near the
depot. It will be a great addition to their
busines -.

Maine.

We

were

all

glad

to

FAIR

$4,000 IN PREMIUMS AND PURSES
CATTLE ARE NOT REQUIRED TO BE TESTED TO COMPETE for
prESI!w

Gate Admission, 25c.
i'asses

Get

a

premium list,

as

given

usual.

at

Grands!:

see

1

Gate and Grandstand.

prepare your exhibits, and arrange to attend.
A. D. COLCORD, Secretary, R. F. D. 2. V,

(MR. Cooii
UNDERTAKER

Miss Grace Richards of Camden, Mrs. Lillian

Mittie
G., as she was called when a resident of this
village,where she was born and where she lived
up to

MARKET

September 17, 18, 19, 1912

Mrs. E. L. Gowen, daughter of Chas. E. 5th at his home in Camden after a long illness
Lane, has been visiting relatives and friends of Brights disease, aged 67 years. He was
here.
She has a fine position in one of the born in Isle au Haut but had resided in Camnicest department stored of Los Angeles, den since early childhood and was one of the
town’s highly respected citizens. He is surana improvea me opportunity anoraea
her by a trip to New York as purchasing agent vived by his wife, formerly Miss Fannie Millifor garments in her department to take a run ken; by four daughters, Mrs. Fred Reeves and

Mrs. Mary Small, widow of the late Henry
Small, who has been an invalid for some
months, died at her home here last Saturday

!

E. F. BRAMHALL & (

MONROE

C. O. Foss, who has been a fa;mer all his
life, but who bought a place in this village
with a few acres of land last spring, is showing us what a seasoned granger can do when
he leaves the farm and takes up with village
life. He has repaired his house and painted
it, built a nice hen house, nut in a good crop
on
his few acres of land, dug ditches and
tidied up things generally. That is the kind
of men who is worth something to a place.

new

'J.

uwvw*

uccu

ottage 1

"obituary.

J

<

——

--

DR, E. H. B0viNGTl

SPECIAL!*

STOMACH ALWAYS
FEELS FINE.

this season to his large farm and other outside
business. He will soon, however, get back
into the store to attend personally to the busiHe is special agent for the Rice
ness there.
Potato Digger, which is said to be the best in

was a

■-ii—■■
1111

—■

i^AGATE WARE^i
n
SPECIAL LOW PRICES
jj
CARLE

Ul

|(|U
O

D

&

JONES’

17 Quart Dish Pans,
“
10
Pails,

10

“

12

*•

Kettles,
“

25c.
26o.
37o.
39c.

Yours truly,

OARLE & JONES,

1
UO
f|

j

L.

J

u

never

t._1

~

recovered,

The Maine Christian Endeavor union ended
its biennial session in Houlton Thursday night
Sept. 6th, after three days of well attended
meetings. All were deeply interested in the
talks given by the Rev James A. Francis,
D. D., pastor of the Clarendon street Baptist
The report of Miss
church, Boston, Mass
Harriette H. Cole of Sedgwick, corresponding
was
most interesting.
and
treasurer,
secretary
She reported the number of Christian Endeavor unions in the State to be 400, with a-membership of 10,000. Since the last convention a
number of new societies have been organized,
with Aroostook county leading.
The field,
secretary, Harry W. Rowe, Bates college, 1912,
who was recently appointed, is doing most

kocirloe

also
of
survived by one grandchild, Roscoe L.,
Melvin J. West. If ever a woman held in
sacred trust the honor and dignity ot wifehood
and motherhood, this woman did. Modest,
chaste and pure in thought, in manner and in
speech, a silent influence emanated from her
life and character which had its effect on all
those who came in contact with her. The whole
purpose of her life was devotion to her family

clouding

the

last years of her life.

She is

son

-1

..<j

blow from which she

..J

the market.

no

Republican, and that
a substantial victory had
been won in
Waldo county, there was no ringing of
bells or other demonstrations to deprive
people of a night’s rest. A few years
ago a brazen face, falsely labelled, was
displayed on a building on Phoenix Row
to scare horses, disgust decent people
and divert travel, and yet it remained
undisturbed for weeks, while the likeness In Lewiston Plaisted’s net loss to
of an honest man, a Republican, would Mr. Haines was 232 voteB.
In Bidde-

I

Gray of Bangor and Mrs. Alice Cookson of
LICENSED EMBALMED
Udo
Waterville; by two sons, Capt. Ernest Richards
away Ull a Visit, LU
who
makes
his
home
in
CORONER FOR WAi
Springvale and we have had no church services until womanhood.
Mississippi, and Harry
M
in Brooks for several weeks by reason of sickof Millinocket; by five sisters, Mrs. Hattie
There have been a lot of sore arms and sick
ness in town.
Pilley of Belfast, Mrs. Augusta Sweetzer and
people as the result of vaccination here for Mrs, Eliza Smith of Searsport, Mrs. Ada RobEVERYTHING M. i
The Brooks correspondent has been too
the past few weeks, but the tension has passed bins and
Mrs. Carrie Merrithew of Bucksport
busy with personal business to attend to the
and
is
about
their
business
away
everybody
Caskets and Burial
Lincoln Baptist Association. The 108th
and by one brother, Daniel Richards of Milo.
news of Brooks of late, but
hopes to do better as usual. At this writing there is not a red
annual meeting of the Lincoln Baptist associa- in the near
The funeral service was held Saturday at 2 p,
future.
Suits
flag left out in Brooks. The doctors and m., Rev. L. D. Evans,
tion, which convened Wednesday morning,
officiating and the interand Tilton Elliott have each health officers have attended to their business
Henry
Reynolds
ment was in the Mountain street cemetery.
Home Telephone 48
Sept. 4th, in the Baptist church and continued
graded a driveway from their houses to the and it is not thought there will be another
until late Thursday afternoon, was largely
Office
48
E. C. Boody also has graded a drive- case in town. The cases have been in a mild
highway.
Mary A., widow of Daniel A. Greer, died
attended and interesting sessions were held.
and painted his house.
form and there have been no deaths. We Sept. 7th at her home in Belmont, aged 93
Dinner and supper were served Wednesday way
72 MAIN STR£
C. W. Sylvester of North Dakota has been have been very fortunate, under the circum- years She had been in failing health for a
and dinner Thursday
by the ladies of the
been number of years. The deceased was born in
his father, 0. C. Sylvester, who is now stances. The people around us have
visiting
and
the
from
various
the
parish,
delegates
Maine churches, with speakers from out of living in the Isaac Reynolds place in the vil- badly frightened, however, and the scare has Manchester, N. H. but the greater part of her
kept people from the place to the detriment of life was spent in the town of Belmont, where
lage, which he recently bought.
the State, were entertained in various homes
Miss Emily Brown has acted as trained nurse our business interests. Eight houses have she had a wide acquaintance and a great many
about town.At the opening session Wednesday,
friends. Five children survive her: Daniel A.,
for Mrs. Chas. E. Bowen, who has been sick been quarantined in all, but the severity and
after the organization and words of welcome
and responses, letters from the various Maine for some weeks. Miss Brown has her creden- extent of the epidemic has been greatly ex- George A., and Almeda Greer and Mrs. Aldana
aggerated and we have now a clean bill of Morrill of Belmont, and Franklin A. Greer,
churches and from the Belfast churchwere read tials and is now ready for business anywhere.
health and people need not hesitate to come Esq
of this city. Her husband died some
and the right hand of fellowship was given to
Miss Beulah Cook, daughter of Dr. N. R.
fifteen years ago. The funeral was held at
here on business or pleasure.
J
The undersigned offe:
Revs. Robert Carey and Mr. Wakefield. At
Cook, has learned to ride horseback. She has
the late home Tuesday, Rev. Arthur A. Blair near Temple Heights.
the afternoon session Miss Brown, a Boston a kind horse and enjoys it
j
Her
greatly.
! the estate of Edward
|
paster of the Universalist church, Belfast, offimissionary, w’ho works with the emigrants as brother Tom also takes his turn at ii occasion! tage is of the foil
I ciating.
house 24 feet long. !
they arrive in Boston, gave a most interesting ally.
J long, 16 feet wide. It
Died in Frankfort on Saturday, August 3,
talk. The annual sermon was by Rev. J. F*
|
! on each floor. It also h
I Capt. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins have re- 1912, Ann Maria, widow of Eli C. West, aged
|
Charles H. Hooper, postmaster, and a prom
Jones, his subject being Love. Dr. I. B. Mowturned from Bayside, where they spent the 74 years, 3 months and 27 days. Mrs. West inent and influential resident of Castine* and north side. Also
er reported on State work, and an
feet wide. All the buinteresting summer and their
)
aberation
a
of
mind
temporary
appartments are again open was born in Swanville,. April 7, 1838, the second during
There is also a w
and profitable half hour was passed. Rev.
brought on by ill health, drowned himself in pair.
to their friends. We are glad to welcome
four children, of
which
has
ne\
of
and
premise?
daughter,
youngest
the harbor at an early hour last Friday mornJames E. Norcross spoke briefly but to the
This cottage is locate
them home.
He was born in Castine in 1842. April
the late Isaac W. and Jane Field-Nickerson- ing.
point on United Societies. The evening adtages and is in a very >:•
M.
Brown
has
moved
out
his family
She was reared in a comfortable and pleasant 19th, 1861 he enlisted as a private in Co. B summer and fall reside1
dress was on Soul Winning, by Rev. O. P.
Harry
|
2nd. Maine Vols. and was discharged by reason
D.
D.
the
Gifford,
to their farm and is doing a rushing business home, in which family ties were tender and
for all the year residen
Thursday morning
sermon,
j
of expiration of service on .August 23rd, 1863.
was delivered by Rev. A. M. Watts, and at
to examine the
there this season. He has a good team, has strong.
her education in the For several years he served as clerk in the wishing
She
received
10.30 the report of Lincoln Baptist Benevolent
on Captain Colli:
!
calling
of Samuel Adams & Son and afterward
society was rendered, followed by the election planted several acres of potatoes, and has a public schools of her native town, was a good _store
Heights. For price ar
went into business with the late Isaiah L
j!
of officers. On the subject, Did Jesus Present
scholar for her day, and taught school previous
call or write Edward Sil
large crop of hay.
Shepherd under the firm name of Hooper &
a Social Scheme?
Rev. W. A. Newcombe, D.
T
CLARA
1857to
her
November
On
29,
marriage.
A. B. Payson, Mrs. Inez Payson, Mrs. E. D.
Shepherd. Mr. Hooper was one of the older
D. led the discussion. In the afternoon unBelfast, July 27, 1912.
j
C. citizens of the town and for many years was
finished business was considered, followed by Bessey and Mr. and Mrs. Walter il. Young Thanksgiving day—she was married to Eli
one of its most active and prominent men. I
to
her
with
him
went
a meeting of the Maine Baptist Educational
took an auto trip to Little River for a week- West of Frankfort, and
and
He was a much interested
zealous member
society. After sermon by Rev. J. F. Thurston, end
of that town, and of Hancock
outing last week, Mr. and Mr. Samuel L. new home in the west part
Lodge, F. and A. M., having served
and prayer, adjournment was taken.
Lord and wife of Belfast entertaining them at there remained nearly fifty-five years, until five years as master and 17^ years as secretary
He was also a member of Cascalled to her Home above. For very nearly of the lodge.
the Lord cottage.
tine R. A. C., having demitted from Hancock
EYE
fifty years, or until the death of Mr. West, six R. A. C. at Bucksport, At the time of his
Twenty-four years v:
Mrs. A. E. Chase came from Portland last years ago, they worked together hand in hand, death he was W. Patron of S. H. Whitney j
He was a member of Charles fitting glasses enables n
|
Saturday for a visit at her home here. We until .what was little more than a clearing lodge, O. E. S.
No. 16, G A. R. had been its glasses will help. Cons
are always glad to see her in Brooks.
Sunday when they took up life together, became one L. Stevens Post,
at
the
time
of
his
was
and
death
commander,
she enjoyed taking her mother, Mrs. H. H.
of the large and well known farms of Waldo its
his whole life he 44 Ssuth Main St.. WIN
Quartermaster.
j
Eat and Drink What You Pilley, who has been a invalid for some months, county, with large and commodious farm build- was warmly interestedDuring
in whatever he thought
Office Days, Monda
would
the
interests
of the town, espromote
out for a ride in their automobile.
She became the mother of five children,
ings.
Want Whenever You Want It.
pecially in its moral and religious aspects. For
four of whom survive her. They are Melvin
very many years he was the Superintendent
Don’t you know that a whole lot of this inThere was a pretty but quiet wedding at
CARD OF T '--■KS (
J. of Millis, Mass., Mrs. Ellen M. Ward of of the Unitarian Sunday school.
He leaves a
digestion, dyspepsia, gastritis, catarrh of the the residence of C. E. Lane Saturday evening,
stomach talk is all nonsense.
Mrs. Velzora J. Nickerson, who lives widow, two married sons and two daughters, [
We wflsh to extend ou
Newport,
GerMiss
his
when
granddaughter,
one
and one unmarried. The deceased
Don’t you know that fermentation of food Sept. 7th,
j
she spent w.is married,
neighbors and friends
well known in Belfast and has many friends
of E. L. Gowen, of on the home place, and w’ith whom
in the stomach causes
also for the
!
nearly all stomach trude Gowen, daughter
the last years of her iife, and Mrs. Edith M. in this city who join with the people of Castine sympathy,
to
Lester
was
troubles.
married
of
at
the
time
Los Angeles, Cal.,
flowers,
Bartlett of Winthrop.
The death of her in extending sympathy to the bereaved.
Don’t you know that MI-O-NA Stomach Tozier of Waterville, where they will reside.
FRAN
Tablets compounded from the best prescripZCl>'
youngest child Eben M., February 1, 1907, fol- MAINE CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION.
tion for stomach distress ever written, will
his
time
M. J. Dow hfis devoted the most of
lowing that of his father in less than a year,
your troublesome stomach in fine

have

business interests,

I

collection, which includes the

We cordially invite your inspection.
Mail and Telephone orders solicited and

_

ted tacked upon the same tree was unAnother illustration is that
touched.
Monday night, when it was known that

our

a

Assortments greater.
standard of low prices.

trouble with

is

Already

I

Coats,

number of the handsomest models we expect to see this season.
Everything is in readiness for the largest Fall business in our

now

Mrs. L. C. Cilley, who has been so
very sick,
to be improving in health. She has
ridden to the village several time recently.
Miss Lulu Stiles who has been
visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles, has returned to Portland, where she has employment.

m.;
not

shows

Waldo Hall has shingled his house and made
other improvements on his buildings.

Stimpson

to arrive.

SKIRTS I

FAMOUS WOOLTEX GARMENTS,

L. L. Hobbs from Massachusetts has been
visiting his brother, John W. Hobbs.

Charles

beginning

:

E.'C. Holbrook is helping take account of
stock in the A. E. Chase store.
Mrs. Charles Randall of Montville is
housekeeper for Charles H. Forbes.

and

Children’s and Misses
Are

good job grading

The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even-

m.

Evening

j

Hale Hall has done
around his buildings.

Hattie Stiles, as we used to call her, who
now lives in this
village, is visiting the family
of her brother, M. S. Stiles, in Jackson.

called in the interest of the liquor dealThe latest legislative returns show that ers and brewers, and the expense of
there will be 23 Republicans to 8 Demo- this unnecessary session falls upon the
crats in the senate, and 79 Republicans taxpayers.
The Democratic campaign which ended
and 72 Democrats in the house, giving
the Republicans 102 on a joint ballot and in defeat last Monday was based on the
expectation of receiving a largely in- put
condithe Democrats 80.
creased vote in the cities, to offset the tion, or money back.
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets give instant reA good illustration of the characteris- temperance vote in rural communities. lief. Take them for
gas, sourness, heaviness,
tics of the two political parties is shown But they were greatly mistaken in the heartburn, or after dinner distress.
Keep
them with you and take them
regularly until
by the defacing of a portrait of Mr. assumption that the friends of temper- your stomach is strong and vigorous.
Large
Haines, the Republican candidate for ance, of law and order, are found only in box 50 cts. at A. A. Howes & Co.
governor, while a portrait of Gov. Plais- the country.
Although the floating eleUnited States Senator is

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Praise and
each Sunday

m.

that these conditions might jeopardize
his re-election; but he was returned by a session in the forenoon

Lapham was for several years the able win is well
equipped in every way for the
agricultural editor, and Howard Owen duties that will devolve
upon him and
for a longer term the new's editor, and
will make him mark in Washington.
did much in that capacity to make the
The return of Congressman Guernsey in
paper acceptable to its large number of
the fouith district was expected, and
readers.
his increased majority was in recogniA correspondent of the Boston Globe tion of the excellent service he has
recently gave a list of the colored men rendered the State in his first term.
who have served in Congress, in which
The saying of Abraham Lincoln about
there was an important omission.
It
fooling the people was verified in Monservice

will

cordial invitation is extended to
the public to attend these services.

in three of the

felt that the defeat of Mr. Hinds
for governor made any claims to being a would have been a loss to the country.
total abstainer they were not in evidence In the third district the election of Hon.
during the campaign. “On the contrary, Forrest Goodwin to succeed S. W. Gould
quite the reverse,” as George N. Sand- was a foregone conclusion. The latter
was
an
accidental Congressman and
ers said when asked for a loan of five
If the Democratic candidate

stainer.”

finilfaril

Republicans
four Congressional districts, and in the ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a.
school at 12 o’clock. All who do
has discontinued his subsecond district the plurality of McGilli- Sunday
attend Sunday school at any other church
a note to the publishers he
was
the
Democratic
candidate,
cuddy,
service at 7.30
cordially invited.
that

A subscriber to the Lewiston Sun for

fender of and

Half

The services for the week at the North
church will be as follows: Morning worship at 1045 a. m.; Sunday school at 12

of the country behind them.

scription.

T

the chapel in East Northport next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. Mr. Holt was formerly located in Waldo county and is one of the
most eloquent speakers in Maine.

many

says:

H

COATS, SUITS

Be sure to take

in two years.

Wearing AppalI

THE FAL). STYLES IN

The News of Brooks.

State Missionary Hunt occupied the Baptis
pulpit last Sunday morning and evening.

ture of the Maine Press Association and

the hope

count

The Churches.

Maine Department of Agricul
In a report oi the last annual meeting
ture estimates the apple crop of Waldo in Portland, and later in an editorial on
county as 85 per cent as compared with the coming semi-centennial meeting,sug-

Attractive New Fall

Barks Herbs

(.'hat have great medicinal power, are
raised to their highest efficiency, for
purifying and enriching the blood, as
they are combined in Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
40.366 testimonials received by actual

—

The

the crop of last year.

Roots

,

herself,nor
happy as
when her services were required by others,
and always gave of her time and strength unfailingly and unflinchingly to be of service.
For almost fifty years she was a most devoted
wife and mother, and the heart of her home.

and friends.

She

never

spared herself, and

thought

was

never

of

bo

After the death of her husband and son, as
referred to above, there seemed to be no one
of her family who needed her personal care
and help. She could not think of herself, nor
live for self alone, and ao the ties that had
bound her to earth weakened and dissolved.
The end came quietly, just a few hours before
the children who live away reached her bedside. The funeral was held from her late home,
Tuesday afternoon, August 6th, Rev. Frank S.
Dolliff of Jackson officiating. Interment was
in the family lot in the Monroe cemetery.
Surely, “The memory of the just is blessed.”

Capt. Henry Burgess Richards died Sept.

excellent work.

Many encouraging testimoniwere given as to the good work being
done at the Cnarleston summer school. A
Charleston club was formed, many joining with
the understanding that they are to economize
and try to attend this school another year. The
following officers were elected: Frank Dunn
! of Houlton, president; William B. Tuthill of
Portland, Rev. J. C. Hughes of Calais, vice
! presidents: Miss Harriette H. Cole of Sedgwick, corresponding secretary and and treassurer; Miss Ethel M. Fish of China, recording
secretary; Harry W. Rowe, field secretary.
Wesley Hubbard of Bangor, auditor; Walter P.
Reeves of Portland, excursion manager; Rev;
G. H. Kent of Albion, superintendent of Evangelistic and Quiet Hour; Rev. J. B. Coy of
j Harrison, on board of missionary education;
W. P. Brenneman of Auburn, on board of
! Christian Citizenship. Two of the vice presidents are to be made up of the State presidents
I of the Baptist andFree Baptist organizations.
als

j

THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

ST

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

20,000 Roil

Wall Pape
For 1912 in
Owing to the fact
nearly double the
per that we usually

Stock

:
>

5

priced
are

the papers v.
selling many 1-

papers

FOR 10c.
And of 5c. Pattern*"
Other prices
We would be please
YOU the line.
Yours very truly-

^

or more.

CARLE & P
2 Stain, Biltvt'

)l'

v

16,

6%

^(JfNEWSOF

BELFAST

Fred W. Brown, city tax collector, may
be found at his office in Pythian block.

farm in Thorndike wa8
Wesley Woods
to Aroostook parties.
is in progress in
u8i stock-taking
f- Barrows shoe factory.

the

|

fi®on»!u
U

frill open

Mr. and Mrs. Leon O. Bucklin will move this
from the Marsh house, corner of Church
and Market streets, to the lower tenement in
the Hilton house, vacated by Miss Margaret
Williams.

Maine College of Law
arsity
fall term Wednesday, Oct.
T the

|

Cedar street.

minus,
county
rtain that the yes vote preballot box and the bond is*

\

this

m

1

are

combination of unforeseen difficulties we are unable to continue this week
the publication of Mr. Alfred Johnson’s interesting narrative of a trip from Nassau to New
York in a cat boat, but have an instalment in
hand for next week and think there will be no

Through

Waldo county is said to
^ and with good weather this
.Njience of frosts, the corn crop
ou: well.

|
|

-n

\

[

recently found in a fresh water
dutiful pearl of large size, periIHj high lustre. Mr. Newell has
Election of these pearls and
are said to be valuable.

!

S
\
|
j
l

The last open-air concert of the season by
the Belfast band was given on schoolhouse
common last Friday evening.
The weather
was favorable and a large number enjoyed the
vocal and instrumental selections.
These
concerts are a very enjoyable feature of the
summer season, and there is general regret
when the time comes to discontinue them.

Belfast, who is employed in
Boston, is spending a vacaano called on his Citypoint
l rcm force of habit Mr.
a little poultry and produce

f

;
u|iiS

„)n

vacation.

The scenery along the shores of the Passagassawaukeag is now at its best. The foliage of
the Citypoint woods is begining to take on its
At this season
gorgeous autumnal coloring.
of the year not one of the many attractive
drives in the vicinity of Belfast is more popular than the Citypoint road. The viewfiom
the bluff on this road, especially at sunset, is
unsually beautiful.

Drury has bought Mr. L. F.
in the Colonial restaurant,
a and Spring streets, and will
1st. Both Mr. and
■t October
had much experience in like
r- -taurant will be in good hands
tinuance of a liberal public
\

•?t

|

<

patT0l.4gC
|
I

]

superintendent of the Saco
any's plant in this city, anrk there will begin next Satf-re is promise of a fair corn

Ora Robbins Bryant of Searsmont was
brought to the Belfast General Hospital last
Sunday in a very critical condition. Monday
Dr. E. D. Tapley performed a compound oper-

Ingersoll and Elijah
trip to Portland last

ation, removing several tumors, one of which
had burst before she was taken to the hospital. She is comfortable and hopes are entertained of her recovery.

Messrs.

!

usiness

Tomlinson of Portland,
Belfast Monhere to Winy have a plant that will be

nipany, was in
and went from

i

season.

ra.

Waldo
6th, the

the trustees of the

j.tural Society, Sept
homed to hire $800 to meet
society. Treasurer Ritchie
tc make a final report of the
ursements and another meetees

will be held tomorrow',

The annual

meeting

will be

and it is understood the pres-s will be candidates
for re-

|

term

.'■.in r
;

::.:>er

of court

.ais
e

will

begin

17th, with Judge George

presiuing.
the official

v ecu r

lay

oi

stenographer.

be that of Forrest A.
W. B. Tryon of Hartp tato case, tried at the April
-nliet for plaintiff. The verdict
I'd a new trial granted.
BuzBowden and C. H. Reid, Jr.
There will be a large number

'Merest will
nroe vs.

t

The Ladies’ Aid Society of West Northport
will have an entertainment in the Brainard
school house, September 19th. An unusually
fine literary program, including readings by
Miss Alice E. Simmons of Belfast and vocal
and instrumental music, will be given.
Ice
cream, cake and candy will be on sale. Admission 10 cents; children 5 cents. EveryThere will be a social dance at Seaside
! body is invited. The proceeds will be applied
Grange Hall this, Thursday, evening, with to the chapel fund.
music by Keyes’ orchestra. These dances are
May Latham enjoys the reputation of being
popular and well Pttended.
one of the handsomest women on the AmeriThe Central Maine fair is on at Waterville
can stage. It was this, as much as her
singing
this week and the Belfast base ball team has
and acting ability, that caused the managegone there to play a series of games with the
ment to engage her to succeed the statuesque
Taconnet nine. Tuesday the Belfasts defeatKitty Gordon in “Alma, Where Do You Live?”
ed the Taconnets 5 to 2, in an interesting
the sensational comedy which has just scored
game.
a hit at Joe Weber’s Theatre, New York and
M. R. Knowlton, real estate agent, has sold
will be seen here at the Colonial, Tuesday,
the George W. Burkett tenement house on
Sept. 17th with the original New York proMiller street and it will be occupied by P. D. duction, and effects. Seats on sale at Box
H. Carter. He has also sold the James H.
Wentworth farm in Waldo to John R. Dunton
Advertised Letters.
The following letof Belfast and W. R. Howard of Williamsters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
town, Mass.
office for the week

city schools will begin next Monday.
The following teachers have been engaged by
the new superintendent. Wiliam B. Woodbury:

iiox.

j

Dr.

Ralph

E

Freeman,

been appointed by the local
v:h and continued by the State

|

has

’11

pector of meat for Bangor and
new law in conformity with
Massachusetts, by the
beef, sheep, veal, hogs, etc.,
i.~t be inspe ted at time of kill1 meat must be inspected and
under the federal government inThe railroad and express people
State of

I

all

'.

!

■>

;

j
i

future, receive any meat unas stated above, and the local
idlers must live up to the lav/

he

«

onalty.
Entertained. Misses Kathy and Marian Washburn enter-

Miss Lois Butler of Castine for the Brick
school, East Belfast; Miss Marjorie Chase of
Newport for the Pitcher school, and Miss
Phebe Cross, Morrill for the Hayford school.

Williams,

men—Mr. 7* Astrise, Dr. Geo. Anderson,
Scearle M. Brewster, Harold G. Harris, Geo. E,
Knowlton, William Lane, Basil Linton, F. S.
Milliken, Harry L. McDonald, Rev. I. B. Moore,
Harry D. O. Dowd, R. R. Reed, John Stover,
Merton L. Yeaton.

At a meeting of the Woman’s Hospital Aid
held Friday, Sept. 6th, the members, with deep
appreciation of the generous support given
the recent entertainment in aid of the hospital, tendered a unanimous vote of thanks to
all who assisted, particularly to Dr. O. S.

Poor's Mills.

Nellie Morgan spoke
tD a large congregation last Sunday. She will
speak here again next Sunday... .Mrs. Annabell Underwood has gone to Sunset, Deer Isle,
on a visit ...Mrs. Lena Frost is visiting Mrs.
Luella Brow’n-Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ames
were at Leslie Payson’s in Lincolnville Saturday-Mrs. O. A. Wade went to Hartford,
Sunday, where she will join her husband
Mr. F. T. Wentworth went to Cape Rozier last
week to visit her son, Orrin L. Wentworth, and
family. F. L. Toothaker went w-ith him, returning Sunday.Misses Anna and Marian
Brown are at home on a visit.

Vickery, who so efficiently conducted the
affair; to the manager of the new “Colonial,”
who gave

the free

use

of

this attractive and

commodiou^ theatre; to Mr. W. H. Bray for
gift of time and labor; to the orchestra and
nningly at a daintily appointed Mr. Lakie; to the
j’oung ladies W’ho canvassed
lay, in honor of Miss Frances the
city, one of whom rendered upwards of
se marriage to Richard Whit$20. for tickets sold, and to all the local talent
Mass., wifi take place early who
so kindly participated and thus
winning
The •.•( lor scheme was pink and
to themselves additional laurels by the
very
'•
tables were most attractive
numbers
The
result
pleasing
in all
given.
uteriuece of sweet peas. The
was
most gratifying, netting to the
ways
also of sweet pea design,
ennmtv
lifOn
C*1 1 O
he guest of honor, whose card
The Coming Fairs. The racing program
t ’: nofan appropriately decA delicious six course luncheon for the Monroe fair Sept. 17th, 18th and 19th
wed by bridge. A pleasant is published on the 3d page. The trustees have
Tair was the grouping at one voted to have a baby show with prizes for the
trig iadies of the bridal party— handsomest boy baby, the handsomest girl
Miss Marian riazeltine,
baby, the heaviest baby, and the lightest baby.
Miss
The prizes will be silver cups and one will be
nte, Miss Evelyn P. Morison
uk, Miss Florence M. Hill, Miss given by the Dr. J. F. True & Co., Auburn. A
Miss Quimby. The
other fine band will give concerts in the forenoons
M:ss Cora S. Morrison, Miss Maras well as playing for the races-The annual
ches, Mrs. Ralph L. Cooper, fair of the Unity park association will be held
Pillsbury and Mrs. William F. on the grounds of the association in Unity
1 uesday afternoon Mrs. John C. Oct. 1st and 2nd.
The entries for the races
rtained the same young ladies, will close Sept. 26th. The sum of $586 has
garet Cahill, Mrs. Charles Dean been offered in purses and the race program
Elon B. Gilchrist, in honor of will be as follows:
■

o

|

\

™

■

1

j

guests took their work
i themselves making and worky of articles to be added to the
ipment of the bride-to-be. They
lor and dish towels, dish
cloths,
on apron, etc.
Bridge and auced during the latter part of the
delicious refreshments of fruit
1
celery, hot biscuit, coffee, cake
'its were served.
The

|

|

■

|

u

i
i

|

TUESDAY.

2.18 class, trot
class, trot

2.29

this condition and builds
-i;e whole body, am Druggi.t..
ts

I'1
I

4r»-

,il H'nc'

Bloomfield. N. J

12-10
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*nd

J
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|

$

:

or

morning, Sept. 16th, and you will find at “The
Home of Good Values,” 12 Main street, a com-

plete

assortment of

& Jones
! Carle

are

boys’ wearing apparel....
selling fruit jars, jelly

jars, bean pots, meat tubs and
agate ware at special low prices, and for three
days only—Sept. 12th, 13th and 14th—are offering curtain scrim, cretons, burlaps, denims
and silkolepes at greatly reduced prices....
Timothy has taken another drop in price. A.
A. Howes & Co. are selling it at $4 per bushel,
99 per cent pure-See report of the condition of The City National Bank of Belfast_
Nelson Richards publishes a card of thanks....
Mason & Hall sell the Devoe paint... .You will
find it cheaper in the end to buy six pairs of
Holeproofs, which are guaranteed to wear six
glasses,

races.

pace.Purse $200

butter

months without

or

a

hole

or new

hose free.

Sold

;

thanks.

Good Paint
The best

name

does

more

paint

in the world s Devoe.
and lasts longer;

Less

keeps-on

national

reputation

in

EYE

50c. per week at

& JONES’,
Maine.

■

4 Gal. with Cover,
5 “

6

55c
65c

&
Jl

f

POTS

A

10c

|5C

Quart

&

“

4 and 5

Bean

45c

««

I. 2 and 3 Quart Bean Pots,

SPECIALIST

Up Stairs, Odd Fellows’ Ulock

Pots,

$

Price is for Thursday, Friday and
Saturday of this
week

|

Carle & JonesTeu® I

®‘w°°re8

Our Mail Order Business is growing. We
giving it special attention. On application

B

|

mail

geneious lot of samples from
goods,trimmings,etc. Also send out for

|
§

|

a

|

Expenses paid

one

piece
inspection
our

Satisfaction given

way.

money refunded.

Carload of Stone Ware received this week.

|
|

we

|I

or

li

f

avenue.

detained one week
in her face.

on

account of

Miss Edith Skelton, who has been visiting
her mother, Mrs. A. Snow, returned to Brooklin, Me. She was accompanied by Mrs. Snow,
who returned Monday.

Colby Robbins, youngest

| bins, while cutting

Holmes, do ; land and buildings in
Ella M. Towle,
Winchester,

Fred N. Savery, with the characters acting
parts. The stage was set to represent a
garden, and real trees, vines and flowers were
used with fine effect. Those who took part
were:
The Twins, Flora Pierce and Freddy
Knox; Mother Goose, Agnes Nickerson; Old
Woman who lived in a Shoe, Lizzie Ellis; Jack
Spratt, Chas. Knox; His wife, Lena Butler;
Bo-Peep, Dorothy Nickerson; Jack Horner,
Randall Knox; Miss Muffett, Willda Savery;
Mother Hubbard, Ellen Nickerson; Bachelor
who went to London for his wife, Maurice
the

margeij

diuwh,

v/iu

Lincolnville.
Annie B. Gill,

a

social

Belfast

has

during
made

his
many

frequent

visits to

warm

friends.

Almond R.
in Lin-

Northport.
George S. Flanders, Somerville, Mass., to
Helen A. Lowe, Frqgkfort; land and
buildings

Frankfort.
J. H. M?Kinley, Jackson to Jackson Creamery Association; land in Jackson.
Elmer H. Mason, Belfast, to Howard F. and
Clara F. Mason, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

in

hour^enjoyed.

and

to

buildings

and

Smith-Shute. Miss Florence Shute, youngest daughter of Mrs. T. L. Shute of Belfast,
and Everett Willard Smith of Waltham were
quietly married at 3 p. m. Monday, Sept. 9th,
in Waltham, Mass., by Rev. Joseph K. Mason,
pastor of the Universalist Church. They were
unattended and the single ring service was
used. On account of recent deaths in the
bride’s family, it was a very quiet affair. The
bride was becomingly gowned in ,a travelling
suit of light blue with waist and hat to match,
the groom wearing the conventional black.
Miss Shute has been bookkeeper for the past
8 years in the Justin B. Dept, in the Waltham
watch factory, and with her pleasing and quiet
manner has made many friends.
Mr. Smith is
an energetic young man jand is employed as
mDney clerk in the National Express Co. of

Waltham,

and

colnville.
Austin L. and Jordan N. Smith, Lynn, Mass.,
to James L. Smith,
Belfast; land in Belfast

and drink, Evangeline Larrabee; Old woman
whose husband was “no bigger than my thumb,”
Sadie Robbins. A program was also given,
including a violin solo by Margaret Nickerson;
vocal solo, Riding Jack Horse wi h Papa, Lida
White;reading, Mrs. George A. Leavitt. Candy,
ice 'cream, cake and fancy articles were sold
and

Massachusetts,

Gushee, Lincolnville; land

Wesley J. Bailey, Belfast, to Fred W. Bailej,
East Millinocket; land and buildings in Belfast.
J. O. Pearson, et als., of Morrill and Montville, to Melvina Pearson, Montville; land and
buildings in Montville.
Leslie C. Dean and Rodney E. Sylvester,
Rockport, to Fred E. French, Lincolnville; land
and buildings in Lincolnville.

14,16, 18

your INSPECTION SOLICITED.

U
2

(J
=

—--THE-—

Consumers’ Fuel Co.
Wish to announce that the following
prices
Coal are in effect after September 1, 1912 :

Chestnut Coal,

Winterport!

Harry C. Richards, Camden, to Almond R.
Gushee, Lincolnville; land and buildings in

1

CARLE & JONES.

$8.25 per

Egg Coal,
Stove

8.00
8.00
6.50
7.25

Coa|,

Pea

Coal,
Coke,

on

ton
“

“
“
“

All above prices subject to a discount of 25c.
on all bills paid
within 30 days after delivery. No discount for less than one ton,
4w36
per ton

mm

*

S

D. P. PALMER’S

I Furnishing Goods Store |

The Belfast Savings Bank, to Abbie L.
Otis,
Everett, Mass.; land in Belfast.
Enoch M. Barker, Troy, to
DanaJB. Moody,
Dixmont; land in Troy.

Trott, Alberta Nickerson; Man from the Moon,
Robert Patterson; Jack and Jill, Lawrence
ratterson and Annella Pierce; Tom the Piper’s
Son, Run well Knox; Mary quite contrary,
Janet Nickerson; Maid in the garden, Mabel
Larrabee; Old Woman who lived on vituals

“

°

Wilmot L. Gray, Troy, to Lute L.
Rogers,
do.: land anrl huilHinnro in

Gross;
Wife, Sadie Ellis; Man with the gun
and bullets made of “lead, lead, lead,” Dana

“

VERY TRULY YOURS,

land in Knox.
Relief S. Brier. Belfast, to Frederic C.
Gay,
New York, N. Y.; land in Belfast.
Joseph L Peabody, Thorndike, to William I.
Larrabee, do.; land and buildings in Thorndike.

the

iiaue,

o

Mass., to Willard
Ferguson, Dixmont; land and buildings in
Troy.
Walter H. Young,
Brooks, to Stella B.
Young, do.; land in Brooks.
Abbie E. Bagley and Lizzie S.
Bartlett, Belfast, to A. L. Palmer, Foxcroft; land and buildin
ings
Northport.
Abbie R. Hadley and Inez R.
Packard, Waldo, to A. L. Palmer, Foxcroft; land and buildings in Northport.
Walter F. Woodbury, Knox, to Asa R.
Hoxie,
do.; land in Knox.
Frank A. Curtis, Knox, to Asa R.
Hoxie, do.;

Ethel Savery in the Mason’s Mills chapel, gave
entertainment last Thursday night when
$13.60 was netted for the chapel fund. The
entertainment was called An Evening With
Mother Goose and the story was read by Mrs.

Norfolk
!

B.

an

miss

“

Maplewood Cemetery Corporation by L. D.
Ames, President, Lincolnville, to
George W.
Carver, Brooklyn, N. Y.; land in Lincolnville.
Samuel S. Adams,. Northport, to
Myra A.
Ferguson, Bridgeport, Conn.; land and buildin
ings
Northport.
Rantie A. Hall, Brooks, to William
C. Aus- I
tin, do.; land in Brooks.
William D. Young,
Winterport,»to Charles R

ivy poi-

n

Girls’ Sailor Suits, ages 13, 15, 17

2j

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Sept. 9, 1912.
Miss Alice Mason is in Winterport,where she
j Daniel O. Bowen, Morrill, to Ernest E. Bowis a guest of Miss Annie Clapp.
en, do.; land in Morrill.
Miss Eliza Harriman of Searsport was a
Lincoln C. Wade, Lincolnville, to
Elzira
week-end guest of Miss Ethel Savery.
Rhoades, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Lona
A.
Lisbon
Flanders, Northport, to Nora E.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Mosman of
Falls arrived last Monday night to visit their Barter, Dorchester, Mass.; land and
buildings
in Northport.
son, R. G. Mosman.
Everett
O.
Dean,
to
Chestnut
returned
Hill,
to
Miss Rena Black
Lincolnville,
Albert B
Mass., on last Sunday’s boat after spending Witherspoon, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
the summer with her parents.
Wilder H. Worthing,
Palermo, to Etta T.
Miss Edith Strout went to Portland Monday
Worthing, do.; land in Palermo.
to resume her work as teacher. Miss Strout
was

U

RECEIVED, LARGE INVOICE OF.

Coats, Suits and Dresses

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

soning

Iji'

JUST

Mrs. Stephen Woods is very ill at her home

Searsport

CARLE & JONES’

FALL ANNOUNCEMENT

o

rfiBaBS99^SBSffi9S^^S&S8ES^&S&BBK

on

%

1

Very truly yours,

BELFAST.

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Maine.

|

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Me.
EAST

m

only.

MEAT TUBS, 20 and 30 gal., 10c
per gal.

|

are

Coats, Suits, Dresses,
Skirts, Corsets, Etc.

^

Its not too bad, and not too good,
But I do like to see men dress as

IJr

]

*5|

they

should'

m

Thev

d

can do it if they
buy their Furnishing
^
Goods, Hats, Caps, Neckwear, Hosiery (Inter^
woven or Everwerr), Lamson & Hubbard Hats
&
gj and
Caps. Hathaway, Earl & Wilson Shirts and
jJI
^ Collars, ^ ale Union Suits—I am agent for these
goods and they are not to be found elsewhere in
i
the city—Nice line of Hats and
S1
Caps FOS.^TsTLE
sj
DWIGHT
P.
PALMER, Masonic Temple
#5
►?<r

^

BOYS!
School Begins Honday, Sept. 16,'12.
IN GETTING YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES OF

CLOTHING, HATS, CAPS, FURNISHINGS
MONEY BACK
CATARRH
REMEDY

TOGETHER, CALL AT

“The Home of Good Values.”
We will be pleased to show you

BOYS"

a

complete assortment of

WEARING APPAREL.

the

—■

Down

15c
25c
3 Sc

BEAN
"

■

records, for

Belfast,

m

He is a prominent member of the Waltham
Dosing the stomach won’t kill Catarrh germs.
doing more.
Neither will sprays, douches, snuffs or ointThe cheapest paint in the world is Devoe; it Canoe Club and has won five silver
presentation of
in
cups
ments.
this and similar entertainments. Following is goes so far and lasts so long. Lead-and-oil races. Both
bride and groom are prominent
The quickest way to kill germs is to breathe
lasts only three years; half as long as Devoe.
the cast of characters, which includes some
There are other good paints, but 50 times among the younger set in the social affairs of deep into the lungs the vaporized air of Booth’s
of the best local talent.
as many poor ones; most of them bad, very
Waltham. Immediately after the ceremony HYOMEI.
As this antiseptic air passes over the sore
that not
bad, very bad. Good paint is so good
PART I.
**
they left in an auto for Boston and there took spots infested with Catarrh germs, it not only
is bad and bad, very bad.
good
Goddess of Fame,
Mrs. S. A. Parker
the
boat
for
where
be
enwill
time
to
Rockland,
they
And the
paint Devoe is as soon as
destroys them, but heals the inflamed memMaid,
Margaret Drinkwater
tertained by the bride’s aunt, Mrs. Alfred brane and stops the discharge of mucus.
your property needs good pain;.
Mildred Randall
Then hawking, spitting, snuffling, crusts in
DEVOE
Crockett. They will arrive in Belfast this,
Heralds
Annette Clifford
nose and foul breath will disappear, and vile,
Mason & Hall sell it.
( Blanche Jenness
Thursday, morning for a two weeks' visit or disgusting Catarrh will be conquered.
Miss Florence Libbey
Hypatia,
A complete HYOMEI outfit, which includes
more with the bride’s mother.
On their return
THE LEWISTON FAIR.
Miss Loula Mason
Queen Elizabeth,
rubber inhaler, only costs $1.00 Extra
to Waltham they will reside at 164 Ash street, a hard
Samantha Allen,
Miss Elizabeth Kelley
bottles, if afterwards needed, 50c; and A. A.
Mrs. Elijah Ritchie
Ruth,
The 55th annual Maine State fair closed where the best wishes and congratulations of Howes & Co. i« authorized to refund your
Sister of Mercy,
Miss Bertha Wiley
5th at Lewiston with a big crowd, though a host of friends await them.
| money if dissatisfied.
Martha Washington,
Mrs. E. L. Cook Sept.
not so large as on the day before. The annual
Mies Geneva Meal
lopsy,
I>
Mrs. Charles Bartlett meeting of the Maine State Agricultural SocieNydia,
Mrs. M. C. Murch ty was held in the
Xantippe,
T. F. Callahan of
evening.
Joan of Arc,
Miss Katharine Brier
Lewiston, treasurer, reported that the total rePART II.
ceipts of the society up to that evening were
Grecian Poetess,
Mrs. Perry Coombs
and the expenditures $8551 79. He
Mrs. R. D. Southworth $19,811.90
Pocahontas,
Grace Darling,
Miss Frances Abbott stated that the bills receivable would bring the
Mrs. Partington,
Miss Helen Brown total receipts up to between $20,500 and $20,800,
Ike Partington,
Mr. J. Lee Patt -rson not including the State
stipend of $2000. The
of
Mrs.
Scotts,
Mary Queen
George Havener
built a new poultry house
Lady Mary Seaton,
Mrs. S. G. Swift society
during the
a
cost
of
at
a
Miss Alma Avery year
little over $3000, and he
Priscilla,
MiBS Alberta Wadsworth estimated that they would be able to
Queen Isabella,
pay for
Miss Alice Simmons
Bridget O’Flannigan,
this in full and have something left to make a
Barbara Frietchie,
Mrs. Fred Rackliffe
Mrs. E. P. Frost payment on the standing debt of the society.
Miriam,
The receipts of the first two days of the fair
( Doris Cuznor
Miriam’s Maids
Alice Spear
were about $5000 less than for the
correspond( Kathleen Colcord ing days of last year, but
the receipts of WedMiss Sabra Dyer
Columbia,
nesday were the largest for a single day in
( Porto Rico
the history of the fair.
Columbia’s Attendants
Hawaii

a

size and with

$1.00

I

1ST.

“Samantha Allen at the Court of Fame”
will be presented under the auspices of the
Ladies’ Circle and Social Aid of the Universalist church in the Opera
Hous^e Wednesday
evening, Sept 18th, under the direction of Miss
Harriette Harris of Weymouth, Mass., who has

Edison
Any

i

pace.Purse $100
only at The Dinsmore Store-Furnished
Three-year-old,trot or pace, one-half
mile. Purse $ 10 room wanted, in a good location.Frank R.
and Zodie M. Weymouth publish a card of

sign of poor health, f
weight generally shows j
something wrong.
t

Scott’s Emulsion

j

class,

afternoon

of

ss

New Advertisements. James H. Howes,
Odd Fellows block, is receiving the new fall
suits and skirts, children’s and
in
! styles coats,
misses coats, his stock including a number of
the handsomest models in the famous Wooltex
!
An inspection is invited and mail
! garments.
and telephone orders are solicited and will be
i
carefully tilled.School begins Monday

trot and pace.Purse $130
class, trot and pace.Purse $100
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2ND.
Carriage horses..Purse $8.00
Matched horses.Purse $8.00

2.24
2 50

n a

1

OCT.

Mrs.

...

•'

1 Gal. with Cover,
2 .
3 .

to us and we will make an examination,
and if you need glasses will tell you so.

son of John Robwood with Walter Colcord
cut his finger quite badly, requiring the services of Dr. Tapley, who took six stitches in
ending Sept. 10th: Ladies— ! the finger. He is quite comfortable at this
Mary Barker, Mrs. Effie Connor, Mrs Edith writing.
Graves, Mrs. E. S. Gorham, Miss Evelyn JorRose CirA Successful Entertainment.
dan, Mrs. Nora Littlefield, Miss Addie Staples,
Miss
Lena G.
Mrs. Stuart Webb. Gentle- cle, the Sunday school class taught by
_

The

BUTTER JARS I

and you will

Mrs.

an ton

I

work,

a

further interruptions.

ket,

refuse to

be at their mercy. If you have the least
trouble with your eyes, you should not
delay in having them looked at. Come

A hand organ, plus a most accomplished
monkey, were objects of great interest to the
young people bout town the first of the week.
The monkey was “h;ghly educated” and had a
large repertoire of tricks with which to entertain his audiences.

’Ken

1

they will

week

William F. Coombs, Union
the tenement in the S. G.

I

to your eyes; don’t treat them as if they
were slaves, for if you do some day

cupy it.

oi

-5

DO YOUR DUTY

Loring H. Colcord has bought the D. F.
Stephenson house on Union street and will oc-

■yhPtly 30]d
re‘C"

1<716.

now

( Cuba
Admission 25 cents. Reserved seats, 36 and
50 cents. Doors open at 7.80 o’clock. Curtain rises at 8.00 o’clock. The sale of reserved seats begins on Monday morning at
7.00 o’clock at F. G. Mixer’s store. Main street

The election of officers resulted in the unan
choice of B. J. Libby of Oakland,
president; James L. Lowell of Auburn, secretary; T.
F. Callahan of Lewiston, treasurer, B. A. Parker of North Berwick,(1st
district). Frank H.
Wiggin of Lewiston (2nd district). L. C. Morse
of Liberty (4th district) and David W. Campbell of Cherry field (5th district), trustees.
imous

—

Ralph D. Southworth,

12 Main Sheet,
State

Board

of

Belfast, Maine.
frade.

silo

FomT

The out of town speakers at the annual
meeting of the Maine State Board of Trade,
which is to be held in Bangor Sept. 19th and
20th, will be Hon. Frederick E. Boothby of J
Can be moved
cheap.
Portland, the president, who will respond to I
of
the address of welcome by former Mayor easily.
Chapin. Col. Boothby will afterward deliver
H. C. BUZZELL
the opening address, to be followed by Sec.
35tf
Blanding and Treas. Callahan with their annual reports. C. E. Embree will speak on
The Farmers’ Union of Maine and L. D. Gibbs
of Boston on, Maine and the Boston Electric
Show. Thursday afternoon Henry Dennis of
Portland will speak on The Canning Industry^
August 21, at Navy Cove, a lapstrake boat,
Past, Present and Future; Col. F. M. Parkhurst
on Eastern Maine’s Manufacturing Opportuninearly new, about 15 feet long. Owner can
West
of
Belfast
on, Municipal
ties; Dr. W. L.
have the same by calling on
&
Meat Inspection; and Francis L. Littlefield of
GEORGE E. ENGSTROM, Searsport.
Portland on, Agricultural Banks. Dr. Robert
J. Aley of the University of Maine, will speak
2w35p
in the evening.

Very

Inquire

FOUND

The

Maine Central Institute.

The fall term of Maine Central Institute,

For Sale,

The Frank Blodgett house on Cedar street;
Pittsfield, opened last week with an unusually
large registration of students. Following is 9 rooms and attic; stable and two hen houses;
J.
L.
lot
the list of teachers:
about 5-16 acre. Enquire of
Humbert, science
and mathematics; G. S. Dow, history and lanJOHN R. DUNTON or
34tf
RALPH I. MORSE.
guage; Herman Ebel, biology and German;
Nettie B. Runnals, mathematics; Lura M.
»
Wakefield, domestic science and pedagogy;
CARD OF THANKS1
Helen K. Dow, Greek and Latin; Amorette
I wish to thank all, especially the Rev. D. L.
Porter, English; Haxel B. Cole, French; Eunice
F. Story, English and expression; Lillian M. Wilson, for kindness to me in my late bereaveCarll, Latin and German; Bertha M. Smith, ment, and for the many beautiful flowers sent
music; Minnie Porter, shorthand and typewrit- to the funeral of my wife.
NELSON RICHARDS.
ing; Lillian Gray, violin.

trace of human bones, graves being so the people and hear of other regions
old that every vestige of the skeleton where we might explore to advantage.
The other evening, Mr. Robert Roper,
Even some of the
had
Oldest Graves in America Found in Orland stonedisappeared.
gouges and calls had begun to dis- a line, big strapping fellow, was in camp
Lake
Around
Discoveries
and
the conversation turned on automofound
the
—Interesting
Mr. Willoughby
integrate.
Alamoosook—Red Paint Common There same to be true in the graves he examin- biles in Maine, and how even the wild
ed.
Beyond question, the graves of the and silent places are no longer free from
in Ages Past, and Plenty of it Lett.
Alamoosook region are the oldest in invasion. Only the Upper Allegash and
certain lakes are as yet really in the
America.
BY WARREN K. MOOREHEAD.
Bob told an automobile
Most of the graves were located in a wilderness.
(Curator at Andover Academy.)
barn yard flanked by two large barns. story which is worthy of preservation.
us that it we
“I was plowing potatoes one Sunday
Persons who visit our large museums It became quite clear to
last summer. It was my only chance to
obtain a wrong impression with reference could explore beneath one of the barns,
Per- save the crop. I heard the chug-chug
to the importance of New England in we should finJ undisturbed graves.
the mission was obtained from the owner. of a touring car'coming up the lane to
of
nature
the
From
archaeology.
the floor and made numer- my house. In a moment the machine
exhibits they conclude that the West and We took up
The removal of buildings in stopped and a women leaned out and
South are of primary importance in their ous finds.
I told her.
order that archeaological work may be asked the way to Bucksport.
expositions of ancient times in America. done is common
in the Old World, but Then she wanted to know if I had lived
And they conclude that New England
rare in America.
long in these parts. I replied that I had.
played a sorry role, an unimportant part,
We did not^entirely complete the work Then she inquired: ‘Do the people herein our prehistoric past.
They see case
at Mr. Hartford’s, chiefly because the abouts make a practice of working on
case tilled with curious stone arti-

The Stone

Playgrounds

Age in Maine.

Peabody Museum at Harvard, a poverty
of prehistoric artifacts from New Eng-

|
I

uqo

l_

^
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found a number of undisturbed graves
I two or three feet below the surface and
be borne in mind that outside of the colo- | of course we made careful observations,
nial records and the narratives of travel- photographs, etc.
Up to the present,
ers, etc., there was little to attract the I we have secured something like four hunattention of the archaeologists to this dred good specimens from these graves.
region. There were no great mounds, I cannot enter into a lengthy discussion
no ruined
in the columns of the Transcript, but a
no complicated earth-works,
buildings. Further, it was easy to se- few observations may not be amiss. We
have done
considerable
cure money from wealthy people to exexcavating,
plore in the West, Southwest, or Central chiefly because our party is large, enThe territory
America.
There was a romance con- abling us to work rapidly.
nected with these great structures which already covered would indicate that we
appealed to men and women, whether are unearthing pre-Algonquin culture.
they knew anything about archaeology For instance, no grooved axes occur in
the graves. The grooved axes found on
or not.
At the beginning of this year, the de- the surface do not exhibit signs of disat
Anof
archaeology
Phillips,
integration. Many of the grave specipartment
dover. decided to start an archaeological mens are already crumbling, and no sane
survey of Maine, with a possibility of person will believe that a stone tool will
extending said survey to Connecticut and disintegrate before a considerable period
Massachusetts. The trustees kindly ap- of time. The graves contain a prodigious
propriated sufficient funds to carry on I number of egg-shaped plummets, called
There
the work this year.
Immediately after by the local collectors “sinkers
making arrangements for the summer, I are also in these graves the most beautiful slate spears, hollowed and fluted
sent Mr. Chas. A. Perkins throughout
the State, looking up Indian camp sites ; gouges.
and burial places. He also visited all the
THE MOST INTERESTING FINDS.
collectors of archaeological specimens in
The slate spears are not common on
the State and secured from them much
valuable information. Mr. Perkins spent the surface in New England, even in this
region, and are almost unknown in Masnearly three months in this service.
I might
About the middle of May, 1 went to saciiusetts and Connecticut.
Moosehead Lake, engaged Frank Capino, continue enumerating the puculiarities of
these old graves—how that the stone ima full-blooded Indian guide, and visited
the west branch of the Penobscot, Lakes plements lie in the brilliant red ochre
Chamberlain, Chesuncook, Eagle, and : and are often colored either a dark red
took the AUagash trip. This was at the or a bright crimson. Suffice it to say
highest stage of water and we were en- ! that Maine has proved to be a unique
abled to travel very fast down both the and remarkable field, well worth our
At one [study. Naturally, we have found many
West Branch and the Allagash.
place we ran twelve miles in an hour and j objects more or less alike, and I intend
fifteen minutes. Frequently our speed I to give the Maine Historical Society at
Both i Portland a collection to ue preserved in
was eight or nine miles per hour.
the West Branch and the river were fud i the State.
One of the most ."••tisfr.ctory things
We used a
of logs— millions of feet.
twenty-foot canoe and carried about two ! connected with our exp dition has been
hundred and fifty pounds of luggage. the extreme courtesy and haidu -ssshown
Capino is considered one of the best us by citizens no I land owners. 1 asked
He ran fifteen differ;' p; rsons for permission
canoe men in northern Maine.
the canoe through all the rapids except t<> explore, ; no was not refused in a sinAllagash Fails. We were the first tu gle instance. Often we dug on grass
or hay fields.
On the
It was krolls, la
take tin Allagash trip this year.
extremely pleasant—there being no flies Emerson place we cut out the sol in
I found some blocks and put th" same back as carefulas
well as exciting.
It is unusual to meet
fifteen camp sites in the lake region, but ; ly as possible.
very few evidences of Indian occupation with such hearty and general co-operaAt the mouth of the tion.
on the Allagash.
While the Maine expedition was workAllagash and up the St. -John there are
more numerous indications of the Indian ing a! Aiamoosook, I sent several of my
students down to Sargentville, to make
occupation.

|

we

j

—

About the middle of June, our expediproper set out for Maine. It located
first at Buckspori, and dug on the land
owned by Messrs. Fred ar.d Benjamin
Biodgett. Various implements had been
found on this estate in the past and a
gravel knoll overlooking the Penobscot
river had been thoroughly explored by
Mr. 0. C. Vv'illioughby, assistant curator
of the Peabody Museum at Harvard.
Mr. W liioughby also made an examination of a gravel knoll at Orland, and
another at Ellsworth. He has written a
valuable report on his investigations, and
the exhibits he made of his find may be
M-. Wilseen in the Peabody Museum.
loughby did the first real scientific work

in Maine archaeology.
When a party of explorers enter a new
territory, they are at a disadvantage.

I
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While there they found an interesting
burial, which may be of the early colonial period, or pre-historic—we cannot determine which until our return to
Andover. They uncovered the skeleton
of a young person, fourteen or fifteen
There was a large copper
years old.
plate, copper beads, and pieces of buckskin massed about the lower jaw at.d
chest.
Very few of the bones remained.
There were some two or thiee hundred
large white beads, strung on thin buckskin thongs.
The boys dug numerous pits near
where this burial occurred, but found
nothing more. It seems to have been a

single grave—not a cemetery. Copper
plates are seldom found in New England,
and the question at once arises—is this
a historic or pre-historic burial?

Our work at Alanioosook has covered
three weeks, and at present writing
we are not yet through.
i
We
In our case, we were very fortu- (July 16)
dents.
often run side expeditions, as we have a
At first we were advised by
nate.
power boat and two skiffs. It requires
those who did not know, who were con- all of these to move our
party. Dead
tinually sayir.g to us, “Lo! here, Lo! River, a tributary of the lake, we have
there,” until we wearied running after repeatedly visited, digging on prominent
them. Then appeared one man to whom
knolls, but without results.
we are especially indebted for valuable
One of the most interesting places in
information and assistance. Mr. Arthur this entire
region is the United States
our
of
Marks
E.
Yarmouth, Me., joined
Fish Hatchery, conducted by Mr. C. H.
after
our
and
arrival,
shortly
expedition
Atkins. The Government property adHere we met I
went with us to Orland.
the lake, and Mr. Atkins has
Mr. Ernest 0. Sugden, who is much joins
been in charge for many years.
He is
interested in the history of Orland and a
unassuming man, yet few men
who in company with Mr. Marks, indi- in quiet,
America have conducted more excated the best known sites. Mr. Marks
periments with reference to the study
had made a large collection of stone im- of trout and
salmon, and particularly
plements during the past twenty years, the diseases of these fish, than Mr.
and had thus become familiar with many
Atkins. I was astonished at the extent
of the burial piace3 in southern Maine.
of his piant, and impressed with his
REGION.
A RICH
thorough knowledge of his subject, and
On arrival at Orland, we found a most the importance of his researches.
interesting region. Orland is at the
MAINE’S INTEREST IN THE DIGGINGS.
head of navigation on the Narrimissic
the presence of a number
Naturally,
this
times
stream
River. In colonial
of persons engaged in digging up Inwas famous for shad, salmon and other dian sites
aroused
much interest in the
fish. Five miles up the stream is Lake various communities where we
have
Alamoostook.one of the most beautiful of been located. I was informed that at a
The entire
the southern Maine waters.
gathering in one of the stores at Orregion seems to have been a favorite, land, the other night the statement
not
only with the ancient, but the i was made that we were securing these
modern Indians as well. Picturesque as
objects for sale*and that we had disit is now, it was even more so before the
posed of them for the sum of two
the advent of the sawmill and the elec- thousand dollars. The local
correspondA dam has been built
tric light plant.
ent of the Bangor
papers reported
at the outlet, just below our camp, and
that
we
had
quite gravely
dug up the
the level of the lake raised five feet. skeleton of a
baby whale! We found
We are unable to search the shores be- the stone
efigy of a whale, but it hapcause of the present height of water,
pened to be some four inches in length.
but in the fall, when the lake is low, we The Boston
papers copied this item,
shall have no trouble.
and some of the archaeologists have
OLDEST GRAVES IN AMERICA.
made merry at my expense. One offers
At Orland we uncovered twenty-seven to mount the whale skeleton—intimatancient graves. These were on the es- ing that our museum is too small to
tate of Captain S. N. Hartford, which properly exhibit such a monster.
The
Our camp, overlooking the outlet of
lies on the edge of Orland village.
to two Alamoosoook Lake, is most
pleasantly
graves varied from eight inches
feet in depth, and many of them had been located, and the Emerson lot, owned by
disturbed by the plough.
Consequently Mr. Frank Pierce, is just opposite. We
our observations could not be as we have had many callers to see the speciwished to make them. We found no mens, and it has been a pleasure to meet

They must
They must feel their way.
depend on information furnished by resi-

were

recreation of theaters

over

ment

As

parks.

and amuse-

News and Notes.

Over Half-

Most magazines today have many picUnfits a Person
tures, but it is very seldom that one
for every phase of existence, business, pro*
picks up a magazine with so many beaufession, or social. Those who suffer from tiful and interesting illustrations as the
headache know the symptoms, and when to September number of The Resorter, just
use the remedy.
What remedy is the difficult out. There are pictures of society, picquestion to many. The True “L. F.” Atwood’s tures of scenery, and pictures taken at
several of America’s most fashionable
Medicine seldom fails to relieve promptly.
horse-shows.
Many of them—particu“I always had Sick Headaches before taking
the splendid reproduction of a sun“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. After taking it larly
I have no more Sick Headaches, and would not set on Moosehead Lake which makes the
be without “L. F.”, says Mrs Geo. Anderson, center-piece- are well worth framing.
The September number is a horse-show
Brunswick, Me.
“I ha\e used the True “L. F.” Atwood’s number. The leading article "The HorseMedicine for a long time, and always with Show in America” outlines the developgood results. I can highly recommend it for ment of the present show from the oldSick Headache and pains in the stomach.”
time county-fair, when the forefathers
Mrs. W. D. Sargent, Skowhegan, Me.
of the nation used to take their horses
and cattle to fair for comparison and exRegular size 35 cents at all dealers.
hibition purposes.
It is a most interest“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
ing article. On all newstands, 15 cents
the copy. Resorter

Cnestti, Mass.

of

the

shelvirg

beaches capable of
about 500 miles, and
growing clams
the average width of these beaches is
estimated at four rods, so there are 1 G<),000 acres of half-submerged land su:table for growing clams in Maine, and ,.!i
of this is ready for the reception of
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i Fevers, Congestions, Inflamrna*
3 Worms, Worm Eever, or
3 Colic. Crying and Wakeful,,,..,
Diarrhea, of Children and A
7 Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis
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Wurui
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Toothache, Faceaehe, Neuralgia
Headache, Sick Headache.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Lar\:u
Halt llheum. Eruptions, EryIIheiiinntlsm, or Rheumatic i\u
Fever and Ague. B'alaria
Piles. Blind or Bleeding, Exten v
Catarrh, Influenza, C<1» in

Man-

Atlantic opens with a

honest note of the limitations of his iut.ell gence. gives warm praise to the citizen who “in the making of the American nation out of materials of
twenty
years ago tias been the largest personal
factor.” A paper in this issue apt to attract especial attention is “The Autoi matic Citizen,” by Thomas R. Marshall.
| The Democratic candidate for the vicejI presidency is so little known by his countrymen generally that this essay, giving
his philosophy of citizenship, is particularly timely. Those who are interested
in tne question of Japanese exclusion
may well read with care Arthur May
Knapp’s paper, “Who Are the Japanese?” which furnish a novel argument,
ascribing to them an Aryan origin. This
is a topic on which pride of race
may
well listen to reason.
Other papers of
note in this issue are “In the Noon of
Science,” by John Burroughs, “The Rural j
Problem and the Country Minister,”
by I
Joseph W. Strout, “A Real Myth,” by <
W. Jett Lauck, dealing with the absurd
belief current among voters that high
wages result from the tariff, and “The
Moral Value of Scientific Management,”
by Congressman William C. Rediield,cnairman of the Congressional commit
tee on investigation.
Dr. Crothers con'
tributes an entertaining essay on “The
Contemporaneousness of Rome,” while
“The Temple's Difficult Door,” by Robert M. Gay, and "Two Italian Gartlens,
by Martin D. Armstrong, give grace and
lightness to the number. Mr. Fagan
brings his significant “Autohiography of
an Individualist” nearer to its close and
Morris Schalf continues his “Sunset of
the Confederacy.” An amusing feature
of the issue is the ] ublication of a journal kept by a young girl on “A
Trip to
Ohio in 18l0.
Her lively comments on
the country and its inhabitants give a
startling picture of the days when Madison was president.
Among the stories
are “Abram’s Freedom,”
by Edna Turpin, “A Green Thought,” by Margaret
Lynn, and "Thursday,” by Dorothea
Slad
There are poems by Bliss Carman and M. L. C. Pickthalfi and a
long
and varied Contributors' Club.

’{
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sympathetic but acute characterization
of Mr. Bryan, which, while it takes
The

jfl
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Spe^r

been used

result we have worn-out nerves
and misery and drunkenness, conditions
which are due largely to lack of proper
recreation by means of which to counteract the monotony of the day’s work.
In Germany and Russia gymnastics is
seedling clams, besides perhaps 5000
an important
part of the training in the acres of clam flats to
spars on the shores
standing army, in which every man in of the
outlying islands, which are Vfry
the country is compelled to seive a pemore
than 1000 being in
riod two years. In Sweden the govern- abundant,
Penobscot Bay alone.
ment requires that a certain part of the
actual experiments conducted
“Now,
day be devoted to gymnastics in the at Popham Beach, near the mouth of
public schools. In England out-of-door the Kennebec River and at the head of
sports and exercises are the common Isle au
L
*tZ
.1
1
1
il.
Haut, in Penobscot Bay, have
rule; while in our own country public demonstrated
that an acre of fine, but
gymnasiums and recreation centers are not
closely compacted beach sand, which
almost unheard of except in very large 1
is covered by the tide twice in 24 hours,
l cities.
is capable of yielding 212 barrels of clams
You say it would be absurd for grown
that are three or more inches in length
to
like
children.
Then hear and wili
people
play
yield this amount every year,
as attractive winter fruit for export as
where it is actually done.
that the flats are sowed to
the much-advertised orchard lands in the
In England every year at Stratford-on- provided
young ‘seed’ clams annually and the
States of Oregon, Washington and Cali- : Avon there is a
in
honor
pageant given
SPPfl is nlfiWOii in tn the HonfrVi nf
fornia.
Able press agents, most of of
Shakspeare; hundreds of the towns- inches, or perhaps less, though eight
whom were former newspaper men. had people take
part—men, women and inches have given the best results.
been hired and furnished with abundant
children,who dance and give scenes from
“A headed barrel of clams in good
money to boom the virgin soil of the far the life of Shakespeare and his great
condition brings $1.75 in the Boston marwest; and dailies, the farming weeklies plays. In our own country we have the
and the magazines of the entire country festival of the Mardi Gras in New Or- ket, of which $1 now goes to the men
who dig the crop, though the diggers
had been made fat and rich with asser- leans, and
during the past summer a could earn $4 a tide on 50 cents a barrel
tions as to what the Pacific coast was pageant was
in
the
town
of
Thet- if the land were
given
planted to its full capacapable of performing. While mainly ford, Vermont, in which men and women
Ten cents a barrel will cover the
truthful, these special write-ups were of the community as well as children city.
freight bills from the Hats to Boston by
unfair when the prime element of cost participated. This
plan of recreation steamboat, showing a net profit of $137.was taken into consideration.
An inves- J for grown
was tried by the Depeople
tor with ready money can buy ten acres partment of Docks and Ferries in New SO an acre every year from clam culture
in Maine, or a total profit of $2,204,800
of Maine orchard lands as cheaply as he York in the
early eighties, but a rough for the 160,000 acres.
The clam flats in
can
purchase one acre of Washington [ element proved too much tor inadequate ! Maine are
now producing a total output
The rate of taxation is supervision and the
apple land.
attempt was not of $355,000 annua ly, of which more than
cheaper in Maine than among the unset- repeated. At Rutherford, N. J., the
50 per cent., is paid for digging and
tled political conditions further west. ; past year
playgrounds were used con- freight.
Our interest rate is lower, our points for j stantly in the
evening by grown people | "For more than a decade lecturers
shipment are much nearer the European 1 who lacked courage to attend during the i have been
SOME NATIVE GEMS.
telling the farmers’ institutes
markets; and, of course, the long haul by day.
As a constquetice of this interest
of the country about the amazing profits
rail eats deeply in:o all questions of it was decided to
open the grounds to ! the farmers of Aroostook
County were That Might Become A Mighty Industry.
profit.
older persons two nights a week.
A
Even Granite Makes a Handsome Slick
from their potatoes, showing
making
From now until the close of the Pana- few weeks
ago the writer attended a how
from Massachusetts and
greenhorns
Pin.
ma-Pacific exposition to celebrate the club
meeting under the auspices of the New York have gone to Caribou and
While in a local jewelry store the
opening of the Canal, the far west will Children’s Aid Society in New Ymk, and other towns in northern
Maine, have run
receive the bulk of the newspaper and instead of mothers
sitting
by talking in debt for farms and fertilizers, and other day the Argus reporter saw some
beautiful
magazine free advertising, and Maine over their daily cares, they danced folk
cut and polished to be
paid otf every bill with the first harvest. j made intogems
must struggle along as best she may for dances and
scarf pins of the half oval
played basketball. Did they 1 These statements were all true.
some years 10 come.
But the time is look absurd anti
;
that is oval or elliptical anil
undignified? Not in the
“It is equally true that 500 bushels is form;
near—before Theodore Roosevelt can least.
Teey danced gracefully and considered a remarkable crop of mer- then split in two so as to lie fiat in
be
elected
President
—when
Maine
the setting.
again
learn quickly, but the important thing
There were some blue
chantable potatoes to the acre and that
must come into her own—when the gradu- about it was that
they were enjoying it $1 per barrel of 2 1-2 bushels is about ones, some pink ones, some that looked
ates from the eastern industrial colleges and
like
of
drops
soap suds, one brown one
forgetting their cares.
the average price paid tor Aroostook
and universities, who rushed west after
and one that looked exactly like the
Some people say, “grown people don’t I
potatoes delivered at the railroad sta- feathers of a
fame and fortune, must return east and need recreation
at
home.” tion, The Aroostook farmer has to
Plymouth Rock hen ex—they stay
buy
that it had a reddish cast instead
grow Maine apples for export to Europe. But where do the people come from who
his seed and fertilizers, he must plough cept
parade the streets at night? They are and harrow his land, drop and cover and of a bluish one as the hen’s feathers
have.
“Not having the ready money of Mr. merely looking for amusement, recrea- hoe iiis
crop, apply poison twice every j
It was explained that each and
Blaisdell,” continued the lawyer, “I tion—but what they find is not elevating
every
every summer to kill the Colorado potato one of these
have mainly confined my interest in to themselves or of especial credit to an
gems was a Maine product
beetles and then dig, sort and house his and that there
were niillion^niure where
Maine apple-culture to growing early American city.
As a result, police-stacrop before he can think of taking it to
The pink one and the
and fine apples for the consumption of tions and alms-houses are filled.
i they came from.
If the market.
blue
one
were saui to be tourmathe Maine boys in the summer season. I roughs who “hang around” street-cor“When the Maine clam farmer re- light
; lines and not the best form of tourinniine
remember with deep regret how far we ners could work off their energy in play ceives
legislative protection ami he can
boys, who were reared down in the fine or legitimate spurt, they would not be so take out title deeds to his land he will be at that, tile white one was one kind of
a
second pink one was pink
!
old town of Penobscot, Maine, had to ready to assault and rob; if they were able
to grow a barrel of clams at half quartz,
walk before we could fin
apples that physically well, they would not be so wil- the cost the Aroostook farmer pays for ! quartz, the one that looked like soap
.suds was a moonstone, the brown one
were fit to eat.
Going as we did after ling to drink.
his potatoes.
First he will have to put was a
torm of beryl and the speckled
There are gymnasiums for them to at- out no
dark, we often broke olf whole limbs
money for phosphates or other one was
laden with choice fruit, and having to tend, you say. There are approximately
just nothing but Maine granite
as the Atlantic tides bring him
dressing,
cut
anil
polished to make a gem.
dodge angry dogs and farmers armed 3,470,476 adult inhabitants in New York; fresh fertilizers and place them right
Ibis
whole
handful of jewels was a
with loaded shotguns, I have wondered there are about 150 public gymnasiums above the clams
every day. He will revelation to the
how so many of us escaped with whole and recreation centers, including settle- never
Argus reporter for up
have to worry about buying seeds, to
that moment it bad never been susskins.
ments, Y. M. C. A’a., etc. This would because an adult clam thn«e or more |
t» cted that these several kind of rocks
“In memory of those sad and hazard- make it necessary for about 23,000 peo- inches in
length produces from 600,000 to would polish
ous old days, I have thought of the boys ple to attend one gymnasium.
up so finely.
But even 800,000
I
every year.”
01 course every person above the
every time I have had means or time to if there were enough to accommodate
age
this number, they would not be filled;
plant out an apple tree.
MANY DRIVEN FROM HOME
kind of tourmalines that have made Mt.
“First off, I have consulted my farmer one of the essentials of play is the open
Every year, in many parts of the country, Apatite and parts of Auburn and that
clients and friends about the earliest air.
edible varieties of summer fruit I could
Of course, on grown people’s “play- thousands are driven from their homes by section famous the world over.
Some of
nlant for hov ennsurmition. The idea grounds,” the sand-box and sliding-chute coughs and lung diseases. Friends and busi- the gems are water clear and are worth
their
in
diamonds
or
ness
are
left
behind
for
other
but
was to give the hoys some fruit, which would be superfluous, —but these could be
weight
climates,
pretty n er
they could steal from the tree and eat, substituted by gymnastic apparatus, this is costly and not always sure. A better it. But these comparative:}' common
without their getting sick from cholera baseball, basketball and tennis courts. way—the way of multitudes—is to u.-e Dr. looking stones in the collection looked
almost as good us the other kind when
morbus or “stomach ache.” Here are a There are several games for adults which
King’s New Discovery and cure yourself at seen cut and
few of the varieties, which I selected by have become almost obsolete in this
polished.
home. Stay right there, with your friends,
But the idea of taking granite and
advice of experts, anil set out: Red As- country; archery is a sport much used in
and take this safe medicine. Throat and lung
making a jewel out of it was distinctly
trakan. Bell’s Early, and that fine old, past, years, ri quiring skill and practice; trouble lind
quick relief and health returns. i new. But why not?
and always stealable Golden Russet, »juyviiij£ uu uib gxtrtju is anuuier game Its
help in coughs, Colds, grip, croup, whoopEx-Alderman Fred H. Johnson has
which had an outside as rough as the almost forgotten; moving pictures are ing-cough a d sore iungs make it a positive
hand of Esau, but a heart as tender and given on some grounds; pageants, dra- blessing. 50c and it.00. Trial bottle free. or had the last time the Argus talked
sweet as the soul of the first girl you
matics and folk dancing could be made Guaranteed by all druggists.
| with him, a handsome watch charm
which he shows with much pride as a
ever loved.
especially interesting.
relic of his former occupation. Coal?
THE AGE OF ADVERTISING.
It would be a comparatively simple
“Here are a few of the places where I
Sure thing,
it is made of a piece of
matter to open the day playgrounds at
had them set out:
Writers ol advertisements are giving anthracite coal, cut and polished and
“A dozen about that rough and rocky night for grown people, and though there
!
“old swimming hole,” so the boys might would no doubt be difficulties to over- more attention to the matter in their properly set and it makes a handsome
undress in the shade of the apple trees, come, the results would be gratifying in productions.
Newspaper readers are watch charm. He says they also make
and every boy make a long and true dive the end; for fresh air and physical exer- also doing more in the way or giving at- it up into stick pins and scarf pins and
with a luscious apple between his teeth. cise performed in a spirit of play is a tention to the advertisements than they other forms and that it looks fine what“At intervals along the highways, so sure recipe for a normal state of mind. did ten or fifteen years ago, and there ever way it is prepared.
If such ordinary things as coal and
One
that boys and girls, as well as men and This course would be but following out are at least three reasons for that.
women might pluck and eat with posi- the natural development of the child’s is that the advertisements are better granite can be worked up into gems why
tively no ‘forbidden fruit’ in the entire playground movement. Well supervised reading than they formerly were. An- not try it on some of the other Maine
row.
recreation grounds for grown people other is the ads. are changed oftener, rocks and thus establish a new industry?
“In clumps of twos and threes about should become a part of every city sys- while the third and chief reason is, prices The Monson slate, for instance ought to,
in the hands of skilled lapidaries make
are quoted more freely than in the past,
the favorite picnic grounds, where boys tem.—The Survey, Aug. 24th.
and there is no getting around the fact fine watch charms, scarf pins, brooches
and girls, as well as invalids and lazy
people—might loll in the shade, read Dr. Humphreys’ Manual Revised Edition. that the housewife who lays any claim to and other articles of personal jewelry
thriftiness is on the lookout for bargains. forming not only a tine ornament, but
papers, look at pictures, eat apples and
also a valuable souvenir.
drink in the fresh air from Mount KaThe last revison of Dr. Humphreys’ Manual The merchant who has his ear to the
Maine has so many different kinds and
has simplified the description and treatments ground is aware of this and words his
tahdin and beyond.
forms of granite that it ought to be posYou see in a general way that my of disease. There re chapters on Diet and messages accordingly.
Regimen for the sick; diseases of Infants and
Whfn you read a merchant's advertise- sible for a man, who has an eye to busiplan is an all Maine plan for advertising Children;
disease of the Digestive Organs; ment
all Maine to the outside world, and for
you are reading what he has to say ness, to get up at least a hundred differdisease of the Skin; diseases of the Kidneys
ent patterns of pins and charms.
Then
attracting boys and girls from the out- and Bladder; diseases of Females; Fevers, to you about his wares. He invites you our
feldspar takes a handsome polish;
side to Winterport, and to cause them to Congestions and Inflammation. Pocket edition, to come and see what he has for sale.
has
it
in
He
wants
fact.
That
trade
and
takes the only
always
think of settling there, and eventually 144 pages, mailed free on receipt of name and
ought to
your
planting orchards within the town address. Humphreys’ Homeo. Med. Co., 156 way known lo him to reach you. The make handsome pins ami charms if
advertising columns of a newspaper, so properly worked by the right kind of
boundaries, just as Mr. Blaisdell is doing William St., New York.
far as they represent, are representative people.
so successfully today.
Philbrook & Andrews.
Limestone would probably not do for
of the live business men of the town, and
Years and years ago when the late
you will lind therein the names of the this purpose, but there are hundreds of
Warren
C. Philbrook of Water- merchants who want your trade. With- quartz deposits that would make lovely
Judge
Captain Frank Goodwin of Bangor was ville
has entered into a partnership with out exception they are the
the owner of theSimpson-Holbrook farm
progressive gems and other kinds of minerals could
Charles
L.
Andrews
of Augusta, taking men of the city—men who keep their be hunted up to advantage.
on Mount Heagan, a few miles below
Not to rake up any dead embers that
Winterport, it was his instructions to the place made vacant in the firm of stocks up to date and are not afraid to
his custodian of the property to permit Heath & Andrews by the death of the tell about their goods.—The American perhaps ought to be left to lie still and
grow cold, but what about silver and !
all and sundry to go in and eat all the late Hon. Herbert M. Heath.
Judge Press.
gold ore and lead and copper nuggets
apples they could hold, adding, as if Philbrook has been in practice about 27
too. This seems to open up a wholly
years, was assistant attorney general of
Company I, First Maine Cavalry.
from afterthought:
new field of endeavor and to suggest a
“Be sure and tell them to scatter a Maine four years, attorney general two
and
the
was
first
The
19th
annual
reunion of Company I, souvenir business for enterprising Maine
few apple seeds from the best fruit they years,
judge of the
eat, so the little apple ‘pips’ may spring Waterville municipal court after its First Maine Cavalry association, began jewelers that should bring in a pretty
were increased.
At
the
powers
present Tuesday morning, Sept. 3d, at Stone penny to them when they get it started.
up in time, and perhaps produce a ‘GoodSome of our friends are making a
continuing
Cape Porpoise,
win apple.’ which shall beat the Baldwin time he is chairman of the Republican Haven,
State committee.
through Wednesday. At a business meet- great deal of noise in public places about
all out.”
ing officers for the ensuing year were the immense undeveloped resources of
These kindly cautions were said to
elected as follows: Joseph R. Curtis, Maine.
THE MEN WHO SUCCEED
have been obeyed literally.—Bangor
Portsmouth, president; George D. HarWhy not start up a gem factory and
News.
as heads of large enterprises are men of great
vey, hJorth Berwick, vice president; develop at least one of them and proenergy. Success, to-day, demands health. To
P.
vide
the world with a lot of handsome,
ail .is to fail. It’s utter folly for a man to en- Benjamin
Doe, Cambridge, secretary
UNCLE EZRA SAYS
dtire a weak, run down, half alive condition and treasurer; Justin M. Leavitt of Ken- durable and reasonably cheap articles of
‘It don’t take more’n a gill uv effort to git when Electric Bitters will put him right on nebunkport, Eli S. Waterhouse of Kenjewelry, forming not only things of
folks into a peck of trouble” and a little neg- his feet in short order. "Four bottles did me nebunk, George D. Harvey of North Ber- beauty and value but likewise pretty
more real good than any other medicine I ever
executive committee. A tablet is souvenirs also. Think it over.
lect of constipation, biliousness, indigestion or
took," writes Chas. B. Allen, Sylvania, Ga. wick,
other liver derangement will do the same. If “After years of suffering with rheumatism, to be erected at Cape Porpoise, comthe services of the First
•For any itching skin trouble, piles, eczema
ailing, take Dr. King’s New Life Pills for liver trouble, stomach disorders and deranged memorating
A campfire was held salt rheum, hives, itch, scald head, herpes,
I am again, thanks to Electric Bitters, Maine cavalry.
qnick results. Easy, safe, sure, and only 25 kidneys,
sound and well.” Try them. Only SO cents at Tuesday evening and the boys told tales scabies. Doan's Ointment is highly recomcent* at all druggists.
all druggista.
mended. 50c. a box at ail storea.
of the past.
--

FIRST DIGGINGS IN MAINE.

Twenty-five

times.

port—of farming, dairying and corn canANCIENT PAINT FACTORY.
ning. In particular he dwelt upon the
lew exeepuuna, uiimiuwu.
What strikes one as remarkable in the enterprise of Mr. Lincoln Blaisdell, a
been studied by Professor George Per- 1
about Alamoosook is the great native of the town, who had lateiy set
kins of the University at Burlington. The graves
quantity of bright red ochre paint. Mr. out more than 1 ,000 apple trees, all
University collection there is a large and 1 Willoughby found considerable of this grafted to the most approved varieties of
important one. This is chiefly due to I and we unearthed literally several bush- fruit, mainly attractive and standard
Professor Perkins’ labors.
apples for shipment
j els during the ex ruination of our more sorts of sowinter
as to take the appetites as
A BIG NEW FIELD.
than one hundred graves. We preserved abroad,
New Hampshire is unknown archaolo- a generous portion of the brightest paint. well as the eyes of the English, French
and German people.
gically, and not much has been done in An old letter written in 1823 by Moses
It was good to know that Mr. BlaisRhode Island. Taking everything into Greenleaf to Rev. Dr. Morse gives the
consideration, it is no exaggeration to Indian name of all the places along the dell recognized the industry for which
Penobscot from its mouth to Lake Che- many Maine towns and cities—particustate that the people of New England
have at home net only a new field, but a suncook. The Olamman stream is given larly Winterport and Waldo county—
and
very important one; a field that, proper- as the place where paint is found,
resident was putting out his own
ly worked, may produce some surprising 1 we hope to locate the exact spot later in former to
forward the work; for both the
money
results, and both present and solve a the season.
lawyer and Mr. Blaisdell believed that
number of archaeological problems.
j Both the Pierce, and Mason burial with
proper care and attention, acre for
People ask me—and especially since | grounds had been disturbed by previous
acre, Maine could grow better and fully
we
have made these discoveries in the
State of Maine—why it is that the scientists have neglected this region. It must

ALICE A HILLS.

Literary

A SICK HEADACHE

—

land.

vcunum

Grown-ups.

years ago children’s playalmost unknown, but since
grounds
the formation in 1906 of the Playground
Association of America about four hundred cities and towns have acquired
supervised playgrounds. Their value is
self-evident; as a medium for doing philanthropic work they are especially useful.
Parents’ hearts are immediately
won if special attention is shown in
teaching Leah to dance or Jacob to jump,
and bananas and soda-water are lavished
Extreme poverty
upon the instructor.
is sometimes brought to light through
playgrounds, and occasionally a young
Jesse James is discovered, who quite
often proves to be mentally defective.
But what is being done for the child’s
parents and elder brothers and sisters?
graves had been disturbed, except under Sunday?”
There
‘most
of
are rich people who lead such lives
the barns, and one of these barns must
‘Well, you see,’ I replied,
needs be removed before the ground be- us are poor devils and can’t afford pleas- of luxury that their condition is almost
as lamentable as that of the
ure riding in automobiles on Sunday.’
neath can be explored.
poor, but
‘‘She said to the chauffeur: ‘Drive on, they have the means, if not always the
Locating at Lake Alamoosook; we emWealth in Clams.
’’
Boston Transcript.
energy, to better themselves. The poor
ployed additional help, and with a force William.’
instinct
is
to
person’s
from
eleven
to
fourteen
strongest
men,
play,
varying
but having no facilities for wholesome Cultivated, They Will Yield $137.80 to
explored in a dozen different places.
Apples for the Boys, t recreation,
most of his leisure and money
the Acre.
Omitting details, the important sites
j
are
expended at the saloon. The middlewere Mr. Pierce’s property (known as the
the short train ride between
the jigged end deeply notched
During
“Along
class
men
and women are confined to j
Emerson place) and Mr. Mason’s land.
seacoast of Maine,” said Fish W'arden
and Orrington one sweltering lives of constant
Mr. Pierce’s cottage lies on the point of Bangor
economy- in money, Sullivan, a few
days ago, “are more
time
last
and
one
of
—and
the
not
lawand
flanked
the
the
week,
land overlooking
lake
pleasure
by day
leading
having
than 30U0 miies of watt r front that is
of the very rich or the very
It is a most beau- yers of Winterport, Maine,
independence
the Narrimissic river.
inundated twice a day with the tides
having lightpoor, their lives are greatly constricted, from the Atlantic
tiful location for an Indian encampment ed a
ocean.
cigar and got it to “drawing” fine- they work
about
and
the
with
shores,
conscientiously
during
—sandy,
sloping
“Rough measurements made by United
with keen appreciation con- day and on
fifteen feet above the water in Indian ly, spoke
indulge in the doubt- States engineers place the total
holidays
length
cerning the newer industries of Winter- ful

upon
cles from the mounds of the Mississippi
valley or the cliff houses of the SouthAnd they observe, except in the
west.

There are numbers of smaller museums, of the most excellent exhibits in
local archaeology, scattered throughout
New England. I do not refer to tnese.
The lack of archaeoiogie material from
New England in our large museums is
not because such material does not exist
in quantities, but because the curators
and field men have been concerned with
the greater field of the Middle West and
the South.
Massachusetts, Maine and
Connecticut are rich fields in primitive,
stonage culture, aid practically, with
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Rubber

bringing the craft forward with such
momentum that I leaned forward to
catch the bow and felt my shoes fill with
the murky Mystic water; after I had bestowed well forward the detachable cuffs
which Mr. Barrett Wendell says no gentleman ever wears, and had seized the
wheel with that weatherwise squint
wh’ch Gloucester skippers use in Mr.
Buhler’s pictures; after 1 had adjusted
three buttons of the spray guard which
had been neglpcted and had kicked a
little resting place for my feet in the
omnigatherum of the extreme bowafter these and other preparations, occupying about the time it takes to dictate four tpye-written pages, nothing at
all had happened, except that Baker,
well aft in the boat, seemed to be turning
wheels and saying things both under
and above his breath.
ser

Motor Boat.

a

on

the Boston Trmscript.]
at t' e outset that
the fairest specimen of
It
,,
a li
are joys in
j ’know there
[0i
beyond my ken; otherthe
mid not be the myriad of
met :
fickle the bay and every
Wise »'
....
about Boston that is
,,
ti-.,
float them. But these
wafted within my
!.,[•
u t Keen
day I may be admitme day 1 may myself
the lvfraetory engine
;
joy, and the flicker;■
ttery only second in the
it these things
.jualitication for the
0
beyond, I feel amply
U since my ride with
burn in

owned

sh°,

j

sensitive ears.
He was
undoubtedly a
rotter. For a halfpenny i’d have fetched him one. Yet, now that it is all over
there is no use in cherishing an
unpleasant memory of a young fellow who
must
have had a mother. It was not
my fault
in any way, that we left him alone on
the main in company with a
raging

1

day.
ady

WHEN THE SKIPPER CRANKS UP

are increasing in
-quitos decrease above
i ;aker tells me, and,
future when the erstunclean Mystic siiall
rb ribbed and confined
a
concrete, most busi-i i, Malden, Wincheswill assert their inde-

1 looked fearsomely up the gangway
lest Fuller might come.
Fuller, the
careful of speech, how shocked he would
be! Even to me it was a revelation to
hear Baker curse so.
He is at once the
dearest and most scholarly of friends,
when he i3 ashore. With him 1 had
wintered it and summered it. Together
we had paddled
a
canoe on peaceful
inland rivers and held high converse on
plans for beautifying the world and

v

vated Company and
t-ach business

mom-

procession,

which

t

mi

about Patriots’

!

Day,

[uoneer—a long way
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i,g with the carburegasoor some other of
of
a
harmexities
i.:!, one of which

-a;us, sparking,
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accounts,

|

met

1

have been of
said would start
;:>ni at eight o’clock
but exhilarating
ting a* eight fortyoppast Uncle Sam’s
we should
..is tars,
!'.ridge and make for
of deadening labor
to

was

xcr

our!''-

OF

A

maniac.

Familiar Features Well Known to Hundreds
of Belfast Citizens.
A familiar burden in many a home,
The burden of

a

“bad back.

A lame, a weak or an aching back
Often tells you of kidney ills*
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for weak kidneys.
Here is
testimony to prove it:

good

W. C. Sheldon, Brooks, Me., says: “I have
had no occasion to use Doan s Kidney Pills or
a long time. You
any other kidney remedy for
former testimonial
may continue to publish my
given in 1905, as I still have unlimited confidence in Doan’s Kidney PillsThe above statement must carry conviction
to the mind of every reader. Don t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY
for DOAN’S KIDNEY PILLS, the same that
Mr. Sheldon had -the remedy backed by home

testimony. 50 cents at all stores.
burn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
“When Your Back is

Poster-Mii-

Lame—Remember the

Name.”

“That’s

—

occurs

Baker goes out;
Her no necessity of
,ck even if he does
office at eleven
is
in on the particular
.its I am about to

j

KNOW IT WELL.

her,” the passenger suddenly
exclaimed, pointing to a long white
streak below the Somerville bathing
earnestly of a better, busier Boston,
beach.
“I knew her as soon as I seen
everybody hustling non sibi sed patrte,
her.”
like our
mayor. Then, as we
Together we
standardizing humanity.
“Her” Baker and I thought at first to slid downenergetic
to the float at Warren Bridge,
hid snowshoed through pine and hemlock be
one of the ex-white squadron which
It lacked
we pulled out our watches.
woods beautiful with pure green and the
had evaded the
of War’s orders ten minutes of eleven.
We had had a
infantile softness of the fresh-fallen to assume war Secretary
paint. She seemed to fill glorious forenoon and would still be able
Of science and art Baker has
snow.
tne whole river.
however, : at least to get our mail opened and send
profound convictions which a wide circle we realized that Approaching,
she was simply one of our checks to the bank before lunch time.
of friends and acquaintances admire and
those motor boats of the dachshund
“Shall we try it again tomorrow?”
type
respect. Yet here he was, at ten mina pretty, elongated toy
riding festively asked Baker, enthusiastically, as we
utes
before nine, two hundred yards
at anchor amidst the light chop, the cre- boarded a surface car.
above Cradock dam, swearing like a tenation, doubtless, of some millionaire’s
“Not tomorrow; day alter tomorrow,”
nis player!
It was to the relief of this pleas- was the
reply.
Baker’s imagination, kindling faster fancy.
ure craft that our
sturdy mechanic was
But then I am a lubber, and perhaps
than his spark plug, was already workrushing with a small can of gasolene.
Walk beside the
Baker had a bad day.
of
the
less
usual
in
the
direction
ing
A thin, gloomy-looking man of the
Charles, the Mystic, the Neponset, any
oaths when suddenly it was my turn to 1875
those
generation,
1
wearing
quasi- day, and dozens of these busy little
The Bark Commission’s
say things.
English whiskers which enhance an as- things, from the size of a canoe to the
concrete bridge, which up to now stood
of tired anaemia, sat in the bow and dimensions of an ark, v\ .11 pass you while
pect
at a little distance upstream, appeared watched
our oncoming.
His was the you
trudge a mile. As ior the Bay, some
to be about to topple upon us, and I
of genera- ! day soon there will have to be traffic
uttered an imprecation upon the folly dyspeptic aspect expressive
lions of piety and pie. So a few minispolice to keep order among the scooting
of erecting these wabbly structures.
ters even of this day and generation still hundreds.
Probably no other city in the
“The other way, old man,” called out
dress their faces; but this person was no country sports so many of them, of all
Baker, with the serenity of one who has parson.
degrees of eiegance, of all patterns and
I grasped the situasworn himself out.
models. But then, no other city offers
tion ana the wneej, ana we were ort in a
so
many quiet waters, so many safe
LANGUAGE, IN A MOTOR BOAT.
series of eccentric semicircles, due,
havens, such a variety ol' ciuising. BosWe are all aware that if our sons
!
perhaps, to desultory study of the masgo
the paradise of the moters of the Ukiyo-ye abhorrent of the upon the river where rude, rough men ton has become
torists who goes down to the sea in his
straight line. Such steering resembles run the motor boats which half the time boat.
skating, with its outward rolls. In will not budge, they must become used
fascinating curves we thus were eareer- to a great deal of violent language. We
WHAT WE NEVER FORGET
ing down the Mystic when I was brought know that next to the fellows who are
to earth—almost literally—by Baker’s constantly
in company of our noble
according to science, are the things associated
f
4-V-wv UotinA

..

i,

boatclub. Their indifference, however
not affect me. This wa* not
the first
time that I had revolutionized an
indus
or
an art or a science while
try
waiting
s
for Baker.
To one enjoying the blue and
lavender
tints of the spring forenoon
sky the ex
quisitely crude greens of the marsh
grasses and the saltish odor of the receding flood, it was at least subconsciously
irritating all the while to have to overhear the young mechanic
carping about
carbureters with Baker. I gathered that
he was bound to the relief of
somebody
somewhere, but he failed to interest me
this fellow of brakes and shafts
and
cranks. I began to look forward to the
peaceful spin down river by ourselves
after we had shaken him. His
jargon
grew steadily more distressing.
His uncouth New England dialect'
grated on

I d!d

PASSENGER.

made several
Fuller never turned
why, on the testiand ear witnesses,
-v
f has never di:
We have been
-toio
however, that he
Medford square for
lie held within
w
:s brave but cau; when the fate of
.ere

tends to make the world better.
The news of Springfield which may be of in
terest to your readers can soon be told. The
city is growing rapidly. Lots of new buildings
Our new court
are in process of erection.
house is occupied at the present time although
not yet complete. We shall have a fine structure, of massive proportions, an ornament to
the county. The old court house is to be torn
down and a new twelve story office building

Are You

White-Leader?
W Ask yourpainter that queslion before you
engage him.

erected in its place. A very large convention
hall is in process of erection on the old city
lot. Important additions are to be made to the
State Normal building, which is crowded for
Street paving is going on at a rapid
room.
rate, and at tremendous cost. Brick, concrete,
asphalt and wooden blocks are the materials
Automobiles are numerous,
mostly used.

cycles abundant, and as a consequence
Picture
accidents comparatively frequent.
shows multiply and it is a problem to ascertain
where the money comes from to support them.
The political pot is beginning to boil. Taft,
Roosevelt and Wilson each have their friends.
With the split in the Republican ranks it is
probable that the State will fall back into the
Democratic ranks this fall. Green county is
pretty evenly divided between the two leading
parties, with a slight advantage in favor of the
Republicans, but how the voters will line up
with a third party in the field I would not
undertake to forecast.
The weather has drifted to the extremes. A
year ago we had a prolonged drouth during
the growing months, and but for a long season
we would have raised a very inadequate supply
of the necessaries of life for man and beast.
The early fall rains helped us out to some extent but it was a costly winter for those who
had cattle and horses to feed, and we are still
suffering from the effects of the drouth. The
j winter was more severe and prolonged than
usual. The late spring of the present year
| was quite favorable for growing crops, but
more recently we have been suffering severely
for the lack of moisture, and the atmosphere
has been hot, climbing up into the nineties—94
the limit. As I write it is
| or 95 has beentooabout
warm for comfort.
In the
; 92; a little
\ shade, however, it is fairly comfortable and
for the most part th'$ nights are bearable.
The crops in this immediate vicinity are only
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A White-Leader” is a
painter
who mixes his own
paint after be
has examined the surface to be
covered- He knows paint—he’ll save
you
He
will
use
money.
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because he is

it is pure.
^e <^oe9 not want y°u to complain of blotches, blisters and
cracks. It is for his interest
l° *lave
your paint wear.
White lead paint may
be tinted any color.
Come to us for your
paint supplies and
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moderate, but in the northern parts of the
^
adjoining States Jof Kansas
and Iowa, they are bountiful. I wish you and
your readers could share with us in the lusgk
cious peaches which are sold here for from $1 A
to $1.50 per bushel. Not every locality, howX
ever, can be equally favored with everything, j
Maine is to be congratulated on her mosieyj
with our early home life, such as Bucklenjs
making crops of hay, oats, corn and potatoes ^
Arnica Salve, that mother or grandmother
Missouri on her fruits, her poultry and her
used to cure our burns, boils,scalds, sores, skin
mines.
eruptions, cuts, sprains or bruises. Forty
A week has passed since the above was writUnrivaled
for
it
merit.
years of cures prove
ten, a week of hot weather, the thermometer
piles, corns or cold sores. Only 25 cents at all
ranging several times above the ninety mark, !
druggists.
and a week of strenuous business activity. A
coal dealers convention was heldffor two days
Mo.
Letter from
while old Sol smiled upon them out of a clear
sky and again and again compelled them to j
To The Editor of The Journal: The
State and in the

a

yet..
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ADVANCE 111 COAL
The Belfast Fuel &

Hay Co.

Wisn to inform their friends and customers that after
Septemb r 1st there will be an advance in the price of
Anthracite Coal of 25 cents per ton on all sizes except Pea.
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We are now
His
insistent demand for a whistle.
Coal at the
dewords were hortatory, as when one says, by all mean? are those who go in for a
hvere(f
in
on a level within the
put
limits:
“Thumbs up!’’ or writes “Send today,” care-free life on the bounding billow.
or
“Remit by return mail.” For an- One would hate to have one’s own hoy so
PER TON
much of a mollycoddle that when exswer he received my feeble little whistle,
barely audible above the engine’s chug. pressing his proper feelings he would
The whistle hanging there resort to such mere subterfuge profanity
“No, no.
as timorous editors exact from Ralph
Blow it three times."
on a string!
....
judgment. Before
Into the gloom of the bow’s covered Bergcngren’s otherwise admirable piaqueous joy ride he part I reached forward and came back rates. One cannot but have hearty repossibilities against with six inches of string.
.lust a little spect for the college English teacher
bit of string! With perhaps ill-timed who instructs his charges to damn freely
and independent facetiousness I then called on Baker for in their
;
paucity
daily themes. I, too, have dipf!
manfully. “May the rosin, letting him know that he had ped my pen into the mucilage bottle. 1 of news in which the readers of The Journal seek the shady side of the street and made :
them the butt of many a well-timed mental
vek at personal disevidently mistaken his instruments and have pounded out my own manuscripts would be likely to be interested has been the
ni!
earth, water or that while I was a tolerable performer, on the typewriter. Yet, on Juvenal’s chief reason why I have not written for a long thru3t. The coal men replied that soon the ;
tors? Have not four wood wind or brass wind, I could hardly principle of debet puero reverentia, 1
time. Many things have transpired in Spring- tables would turn, and with the prospect of j
■oilers followed tile sea be
car shortage and the scarcity of labor the joke 1
to qualifyias violinist with- was glad that my small son was not along field and Missouri
expected
during this period, but for
f them drowned? Be- out the
|
proper materials. Baker cut to hear that grizzled veteran carry on. the most part I have thought them of only, or would be on the other fellows.
the wiser for my short
ne
For ten uninterrupted minutes he pulled
my levity by explaining curtly:
We have had two automobile accidents dur
Ihe above prices are subject to the usual 30
A
local interest. Ten years ago I freIf!
“That damned whistle’s loose again. up epithets and expletives to apply to primarily,
ing the week, neither of which proved fatal.
and
cities
into
the
■nine to the fore the ;
travelled
cash discount of 25 cents per ton.
adjoining
that mess of rotting junk, that diabolical quently
days
You’ll find it there somewhere.”
23tf
One very estimable young man stepping off
j school teacher’s conAs indeed I did, after I had pawed concoction of an insane engine tinkerer’s States and found in these travels incidents
M a d even
constructive-] through the most extraordinay assort- bungling brutality. The boat herself? and scenes of general interest. More recent- from the street car last Tuesday evening stepIf sides, 1 am an eni- ment of rubber, leather, wood,
paper, No, she was all right—that is, her putrid ly, for the past three or four years, business ped in front of the car coming in the opposite
If
Cominonwealth.
and had both lower limbs severed and
and wet goods ever stowed promis- outside hull. She looked decent enough, interests have
glass
kept me very closely confined direction
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
a isuai and inexplicable
cuously into a space fourteen inches by like many of her sex so far as externals to the boundaries of this city. For months died in a short time without regaining conIn the matter of
)
I
apparatus Baker’s eight.
Being just miffed enough no were concerned. But that engine and
sciousness.
Ellsworth Howard,
In Bankruptcy.
I have scarcely been outside the “city
make Charlestown on
longer to be willing to display my musi- the attachments! Every valve a vile im- past
In beautiful Springfield with so much to en)
Bankrupt,
j
With
beautiful
with
its
the
walls.”
with
Park,
Doling
my position,
cal talents, 1 passed the dinky little tin position!
Every soldered joint a sinful
-teilu would be unable whistle back to Baker, who said nothing sham! Every cylinder a sink of iniquitous multiplicity of visitors and charming scenery chant and please, alas! some get tired of life To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
:
District Court of the United States for the
and by one route or another take their own
ur-i- at Wellesley, and
As
for
the
his
at
the
emDark perdition!
within a few minutes ride, I have not been
owner,
District of Maine.
but, like Childe Roland
lives.
Three
or four such cases have occurred
to go to work instead of
all
the
fools
in
creaand
Then
on
it
loud.
mortifying
ployer,
Tower, blew
long
inside its gates for years, with the exception
ELLSWORTH HOWARD of Searsport, in
era
here within the past few weeks. Some peo
elegy, and’’
he blew again. And again. And once tion called him a gentleman and good fel- of Sundays and holidays. I have had
the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, in
only
lorvous.
Many wives more. And a final trio of blasts, looking low, but—
of
of
suicide
as
one
of
talk
the
act
said
courage.
District,respectfully represents,that on the
three days of respite from business in seven pie
r's nervousness conYet nothing much was the matter, so
27th day of July, last past, he was duly adIs it not, on the other hand, an act of cowardice?
apoplectic.
I
1 inexplicable antipfar as we could find, except that this and a half years, and those were three days of
judged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
True, it takes courage to take one’s own life,
H' canoes. Just why
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly surIN A MYSTIC LOCK
pale, sallow engineer had been left on the sickness. Yet how often and ardently I have but does it not take more courage to live and rendered
all his property and rights of proper- i !
■oe of her friends or
a
boat Saturday afternoon with instruc- sighed for a smell of the ocean breezes, and
AKD
The power had been shut off in the i
meet the issues which he or she dreads to ty, and has fully complied with all the requiremi wn, have been capand we were drifting gently tions to discover, if possible, why she had ! sight of the magnificent expanse and ever
of said Acts and of the orders of Court
meantime
ments
Is it not with the idea of seeking to
meet?
i
E mugh that Mrs.
broken
ami
on
the
trouble
down,
mending
toward the new lock in the Cradockdam.
varying scenery incident to a vacation on the
touching his bankruptcy.
does not like this
I
the coming of greater evils which he
to bring her back to the South Shore reWherefore he prays, That he may he decreed
As three heads of lock tenders finally
coast of grand old Maine. We have a stream escape
i
s i-, uliarity of the sitwhich
the
owner had tried to
him
a
sort
from
are
tl
at
man
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
confronting
anticipates
in response to the whistling,
running through Springfield, named The Jor- !
has no objection to appeared
debts provable against his estate under said
It
was
now
make
Malden.
|
life?
Is
an
act
of
intense
takes
his
own
it
not
Tuesday
tiie method in Baker’s musical madness
its; she has, indeed,
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exthe man had done little in the dan. I do n«»t think, however, that it bears
selfishness when a man perplexed in business
began to be clear. The tide at that morning;
cepted by law from such discharge.
swan boat three
meantime but tinker at the machinery, any very special resemblance to the Jordan of
below
than
above
a
hour was
little higher
seeks to save himself the exposure and worry
Dated this 28th day of August. A. D. 1912
the Public CarJl
Ml
H. must also have chewed some of the Palestine, and its banks are not particularly
j
ELLSWORTH HOWARD, Bankrupt.
the dam. Slowly they swung the upper
«
es:
broached the
1 cotton waste and rags with which the inviting to picnic parties or camping compa- incident to failure at the price f his family’s
into
the
enclosed
and
we
slid
1
OF
)HC
fH
ORDER
N
\
kEgate open
and prolonged suffering,
in
He had not seen his nies.
! hull was half filled.
p, she even offerand
j
People sometimes form parties and go temporary anguish
.wiehes. Yet on space.
It is an act of greater courage .to meet inevit- District of Maine, ss.
for several days, and a thick stub- out
but the banks of the Jordan are
are to sentimenta- family
I love locks.
|
fishing,
They
i
On this 7th day of September, A. D. 1912, on
ble
was appearing on the part of his chin
battle
with
it
as an honest
voyage it hapand
able
trouble
if one has a trace of poetry in one’s
not the scene of their rendevous. They rather
the foregoing petition, it is—
r called on
Mrs. lize,
which the razor usually kept pale. It I
seek escape from it by the refuge reading
being. The passage through by means | was al)
seek the banks of the James, Pomletow, or man than to
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
it ion, innocently
no doubt.
as j
|
Still,
exasperating,
of suicide.
of one of the simplest and yet most
the
same on the 18th day of October, A.
!
in
upon
fished
Penobscot
and
other
rivers.
Having
isband had shown
he was undoubtedly paid for his time; as
perpetually interesting of mechanical
Springfield is growing. In twenty-one years 1). 1912, before said Court at Portland, in said
nun to his
counsels the wise men not to ; St, Croix hays, where you could catch somecqnoe.
at
philosophy
ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that
District,
the
passprocesses may well symbolize
roe home to learn
fret over trifles, and as scientific man- ! thing worthy of your skill and in quantities j it has nearly doubled its population and
notice thereof be published in The Republican
ing of a soul from one to another of the
These
in
interests.
increases
business
popuis rapidly discharging the irri- sufficient for a meal at any time, the streams
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District, 1
On the welling agement
of existence.
stood in Medford planes
i lation and business have made it a much iarger, and that all known creditors, and other persons |
table and irascible, we could but feel here fail to to
!
flood one climbs to higer, sight.lier levels.
tempt me.
Canned and Bottled Goods.
that this was an unpleasant character
The in interest, may appear at the said time an ) |:
tiing the half-dol- Thus
more important and prosperous city.
I
Mention of the Penobscot in the month oi
too, without sense of trouble or from whom we should
and show cause, if any they have, why
place,
,s car-fares and a
like to escape.
New the
wholesale trade is growing rapidly.
one traces sparkling
prayer of said petitioner should not be i
ore on
his weary personal discomfort,
We did so as gracefully as possible. August brings Northport, beautiful Northport firms are
rivers to their sources, surmounts forest
coming into..the city and new lines granted.
He
eternities.
very vividly to mind, and this brings to mine
were we off down stream when
and Sauces.
And
Hardly
it is further Ordered by th6 Court, That
Of such sort
clad mountain ranges.
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“Grab hold of that rope, mister, looking
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
r into ail
I the square. New school buildings and new
whom we
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open car.
Judge of tne said Court, and the seal thereof,
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churches are also the order of the day, and in at Portland, in said District, on the 7th day of
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instantaneous'y don’t look out.”
addition to the erection of hospitals a new September, A. D. 1912.
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KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

and family, although she haa not disposed
of her house in Rockland, Maine. Her numerous Stockton friends hope she may never reinquish her real estate in “The Pine Tree
State,” but Often return to look after |that,
thus insuring occasional calls upon them.
ter

SEARSPORT.
Mrs. H.

J. Carr returned

Tuesday from

Waltham, Mass.
Capt. C. N. Meyers left last week on a business trip to Boston.
Mrs. Lydia Dudley of Dorchester, Mass., is
visiting Mrs. C. A. Whittier.

Jellisop piers the following shipping report was telephoned Monday evening:
Sept. 4th, sch. Longfellow arrived, light, to;
load lumber, and steamer Millinocket sailed

Mrs. Moses Fowler of Searsmont is visiting
her sister, Mrs. F. W. Treat, on Water street.
Mrs. F. S. Dyer and H. R. Dyer have returned from a short trip to Bath and Portland.
Leon Blake has gone to Cape Porpoise.where
he has a position to teach in the public schools.

steamer belonging to the Bull Steamship Co.,
the Hilton, is expected to arrive next Friday
to take a cargo of paper to New York to clear
up the paper house. The Millinocket has been
taking 100 car loads regularly, but has not
been able to take all awaiting shipment.

Sunday was one of the hottest days here
since July, the thermometer registering 82 in
the

shade.

Capt. R. E. Sargent returned last week from
Troy, where he attended the wedding of his
daughter.
Steamer Belfast made the fastest trip of
the season Monday from Boston, arriving here
at

7.40

a. m.

Colcord of New York is visiting
his parents, Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Colcord, on
Bay View Place.

Rupert

P.

Barge Boylstone finished discharging at the
Penobscot Coal dock Saturday and sailed for
Weymouth, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie N. Studley of Rockland,
are at the Norris homestead on Norris
street for a short vacation.

Mass.,

Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Prescott, who have been
visiting friends here and in Monroe, returned
to

Malden, Mass., Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Dietze of Dedham, Mass.,
are the guests of ('apt. J. N. Putnam and Mrs.
C. E. Whitcomb on Main street.
Mrs. Frank Fames and son of
Stoughton, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Loomis Eames on Reservoir street.
Mr.

and

Mr. George L. Merrill and family, who spent
the summer at the Merrill hojaestead on Main
street, returned to Dixfield Thursday.
Steamer Altamaha, Capt. Chisholm, finished
discharging sulphur at the Penobscot Coal
dock Thursday and sailed for New York.
Prof. Samuel F. Tower and family, who

spent the summer in town, returned to their
home in West Newton, Mass., last week.

Barge Maurice R. Shaw arrived Sunday
from Baltimore with 1,550 tons of fertilizer to
the Hubbard Fertilizer Co., at Mack’s Point.
Miss Maude I. Smith left Saturday for Charleston, where she has a position in one of the
model rooms of the Higgins Classical Institute.
Prof. Bertram C. Richardson and family,
who have been spending the summer at their
cottage on West Main street, returned to Boston

Monday.

L. WT. Stockbridge returned from Boston,
Thursday with a full line of choice groceries
and opened the Searsport Cash Grocery store
on Mount Ephraim road Saturday.
Steamer Seaconnet, Capt. Meech, arrived
Friday from Newport News with 3,860 tons of
coal to the Penobscot Coal Co., finished discharging Monday and sailed for Norfolk.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew B. McGown and children

wno

have been

spending

the

summer

at

their bungalow at Pleasant Point, returned tc
their home in Worcester, Mass., Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hodsdon of Allston,
Mass., are receiving congratulations on the
birth of a son, September 8th. Mrs. Hodsdor
was formerly Miss Emily Whittum of Sears-

port.
Holland, one of the directors of th«
B. & A. R. R. Co., and his family, who have
been spending the summer at the James G
Pendleton homestead on West Main street, returned to their home in Concord, Mass., MonArthur

day.
The election here Monday passed ofir verj
quietly, both the leading parties getting oul
ne rly their entire vote.
Stickers played considerable havoc with both parties. The socialists and prohibitionists polled but 20 votes
and W. C. T. Runnells, the prohibition candidate for county attorney, polled 83 votes.
WINTERPORT.
Rev. C. A. Purdy of South Orrington occupied the Methodist pulpit last Sunday in exchange with Rev. A. J. Lockhart and gave a
very fine sermon_Rev. A. J. Lockhart and
wife attended the Sunday School Institute in
Bucksport last week_Mrs. G. W. Brigham
of Dorchester, Mass., is the guest of Mrs. I. J.
Dunham
Mrs. Marie Archer of Bangor
spent the week-end with her mother, Mrs.
Evelyn Wardwell-Miss Bertha Cole has arrived from Boston for her annual vacation
visit to her old home_Miss Hannah Thompson left for Boston last Thursday, after a visit
of several weeks with relatives here....Mrs.
Manley MjAuliffe and Mrs. Minnie P. Arey
were in Bangor Sunday as guests of
Mrs.
Joseph McAuliffe... .Dr. A. R.. Fellows is vaccinating all who desire it through the town...
Mr. Elmer Clark is moving his family to Hallowell.
....

^

with paper for Boston and New York. Sept.
5th, sch. Charlotte T. Sibley arrived, light, to
load lumber. Sept. 7th, sch. Carrie A. Bucknan arrived, light, to lead lumber.
Sept. 8ih
sch. H. S. Lanpher sailed with lumber for New
York. Sept. ;9th, sch. Sylvia Hall arrived
light, for laths, and sch. Helena for lumber
schs. Longfellow, Fannie Hall 'and Aetnr,
sailed with lumber for New York. A new

Mrs. Alice M. Smith and daughter, Mrs. A.
N. Blanchard, returned to New York Friday.

Unless there is daily action of the bowels, poisonous products are absorbed,
causing headache, biliousness, nausea,
dyspepsia. We wish you would ask your
doctor about correcting your constipation
fcjr taking laxative doses of Aver’s Pills.

M EET1NG OF WALDO COUNTY VET-

ERANS.

of remarkable service.
CLARIONS have always done
good work since the first one
was issued in 1874 4<>wn
through the thousands made
in recent years. ^
,
A home product, well known

is

From Cape

Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild returned Tuesday from a visit in Philadelphia.
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EAST NORTHPORT.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Roberts, Miss Paulina,
j
Mr. James W. and Miss Martha Roberts closed
their cottages on the North Shore Saturday I
and returned to their homes in Reading, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard S. Roberts went to
Rockland Monday for a visit and will visit
friends in Augusta before going to their home
in Reading-Mrs. Charles B. Pendleton and

Prices for

PROSPECT FERRY.
Miss Dora Peirce of Peabody and Miss Margaret Lindregan of Salem are guests of Mrs.
W. D. Harriman for the next two weeks....
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Berry and Mrs. Phena Berry visited relatives in Winterport last Thursday-Mrs. Fred Grant of Bucksport was a
week-end visitor at Mrs. Phena Berry’s.
Mr. and Mrs. George Heagan of Lynn, Mass.,
are visiting their mother, Mrs. G. W. Dow....
Mrs. Emma Moulton of West Newton, Mass.,
is visiting relatives here.... Mrs. Kate Harriman and daughters, Kate and Mary, and son
William were visitors in Bangor Sept. 5th....
Harry Carley of West Newton, Mass., visited
Evander Harriman Sept. 6th_Merrill Shute
of Bangor spent the week-end with his aunts,
Mrs. M. A. Littlefield and the Misses Hannah
and Ellen Heagan....Mrs. Ellen Heagan entertained the H. H. club Sept. 4th....Sidney
Harrison of yacht “Siglinder” was at home
from Camden Sept. 6th for a visit with his
mother, Mrs. Evelyn Harrison....Mrs. C. R.
Hill of Winterport and son Billy visited relatives here several days last week.... Mrs. Carrie M. Healey and son Stanley of Bucksport
and Mrs. E. W.Shack ford of Dorchester, Mass.,
visited Mrs. W. D. Harriman several days last
week.

121c.

10c

25c.
-i q
18c.

i9rc

|

14c
11C

10c.
15c.

8c

11c
19c
10C

25c.
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19c
He

15c.

121c.

September 12, 13, 14, ONLY

The above goods are in our CROCKERY DEPIwhere we move
then, eacf
season to show with the wall papers, and next
Monday we move this li,k
goods back to the Dry Coods Dept.
Yours

! I

truly

SWANVILLE CENTER.
Charles Curtis and Ernest Maddocks are
Sbd> b» the J. C. A TEH CO.. Lowell wr,.»
——l■
lass
building a two-story house for Fred Curtis.
They have the frame up, the under floor laid
and are now boarding it. Mr. Curtis U
SPRINGS.
MEETING OF WALDO POMONA
building
a nice modern house....Mr. and Mrs.
GRANGE.
Shorey of
Mrs. Ralph Morse, accompanied Mrs. C. E.
Enfield are guests of their daughter, Mrs. AlBritto on an automobile ride to Belfast last Jackson, Winterport, Frankfort, Prospect,
Waldo County Pomona Grange held a very
bert Moody....Mr. John Palmer of Monroe daughter Mary returned to their home in
Searsport and Swanville. The president call- has three cows
Friday in the Britto car.
that made 1,344 pounds of but- Somerville, Mass., Saturday.... Miss Janetta i interesting meeting Sept. 3rd with Victor
which
open- ter
Miss Sarah M. Shute, Sandypoint road, left ed the forenoon meeting to order,
in the last year and he sold two calves for Rogers went to Franklin, Mass.. Saturday to ! Grange, Searsmont. The day was pleasant
of America. The records of
$25... .Thompson Bros, were threshing in the resume her studies at Dean Academy_The and the attendance large. In the afternoon
Monday for Bucksport, where she will be em- ed with singing
the last meeting were read and approved, and Center
ployed at the Seminary until June.
last week....Mr. Fred Littlefield is Northport Inn closed Monday night and Mr. the hall was filled to an overflow. The meetComrades Stinson, Knowlton and Clark were
was called to order at the usual time
now able to be in the store
by
The Ladies Aid society of the Universalist
quite a good deal.... Burnham, the proprietor, returned to his home ing
appointed a committee on the time and place Mrs. Luella Nickerson and Mrs. Martin Rob- in Reading, Mass-Rev. D. B. Phelan of Worthy Master Howes and the roll call of
parish is now taking the annual vacation of
of the next meeting. Remarks by several of ertson
visited last Thursday at the home of Belfast will hold services in the chapel next officers found all present except the Steward
the autumn. Work will be resumed later.
the comrades followed and thei. the dinner Mr.
and Gate Keeper, whose places were filled
Charles Libby in Winterport....School Sunday at 2.30 p. m.
by
Misses Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn drove call sounded and a recess was taken and a fine
Bros. Foster and Jackson. After the opening
in district No. 1-2 will begin Sept. 16th and
to Sears port last Friday to call upon relatives,
PROSPECT.
exercises a class of 21 was instructed in the
repast enjoyed.
Miss Grace Gilkey of Dark Harbor will teach.
Mrs. Alice Sylvester and Mrs. Frances Blake
the day being beautiful and the roads in prime
,
President Crockett called the afternoon ....Mrs.
fifth degree and a committee on the time and
Barden is visiting relatives in Win- of Etna
were guests of Mr. and
i
condition.
Mrs. Fred
meeting to order, and after singing by the terport... .The friends of Mrs.
program for the next meeting was appointed.
Small of i Dockham
Mary
recently.... Mr. and Mrs. A. E Pay- The noon recess was then
cxiuir jure, uexit;
o. x aimer 01 iwoxirue oxiercu
The result of the State election in Stockton
Brooks will be sorry to learn of her death. son
taken, and all reand friends of Brooks called on friends in
shows a gain of twenty Republican votes over prayer. NoahWilson then delivered the follow- She was a
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The Waldo County Veteran association convened in the Knights of Pythias hall at Ellingwood’s Corner, Sept. 5,1912. It was a beauti
ful morning and at an early hour the vets began to arrive. The following towns were represented: Belfast, Waldo, Swanville, Monroe,
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1SLESBORO.
Mr. Ethelbert Yeaton arrived last week to
spend his vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Yeaton.Mr. Leslie Williams is
the guest of his mother, Mrs. Charles Williams-Miss Althea Yeaton left Saturday for
Anson, where she will teach....Miss Ethel
Parker will teach in Morrill this fall and Miss
Marian Coombs in South Orrington... .Miss
Beulah Bates left for Hampden Sept. 9th to
resume her duties as
teacher in Hampden
Academy... .Miss Harriet Whidden returned
to Worcester, Mass., Sept. 10th, after an extended visit with Mrs. Grace Kindred.Mr.
Edwin Fairfield of Los Angeles, Calif., is visiting relatives in town.Mrs. Charles Hanson
and children left Monday for their home in
Malden, Mass.
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